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Time, temperature and the kinetics of reactions are the basic
ingredients in this study of thermal history analysis. Unraveling the timing
of geological events using absolute dating systems based on radioactive
decay is not a trivial task, ages given by most radiometric dating
techniques (e.g. fission track analysis) are apparent ages, related to
cooling through some characteristic temperature range.
Fission tracks are atomic-scale defects in a crystal caused by the
passage of fragments from the fission of uranium-238. In apatite, fission
tracks are destroyed by annealing at temperatures between ~70°C and
~125°C. A quantitative understanding of the kinetics of track annealing is
necessary for the interpretation of fission track data. A numerical model of
variable temperature annealing in apatite is constructed and compared
with previous models. Monte Carlo analysis provides a novel means of
assessing the uncertainties associated with predictions from this model.
Predictions of annealing during cooling from 100°C to 0°C in 100 Ma have
associated uncertainties of ~7%, similar to the error in a typical fission track
age determination.
Regional thermal history is fundamentally linked with tectonic
history. The Dora Maira massif in the Western Alps provides an example
of a pressure-temperature-time history well constrained by metamorphic
petrology and radiometric dating. Simple models of conductive cooling
and erosion are used to successfully model the thermal history of these
ultra-high pressure rocks and shed light on possible tectonic scenarios for

XI
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their origin. Numerical modeling suggests that continued refrigeration of
the Dora Maira rocks by subducting lithosphere is not required to produce
the observed metamorphic mineral assemblages.
Fission track analysis, synthesis of results from other dating
techniques, thermal modeling and metamorphic petrology are used to
constrain the magnitude of cooling during extension in the Mojave Desert,
California. Cooling paths constructed using fission track ages on apatite,
zircon and sphene and ^^Ar/^^Ar ages on biotite, homblende and
phlogopite reveal the contrast in modes of cooling between upper and
lower plate rocks. Upper plate rocks show no evidence for the rapid
cooling that affected lower plate rocks during the Miocene extension in the
region.

XII
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/ measure time arid yet I know not what I measure.
Saint Augustine
Time, temperature and tectonic history are intimately interlinked.
Our knowledge of absolute time in geological processes is obtained from
isotopic dating techniques that give "cooling ages", representing the time
at which the mineral or rock being dated cooled below its characteristic
closure temperature. Thus, the time information we acquire from isotopic
systems is directly related to the temperature history of the rock, and
specifically to that portion during which the rock cooled below the closure
temperatures for the isotopic dating systems being used. Objects cool
when heat is transferred from them to their cooler surroundings. The same
is true of rocks: heat transfer by conduction is an important mode of cooling
when hot rocks are either brought into contact with colder rocks or moved
nearer to the surface of the earth. The juxtaposition of hot rocks against
cold rocks may be accomplished by faulting, intrusion of a dike or pluton,
or extrusion of a lava flow. The first two cases reflect the regional tectonic
environment, and the thermal history of the rocks is directly related to
faulting or intrusive events. The latter case is not so significant in terms of a
tectonically-controlled cooling event since it is essentially a surficial
process (although the actual timing of volcanism may be an important
constraint). Rocks may be brought closer to the surface (and thus cooled)
by uplift and erosion of overlying material or by removal of overburden
through normal faulting. Although both of these processes, uplift-erosion
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and normal faulting, result In the "surfacing" of the rock, the mechanisms
are very different and lead to characteristic pressure-temperature histories.
The primary objective of this study is to demonstrate that a knowledge of
the physical processes responsible for the closure of isotopic systems and
the transfer of heat in rocks should be an integral part of any tectonic
interpretation.
Chapter 1 is a review of fission track techniques and their
application to tectonic problems. Combining results from several different
thermochronometers with different temperature sensitivities is the basis of
a powerful tool for determining the cooling history of uplifted or tectonically
denuded terranes or plutons. The recognition that thermal history has a
profound effect on the resulting apparent fission track age occurred early in
the development of the method, and rather than limiting its use as a dating
technique it opened up new possibilities for application as a
thermochronometer for sedimentary basins or the low temperature later
phases of uplift and cooling (e.g. Naeser 1979; Harrison and Clarke, 1979;
Parrish, 1983). These studies touched on the problem of a kinetic control
on the setting of fission track ages: to accurately interpret fission track
ages the kinetics of closure must be understood. The significance of this
problem increased when length measurements of fission tracks in apatite
revealed that both the mean track length and track length distribution were
affected by thermal history and may thus contain information about the
thermal history (Gleadow, 1983). Understanding the annealing process,
by which fission tracks in apatite shorten and are effectively destroyed,
became of paramount importance.
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Several different models were proposed to describe the annealing
process. In chapter 2 I examine and compare different existing models,
and then develop and assess a numerical model which describes
annealing due to variable temperature thermal histories. For a model to
have any predictive power we must have some knowledge of the
confidence we can attach to the results of the modeling process.

Having

developed the variable temperature annealing model, I then investigate
the errors associated with predictions made by this model using a MonteCarlo technique.
Since the thermal history, tectonic history and thermochronology of
any region are intimately interdependent, the application of conductive
cooling models to problems in tectonics is another necessity. Can this
technique be used in specific cases to test tectonic hypotheses? This is
addressed in chapter 3 in the form of a case study of ultra-high pressure
metamorphic rocks from the Western Alps. These rocks are of supracrustal
origin, have been metamorphosed at depths in excess of 100 km, and
have returned to the surface along a P T trajectory such that their ultra-high
pressure metamorphic assemblage is preserved. Several tectonic models
have been proposed for the evolution of these rocks, and in chapter 3 I
systematically integrate the metamorphic petrology, geochronology and
results of conductive cooling models to test each of these models.
Application of all of the techniques discussed above in an original
regional study constitutes the final component. This is presented in
chapter 4, where I investigate the patterns of cooling existing in a region
which has undergone substantial extensional deformation: the western
Mojave Desert, California. The presence of granulite facies rocks, rapidly
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cooled, myionitized and subsequently overprinted with a brittle
deformation fabric, suggests that large scale tectonic denudation may have
played an active role in the tectonic development of this area. The cooling
paths of hanging wall and footwall blocks in this extensional domain are
constrained using the models of cooling and closure described above in
conjunction with fission-track data derived from sphene, zircon and apatite.
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1

Fission Track Thermochronoiogy and
Problems in Tectonics

The low temperatures at which fission tracks are stable in common
minerals makes fission track thermochronology an appropriate technique
for studying the later, lower temperature stages of tectonism. Fission tracks
in apatite yield thermal history information in the range ~70°C -130°C,
whereas fission tracks in zircon and sphene are stable at temperatures up
to 200°C and 250°C, respectively. This temperature sensitivity is the basis
of thermochronologic analysis, a powerful tool which allows one to relate
changes in the cooling history of an orogen to tectonic events. More
detailed information on the temperature-time paths of rocks in erogenic
belts is necessary to gain a fuller understanding of thermal and
mechanical models of the tectonic processes involved. Gravity and
seismic surveys constrain the present crustal structure, heat flow
measurements limit the current thermal state. Metamorphic petrology
reflects the earlier thermal and baric history. Upper crustal thermal history
information is recorded in the form of fission track length distributions.
Integration of this information in a coherent manner requires a quantitative
understanding of the physical processes. This presentation attempts to
draw together models of the kinetics of atomic scale annealing processes
and of crustal scale thermal processes and uses them to maximize the
amount of information that can be obtained from a geologic investigation.
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Uses of Fission Track Analysis
The first geologic applications of fission track dating were performed
on micas and natural glasses (Price and Walker, 1963; Fleischer and
Price, 1964). Establishment of this technique as a practical tool for
geochronology occurred throughout the 1960's and 1970's, with
substantial contributions by C. W. Naeser (Naeser, 1967; Naeser, 1969;
Naeser and Dodge, 1969; Naeser and Paul, 1969; Naeser and Fleischer,
1975; Naeser, 1979a; Naeser, 1979b;). Prior to the early 1970's, the
fission track technique was used exclusively for dating geologic events,
especially volcanic events, using zircon, sphene, apatite and natural
volcanic glass. The effects of annealing were recognized as a problem In
the Interpretation of some ages, particularly those from samples that had
undergone a thermal history more complex than the rapid cooling
experienced by extrusive Igneous rocks. The Interpretation of fission track
ages In these more complex settings became an Important aspect of the
technique (Wagner, 1968; Wagner and Relmer, 1972; Wagner, 1979;
Wagner, 1981). As researchers realized the Importance of thermal history
In governing the apparent ages produced by different minerals, the
technique was applied directly to the Investigation of thermal histories.
Initially for studies of orogenic uplift (Wagner and Relmer, 1972; Wagner et
al., 1977) and thermal overprinting by Intrusion (Calk and Naeser, 1973),
and subsequently to the study of sedimentary basins (Naeser, 1979b;
Briggs et al., 1981 ; Gleadow and Duddy, 1981 ; Gleadow et al., 1983;
Gleadow et al., 1986; Naeser, 1988; Naeser et al., 1988).
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It many senses fission track studies are inherently better suited to
investigations of uplift and cooling, rather than burial. Studying apatites in
a subsiding basin can give valuable information about the thermal history
of the basin, but the interpretation may be complicated in basins where
populations of apatite are present from several different provenance areas.
Each of these populations will have different inherited ages and track
length distributions, making interpretation of depth-age or depth-track
length profiles more difficult. The problem of multiple inherited thermal
histories does not arise if all apatites present share a common
provenance. Alternatively, if the rocks have been buried sufficiently to
raise their temperature over 150°C for a few thousand years, then
annealing ensures that there will be no inherited age components or track
length distributions in apatites from uplifted or tectonically denuded areas.
Since all the apatites have a common starting point (i.e. they are totally
annealed) the interpretation of fission track data from uplifted terranes is
much simpler. An intrinsic feature of fission track analysis is that
progressively more potential information (i.e. tracks) is preserved through a
cooling history, whereas information is progressively lost (by annealing) as
a heating history progresses.
The fission track method has been applied most effectively in the
field of tectonics. It has elucidated a variety of tectonics problems such as;
1) quantification of the uplift history of mountain belts (Wagner and Reimer,
1972; Schaer et a!., 1975; Wagner et al., 1977; Harrison et al., 1979;
Naeser, 1979a; Bryant and Naeser, 1980; Zeitler et al., 1982a; Zeitler et al.,
1982b; Parrish, 1983); 2) thermal effects and timing of continental rifting
(Dokka and Lingrey, 1979; Kohn and Eyal, 1981 ; Dokka et al., 1986); 3)
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recognition of faults (Mahaffie, 1985; Jones and Dokka, 1986; Mahaffie
and Dokka, 1986); 4) subsidence history of a epeirogenic basin (Crowley
et al., 1985); 5) evolution of a passive continental margin (Moore et al.,
1986); and (6) pattern and geometry of regional strain (Jones and Dokka,
1986). Fission track thermochronology offers a means of inferring the
timing of orogenic events and the thermal context in which deformation
took place and establishes criteria for evaluating the thermo-tectonic
evolution of crystalline basement terranes that do not contain conventional
deformation-related time markers such as syntectonic sedimentary
sequences.
Fission Track Methods
What are fission tracks?
Fission tracks are stable in most insulating solids. They are linear
zones of intense matrix damage caused by the passage of a heavy
ionizing particle. These damage zones are preferentially attacked by
chemical etchants, which enlarge them and render them visible with an
ordinary optical microscope. Tracks due to the spontaneous fission of
are one of four naturally occurring varieties of particle track, other
mechanisms are; spontaneous fission of ^^Pu; tracks caused by the recoil
of heavy nucleii following alpha decay of

and ^^^Th; and the

non-etchable tracks caused by the scattering of alpha particles (Fleischer
et al., 1975). Attempts to find ^'^Pu tracks in terrestrial samples have been
unsuccessful (Fleischer et al., 1975), leaving spontaneous fission of
as the sole mechanism for the production of natural fission tracks on Earth.
Spontaneous fission tracks have been observed in many minerals (see
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Fleischer (1975) for a list of examples), the most important for geologic
applications and thermochronology are apatite, zircon and sphene.
Annealing
Latent fission tracks are metastable - at elevated temperatures
annealing occurs, manifested as a reduction in the track density, and a
reduction in the mean fission track length. The two types of data we can
obtain from fission tracks, track length and track density, are both functions
of the thermal history of the sample. Fission tracks in different minerals
anneal at different temperatures, Figure 1.1 shows the ranges of
temperature sensitivity of fission tracks in zircon, apatite and sphene
compared with other radiometric methods.
All radiometric dating methods rely on a known scheme of decay
from parent isotope into daughter isotope; measuring the relative
abundances of parent and daughter product, and knowing the value of the
decay constant enables the determination of an age. Fission tracks are
the physical remains of individual decay events, and counting them gives a
measure of the number of daughter products. The amount of parent
product remaining can be determined by measuring the number of fission
tracks induced when the sample is subjected to a known neutron dose.
The reduction in track density caused by annealing and track fading is
comparable to loss of a daughter product from the system. If the system
has not behaved in a closed manner, then the interpretation of calculated
ages is made more difficult. Annealing causes a reduction in the
calculated age and a reduction in the observed mean track length. The
objective of chapter 2 is to examine empirical models that describe the
annealing process in apatite.
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Sphene U-Pb
Zircon U-Pb
Apatite U-Pb
Biotite Ar-Ar
K-Feldspar Ar-Ar
Muscovite Ar-Ar
Hornblende Ar-Ar
Biotite K-Ar
Biotite Rb-Sr
Phengite K-Ar
Muscovite K-Ar
Phengite Rb-Sr
Muscovite Rb-Sr
Sphene F-T
Zircon F-T
Apatite F-T

M
200

400

600

800

Tem perature (°C)

Figure 1.1

Effective closure temperatures for different mineral-isotopic
system combinations. Compiled from data in Wagner et al.
(1977), Gebauer and Grünenfelder (1979), Harrison (1981),
Berger and York (1981), Wagner (1981) and Harrison and
McDougall (1982).
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The kinetics of annealing in zircon and sphene are less well understood
and a simpler approach to the interpretation of fission track data from these
minerals is warranted, which will be discussed later in this section.
Derivation of the Age Equation
Price and Walker (1963) showed that the majority of spontaneous
fission tracks in minerals and glass are due to the spontaneous fission of
and that the contribution to the total number of fission tracks by the
fissioning of other isotopes was insignificant.

can decay by

spontaneous fission or by alpha emission. The decay constant for
spontaneous fission (Xf) is somewhat uncertain and values between 6.85
X 10'^^year'^ and 8.42 x 10'^^year'^ have been used (Naeser, 1979a). The
decay constant of

for alpha emission, X^, is better determined and

1.55125 X 10^°year^ is an accepted value (Steiger and Jager, 1977).
Since Xf « X%the decay of

can be effectively attributed to alpha

emission only. The total number of decays, N , of

per cubic

centimeter in time t can be calculated from the standard equation
describing the decay of a radioactive parent to a daughter product, thus:
/V = p ® u ] ( e ^ “ ^ -1 )
where
The number of

is the number of

(1.1)

atoms per cubic centimeter.

decays per cubic centimeter that are due to

spontaneous fission is given by:

A/s =
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!f we assume that a fraction f, of these tracks will intersect the
polished surface on which we count, then the spontaneous track density
on this surface, Pg, is:

(1.3)

The number of induced fissions per cubic centimeter is given by :
/Vj= p35u]<t>o
where

is the number of

(1.4)

atoms per cubic centimeter, <]) is

the thermal neutron dose as number of neutrons per square centimeter,
and a is the effective cross section for induced fission of

by thermal

neutrons = 580.2 x 10'^^ cm^. If we make the same assumption about
the geometry of tracks intersecting a polished surface, then the induced
track density is given by:
Pj =A/ j f =

<|) (sf

(1.5)

Dividing equation (1.3) by equation (1.5) gives:

&
Pi

MI

J

(1.6)

where / is a constant, the natural relative abundances or atomic
ratio of

(= 1/137.88). Rearranging 1.6 and solving for t gives the

age equation first derived by Price and Walker (1963):

t = — In 1 +
''a
vPi y

(1.7)
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A simplified form of the equation can be used if t is less than ~500
Ma. This is achieved by using

in place of

1 i n equation 1.6

(Faure, 1986). Making this simplification yields;

t =

PS

s

(1.8)

—— = 4 .9 7 4 x 1 0 ' 0
vPi y 4
vPi y

It is obvious from equation 1.7, that for times less than ~500Ma, the
fission track age is effectively proportional to the spontaneous fission track
density, an observation that can be used to simplify the modeling of
apparent fission track ages. It is also apparent that the determination of a
fission track age depends both on a knowledge of the thermal neutron
fluence, <j>, and the decay constant for spontaneous fission, X^. Estimates of
both of these quantities are subject to significant amounts of error. To
circumvent the problem of determining a value for X, and the measurement
of (j), a calibration based on standards of known age was proposed by
Hurford and Green (1981). This calibration technique replaces

in
Xf

equation 1.7 with the quantity Z , where Z is calculated from a standard of
known age irradiated in the same package as the unknown and thus
subject to the same neutron dose. Z

is calculated by rearranging

equation 1.7 thus :
^ ^ (eV tid _ i)

(1 ,9 )

(Ps^Pi)std
where

is the age of the standard and (Ps/pi)std

the ratio of

spontaneous track density to induced track density for the standard. The
age of the unknown samples can then be calculated thus:
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(1.10)

Z X.

^unk = f - ' n
vPi
V '

/unk

Statistics
The most frequently employed method of determining a fission track
age is the externa! detector method (Naeser, 1979). A batch of crystals is
mounted and etched to reveal Pg, the spontaneous track density. This
same mount is then covered with a piece of low uranium content mica and
irradiated. When the mica is etched, radiograph images of sample grains
are revealed, caused by the passage of induced fission particles. These
induced fission tracks can be counted to give p;. The effectiveness of the
extemal detector method depends on counting exactly equivalent areas on
the sample and the mica replica, thus avoiding problems due to
heterogeneous uranium distribution. Errors in the measured track
densities are considered to be Poissonian so that the errors a(Pg) and a(pj)
are:
J /2

\1 /2

(1.11)

Several individual grains are usually counted and a pooled age
calculated, using

and A/j, the total number of spontaneous and induced

tracks counted respectively. For the external detector method, the total
area counted, A , is the same for

and N

The error associated with this

pooled age,f, is given by:

2

<5(Ps)
t
V

. Ps

2 \ 1/2

,

G(Pi)

(1.12)

J L Pi J
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w here

the fractional uncertainty In the neutron dose, usually

9
expressed as

where N ^ 'is the number of tracks counted In the

dosimeter. C Is an age-dependent correction factor recommended by
Johnson et al. (1979) such that:
C =

(1.13)

where t Is the calculated age and

Is the decay constant for

This assessment of the errors Involved In the calculation of an
external detector method age assumes that there are no other sources of
uncertainty present besides the Inherent Poissonian randomness of
radioactive decay (Green, 1981), other sources of uncertainty Invalidate
the approach. Galbraith (1981) proposes a partial solution to this problem
In the form of a

test to see If the Poissonian assumption Is acceptable. If

n Individual grains are counted, then the

statistic Is calculated thus:
n

2

\iH ir J L A V (^ - " v)
y=1

(1.14)

y=1

where N ^j is the number of spontaneous tracks counted on the yth
grain and A/jy Is the number of Induced tracks counted on the yth detector.
A

A

The expected values, N ^j and N y are given by:

^ S j = A/g

j

(^sy + ^iy )■’

^iy =A/g +

+ ^iy )

0 15)

The hypothesis being tested Is that the Individual grain ages are
consistent with being a sample from a single Poisson distribution. If the
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value of

is less than the tabulated critical value for (n -1 ) degrees of

freedom at the 5% level, then the error estimate from equation 1.12 is
considered applicable. If the

test is failed, then an alternative method

for calculation of errors must be employed, such as the mean ratio
technique proposed by Green (1981}.

Qualitative Interpretation of Fission Track Data
The interpretation of fission track ages
Variation of fission track ages with depth in a borehole was first
reported by Naeser and Forbes (1976), and an interpretation of age-depth
profiles appeared in Naeser (1979b).

In a borehole in which the rocks

have undergone continuous subsidence and heating, apatite samples
near the surface at relatively low temperatures will yield their provenance
ages (which may be a mixed population); at higher temperatures a zone of
partially annealed apatites yields ages progressively younger than the
provenance age, and possibly less than the stratigraphie age of the
formation; at even higher temperatures all fission tracks are annealed, and
the apparent ages go to zero in a zone of total annealing. This predicted
distribution of apatite fission track ages is schematically illustrated in
Figure 1.2.
If the subsidence history is more complex, involving later uplift or
cooling for example, then this will be reflected in the age-depth profile
(Naeser, 1979b). This situation is shown in Figure 1.3. Up to four different
zones of apparent ages may be recognized: 1) undisturbed provenance
ages; 2) a zone of mixed ages younger than provenance ages but older
than uplift; 3) a zone of apatites that were totally annealed prior to uplift
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Zone of no annealing
(Provenance ages)

II
CO

Partially annealed zone
(ages younger than provenance age)

Zone of total annealing
(zero ages)

Increasing apparent
apatite age

Figure 1.2

The distribution of apparent fission-track ages with depth at
the time of maximum paleotemperature (from Naeser, 1979).
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(Provenance ages)
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Partially annealed zone
(ages younger than
provenance age, but older
than uplift)
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II
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Zone of apatites totally
annealed prior to uplift or cooling
(ages younger tfian uplift)

Zone of total annealing (zero ages)

Increasing apparent
apatite age
------------>

Figure 1.3

The distribution of apparent fission-track ages with depth after
an episode of uplift and cooling (from Naeser, 1979).
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and that record the age of uplift. The thickness and preservation of each of
these zones is a function of the amount of uplift and cooling. Although the
above examples refer only to apatite, similar age-depth profiles are seen
with other minerals, but the annealing zones will be displaced according to
the relative retentivity of fission tracks in these minerals.
Wagner (1968, 1979,1981 ) discusses the interpretation of fission
track ages with reference to three different types of cooling history: fast
cooling; slow cooling; and complex cooling. The fast cooling history is
characteristic of volcanic rocks which cool into the stability zone for fission
tracks soon after formation, so that the fission track age is a good estimate
of the time of the volcanic extrusion. Plutons and rocks subject to slow
uplift undergo slow cooling histories, possibly spending a substantial part
of their history in the temperature range where annealing can take place.
These rocks will thus exhibit fission track ages less than that of the
formation event, making interpretations difficult in terms of dating a
geologic event. A closure temperature approach has been used to
interpret slow cooling ages, with the age taken to represent the time at
which the sample cools to some critical temperature below which no
annealing occurs. Estimates of this effective blocking temperature for
apatite, zircon and sphene are 100 ± 20 °C, 200 ± 50°C, and 250 ± 50°C
respectively (Wagner, 1981). Dodson (1979) demonstrates that effective
blocking temperature for a fission track system is related to cooling rate
and gives a range of closure temperatures for fission tracks in apatite from
92°C for a cooling rate of 3°C/Ma to 105°C for a cooling rate of 30°C/Ma.
Complex histories involving a thermal overprint result in a mixed age
between the provenance age and the age of the thermal event.
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The relationship between tission track age and elevation
A relationship between fission track ages and topographic elevation
was first noticed in the Alps by Wagner and Reimer (1972). Subsequently
this relationship between age and elevation has been used to deduce the
regional uplift histories in many areas of the world such as the Alps
(Wagner et al., 1977), Rocky Mountains (Naeser, 1979a; Bryant and
Naeser, 1980), Canadian Coast Ranges (Parrish, 1983), and the
Himalayas (Zeitler et al., 1982a; Zeitler et al., 1982b). The explanation put
forth by Wagner and Reimer (1972) for this relationship was
straightforward - the uppermost rocks cooled earliest, and so they record
the oldest fission track ages. By assuming a spatially and temporally
constant geothermal gradient, they equated the uplift rate to the slope of
the age vs. elevation curve. As has been recognized by other workers
(Parrish, 1983) this uplift rate is actually an apparent uplift rate - reflecting
the rate at which the effective closure temperature isotherm moves
downward relative to the rock body (see Figure 1.4). Theoretically it could
be the result of either the movement of a rock body upward through a set of
stationary isotherms, or the movement of isotherms down through a rock
body. In reality it is always a combination both of these mechanisms. Only
if all the cooling is due to uplift, and a constant geothermal gradient
prevailed during uplift, is the slope of the elevation versus age plot equal to
the uplift rate (Parrish, 1983).
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Figure 1.4

Age versus elevation data for apatite and zircon from a study
of the Coast Mountains, British Columbia by Parrish (1983).
The zero age points correspond to the calculated positions of
the 105°C and 175°C isotherms. Even with this careful study
the estimate of the paleogeothermal gradient is subject to an
uncertainty of + 47% and -35%.
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An alternative method for obtaining cooling histories is to date
several minerals from the same sample. Different minerals have different
closure temperatures, so an array of time-temperature points is obtained
for each sample, corresponding to the age yielded by each mineral
combined with its closure temperature. This approach was used to
analyze the uplift history of the Central Alps (Wagner et al., 1977), the
Himalaya (Zeitler et al., 1982b) and to determine the cooling history of the
Quotoon pluton in British Columbia (Harrison and Clarke, 1979).
Assuming the kinetics of closure are adequately understood, then this
technique gives an absolute cooling history for the sample. An example of
a cooling history determined using these techniques is shown in Figure
1.5.
Thermal History studies the interpretation of track iength distributions in apatite
The lengths of newly formed fission tracks in apatite have a normal
distribution with a mean of about 16.2 jim, and a standard deviation of
about 1pm (Gleadow et al., 1983). As a result of annealing the mean track
length is progressively reduced, in a similar fashion to the age profiles
described above. To obtain a valid estimate of the mean track lengths only
those tracks that are totally confined within the mineral grain are
measured. Tracks which intersect the polished surface of the grain always
have a part missing and do not accurately reflect the true track length
distribution. Tracks confined within the grain are visible only because a
fracture or another track has acted as a conduit for the etchant (see Figure

1.6 ).
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Figure 1.5

Cooling history of the Quotoon Pluton, British Columbia, as
determined by isotopic age determinations on multiple
mineral systems, from Harrison and Clarke (1979).
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Etched Surface

-

Figure 1.6

..............

Cross-section of a crystal showing confined and surface
tracks. The etching of confined tracks occurs when a conduit
for the etchant is provided by fractures or tracks that intersect
the surface. Redrawn from Gleadow et al. (1983).
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As the mean track length is reduced, the standard deviation of the track
length distribution is increased. Figure 1.7 shows the effects of
experimental annealing on fission track length distributions for heating at
different temperatures for one hour (Gleadow et ai., 1983).
As with fission track ages, the track length distribution responds to
specific types of thermal history in a characteristic manner. The track
length distributions resulting from rapid cooling, slow cooling, complex
cooling, and heating histories are shown in Figure 1.8. Rapid cooling of
an apatite, such as experienced by volcanic rocks, results in a narrow
distribution, with a mean length of 14pm -15pm, very similar to the length
distribution for unannealed induced tracks, but with a slightly shorter mean
length. Linear cooling through the partial stability zone causes a
shortening of the older tracks, leading to a left-skewed distribution of track
lengths, the longer the residence time in the partial annealing zone, the
greater the degree of skewness. A complex cooling history involving either
a partial thermal overprinting or a change in the cooling rate within the
partial annealing zone, may give a bimodal distribution, the long mode
corresponds to tracks formed after the thermal event, the short mode
corresponds to tracks formed before the thermal event.
For apatite samples from sedimentary basins Green et al. (1989)
define two additional fission track parameters that can yield thermal history
information: the variation of mean length with depth (analogous to the age
vs depth relationships discussed above), and the distribution of single
grain ages. Mean length versus depth plots mimic the shape of age versus
depth plots, but the mean length can be a direct indicator of temperature if
the rocks are presently at their maximum temperature.
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Track length distributions resulting from various types of
thermal history. The top diagram shows the effect of
progressive heating on the form of the track length
distribution; the lower diagram shows the effect of 1) complex
cooling; 2) slow linear cooling; 3) rapid heating. The shaded
area represents the temperature range in which significant
annealing occurs. Redrawn from Gleadow et al. (1983).
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Plots of mean track length versus standard deviation of the track length
distribution provide a means of summarizing the variability of track length
distributions in a region without recourse to plotting each distribution
individually. An even more parametric approach has been used to extract
thermal history information from a combination of fission track ages and
track length distribution data (Green, 1986) in which standard deviation
and mean length are plotted against fission track age, and standard
deviation is plotted against mean length. Trends on these plots can clearly
indicate progressive overprinting of an original provenance age by
subsequent thermal events.
The rising popularity of fission track analysis as an exploration tool
for the petroleum industry is due primarily to the coincidence of the range
of temperature sensitivity of fission tracks in apatite (70°C-125°C) with the
range of temperatures in which kerogen is converted to oil and gas. The
full potential of the technique has not yet been fully realized, although it is
increasingly referred to in industry oriented publications (see Naeser and
McCulloh, 1989 and papers therein) and is likely to become a tool familiar
to oil explorationists.

Comparisons with other Thermal indicators
Methods for assessing thermal maturity or paleotemperatures fall
into two well defined groups: those based on organic reactions and those
based on inorganic reactions or radioactive decay. Organic-based
methods cover the whole range from the semi-qualitative (conodont
alteration index, spore coloration, TAI) to the quantitative (vitrinite
reflectance, biomarker analysis, T^^^). Inorganic and isotopic techniques
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are invariably quantitative (iliite crystallinity,

analysis of minerals,

apatite fission track analysis, fluid inclusion studies). Both groups have
their relative merits: in general the organic techniques are easier and
quicker to perform and often give an adequate determination of thermal
maturity, whereas the inorganic techniques are more difficult to perform,
often need expensive equipment (e.g. a nuclear reactor or mass
spectrometer) but yield information that is more readily interpreted in terms
of paleotemperatures. Paleotemperature constraints are needed to extend
any thermal analysis back in time. It is not straightforward to obtain this
type of temperature information - all of the so-called paleotemperature
indicators measure a combination time-temperature effect. To extract
paleotemperature information from the observational data requires an
understanding of the kinetics of the reaction being used as a paleothermal
indicator. It is also desirable to have some idea of the uncertainties
associated with paleotemperature estimates. This is difficult to achieve
with a semi-quantitative technique such as spore coloration or conodont
alteration index, but is possible with more quantitative techniques such as
Ar/Ar age spectra analysis (Phelps and Harrison, 1985), apatite fission
track analysis or oxygen isotope fractionation. Determining the kinetics of
a reaction is fraught with problems if the composition of the reactants is
variable, complex or both - as in the case of vitrinite. Well-defined systems
are easier to work with and evaluate, hence the appeal of isotope
fractionation and apatite fission-track analysis. "Thermal maturity" is the
finite result of the thermal history as revealed by changes in organic
components, for example: vitrinite reflectance, T^^^, CPI, quantitative
fluorescence. Measures of thermal maturity can be of great value in
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determining whether a particular source rock has hydrocarbon generation
potential, but are not necessarily a good basis for paleotemperature
estimation. Biomarker compound analysis offers the most promise for a
quantitative assessment of thermal maturity using organic techniques (see,
for example Mackenzie and McKenzie, 1983), although the method is not
without problems: the complexity of the reaction assemblage may make
interpretation difficult, and as with all such techniques, it requires the
extrapolation of reaction parameters to geologic time scales (Curiale et ai.,
1989).
A distinction must be made between the different types of
information recorded in different paleothermal indicators. Consider one of
the most well-established paleothermal indicators - vitrinite reflectance, as
compared with one of the newest paleothermal tools - apatite fission-track
analysis. With increasing thermal maturity the reflectance of vitrinite
increases and the mean confined fission track length decreases. There is,
however, a striking difference between the information that these two
systems record. Vitrinite provides a cumulative record of the timetemperature history of the sample - it is an indicator of thermal maturity, it
is impossible to reduce the reflectance of vitrinite by cooling it down and
maintaining it at a lower temperature for a prolonged period. In apatite
however. It is possible to increase mean confined fission track length in
this manner, since at a lower temperature annealing is reduced and track
formation by spontaneous fission goes on unabated. This results in the
addition of longer, unannealed tracks to the existing track population, thus
increasing the mean track length. Mean confined track length in apatite is
thus a reversible paleothermal indicator, whereas vitrinite reflectance is a
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cumulative and irreversible paleothermal indicator. In a broader context,
apatite fission-track analysis gives information about the thermal history
subsequent to the last cooling event through ~70°C to ~125°C, whereas
vitrinite reflectance is the result of the entire time-temperature history.
Inherent in apatite fission-track analysis is the prospect of obtaining
information about the timing of the thermal events because it is in essence
a radiometric dating system, albeit one that is easily perturbed at
moderately elevated temperatures.
Comparison of apatite fission track analysis and vitrinite reflectance
Thermal history analysis of sedimentary basins using fission track
analysis is a relatively recent innovation, and few studies have been made
comparing fission track data with vitrinite reflectance data. Feinstein et al.
(1989) show that fission track age data can place valuable additional
constraints on postulated subsidence and uplift histories when used in
conjunction with vitrinite reflectance data. Ovale et al. (1988) compared
vitrinite reflectance and apatite fission track parameters in several wells in
the North Sea. Mean confined track length and vitrinite reflectance show
very similar trends when plotted against present day temperature (Figure
1.9). An interesting point to note are the two data at 110°C and 120°C in
Figure 1.9; the difference in mean track length is clearly resolvable but the
uncertainties in vitrinite reflectance suggest that the Rq values are
indistinguishable from each other.
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Thermal Regimes and Thermochronology
Tectonic activity such as faulting and igneous intrusion produces
rapid but long lasting changes in the thermal state of the lithosphere.
Because the rates of these tectonic processes are usually high in
comparison with rates of thermal reequilibration, the initial effect of
tectonism is to move rocks out of thermal equilibrium with the geotherm.
Observations of heat flow from ancient erogenic belts suggest that thermal
reequilibration may take as long as 300-500 Ma (Morgan and Sass, 1984).
The combination of this long lasting thermal effect and the mobility of the
continents complicates our studies of younger terranes because most
continental regions may have initially been out of thermal equilibrium at
the beginning of orogenesis.
Tectonic Thickening
Tectonic thickening is defined here as those processes that tend to
increase the vertical dimension of the lithosphere by means of
deformation. Thickening of the lithosphere as the result of magmatic
processes is considered below in the section on thermal anomalies.
Tectonic thickening occurs in a variety of tectonic settings and by a number
of different processes, although most commonly it is the result of thrust
faulting. Thrusts are the dominant structural elements of back-arc foldthrust belts, collisional belts, and accretionary wedge prisms and are also
locally important along strike-slip faults. The thermal consequences of
thrust faulting have been discussed previously by several workers
(Oxburgh and Turcotte, 1974; England and Richardson, 1977; Richardson
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and England, 1979; Oxburgh and England, 1980; Brewer, 1981; Angevine
and Turcotte, 1983; England and Thompson, 1984; Davy and Gillet, 1986).
Thrusting produces a different thermal effect in the rocks of the
upper plate than in the lower plate. Figure 1.10 illustrates the pressuretemperature history of rocks lying beneath a model thrust fault. This simple
model only considers conductive heat transport. Emplacement of a thrust
sheet disrupts the normal monotonically increasing geothermal gradient.
After instantaneous emplacement at

the lower plate is out of equilibrium

with the regional geotherm and immediately begins to warm. Because of
proximity to the warm base of the thrust sheet, lower plate rocks near the
thrust will initially warm faster than deeper seated rocks. As illustrated on
Figure 1.10, this results in an initial decline of the local geothermal
gradient. Subsequently, the gradient increases until the rock achieves
equilibrium with the geotherm. At some time after t^, the upper plate, which
has been topographically raised because of thickening, begins to erode.
Erosion of the upper plate causes the lower plate to rise and cool along a
curved P -T path as it approaches the equilibrium geotherm. Note the lag
between the time of tectonism and the time of maximum thermal
metamorphism of the lower plate. The base of the thrust sheet, being
warmer than the adjacent lower plate, initially cools away from the regional
geotherm. It will subsequently cool at a lower rate than will the lower plate.
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Figure 1.10 Model pressure-temperature paths for rocks subjected to
cooling by uplift and erosion after an episode of
instantaneous thrust emplacement. The dashed line shows
the temperature depth profile immediately after thrusting, the
slight kinks in the profile just below the thrust surface are due
to a zone of radiogenic heat production. Path 1 is for a rock
in the footwall, 10km below the thrust, the P-T path shows a
phase of heating then cooling. Path 2 is for a rock situated
very close to the thrust - it too, shows initial heating then a
cooling P-T trajectory. Path 3 is for rocks in the hanging wall
of the thrust. These show a more complex P-T history with an
initial period of rapid cooling, then an isothermal uplift, then a
slower cooling similar to paths 1 and 2. The calculations for
this example were carried out using program GTM, listed in
Appendix 4.
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The PTïpath for a rock beneath a stack of thrust sheets is obviously
more complex than for a single sheet and is sensitive to the following
tectonic parameters: (1 ) the number and thickness of thrust sheets; (2) the
chronology of emplacement; and (3) the style and geometry of thrust
stacking (Davy and Gillet, 1986). Complications arising from stacking of
thrust sheets and duplicating zones of radiogenic heat production are
considered in chapter 3.
Tectonic Denudaticn
The set of processes that cause vertical mechanical thinning of the
continental lithosphere in association with normal faults during extensional
orogenesis has been termed tectonic denudation. Rifting of continental
lithosphere may result in terranes characterized by abrupt vertical
transitions in terms of the mechanical style of strain and degree of
metamorphism: brittle structures overlying ductile structures,
unmetamorphosed rocks on top of amphibolite grade rocks (see review by
Wernicke and Burchfiel, 1982). Juxtaposition of shallow-on-deep cmstal
levels results in rapid depressurization and cooling of lower plate rocks, an
important factor in controlling the metamorphic rock type and radiometric
age distribution seen in these exhumed terranes.. The thermal
consequences of continental rifting have been modeled by many workers
(McKenzie, 1978; Cochran, 1983; Hellinger and Sclater, 1983; Furlong
and Londe, 1986) and many others. Thermal effects of tectonic
denudation are similar to erosion, deeper crustal levels are brought nearer
the surface and cooled as materials above are removed. Tectonic
denudation differs, however, in terms of: (1) the location in the crust where
material is removed; and (2) the geological processes by which removal
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takes place. Material is always removed from the top of the crust by
erosion, whereas tectonic denudation may remove material from within
the crust (intracrustal) by brittle and ductile thinning processes. Pure shear
and simple shear process act during tectonic denudation, and they have
different results. Pure shear extension can bring deeper levels closer to
the surface, but never to the surface, for this to happen some combination
of simple shear processes and or erosion must act (see Figure 1.11).
Figure 1.12 shows schematic P -T paths for rocks lying just above
and below a model normal fault. This simple model considers that
extension is by instantaneous simple shear and considers heat transport
by conduction only. The first leg of the P -T path of the lower plate is
isothermal, reflecting instantaneous transport towards the surface.
Following tectonism, the rock cools back to the new equilibrium geotherm.
Because of its juxtaposition with the warm lower plate, the upper plate then
begins to warm.
Thermal Anomalies
Thermal perturbations, such as those caused by igneous intrusions
or lithospheric underplating, can increase the local geothermal gradient far
above the regional equilibrium state. McKenzie (1978) presents an
elegant analysis to describe the development and evolution of basins
formed by the rapid stretching of continental lithosphere.
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Figure 1.11

A comparison of the unroofing or surfacing due to extension
by pure shear (on the left) and extension by simple shear.(on
the right). In order to bring the lightly shaded layer from its
original depth of 3.3 km to within 1 km of the surface requires
30 km of pure shear extension, but only 5.7 km of simple
shear extension on a fault dipping 30°.
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Figure 1.12 Temperature-time paths for rocks involved in large scale
instantaneous normal faulting. The situation modeled is
shown at the upper right, a normal fault which removes 10 km
of section, placing cold upper plate rocks against hot lower
plate rocks. The detachment is at 5 km, any rocks less than 5
km deep are in the hanging wall, deeper rocks are in the
footwall. The graph clearly shows hanging wall heating and
footwall cooling, and then a lower cooling trend to the new
equilibrium geotherm.
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Extensions of this type of modeling have included two-layer non-uniform
models (Hellinger and Sclater, 1983); the effect of finite rifting time
(Cochran, 1983), a simple graphical approach to estimating heat flow
through time (Royden, 1985). Thermochronometers are not sensitive
specifically to mechanic history, only thermal history. In chapter three I
discuss thermal modeling of cooling by both uplift and erosion and tectonic
denudation by simple shear extension; and the value of these models in
the interpretation of thermochronometer data.
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Introduction
Temperature and time are the only external factors that affect fission
track stability in apatite. Annealing of fission tracks leads to a reduction in
mean track length and occurs faster at elevated temperatures. Recent
experimental work has helped to elucidate the temperature dependence of
annealing (Green et al., 1986), and enabled the formulation of equations
describing the reduction in mean confined track length as a function of
temperature and time (Laslett et al., 1987). The description of annealing at
variable temperatures presented by Duddy et al. (1988) can be extended
by including terms for track production. In this chapter I present such an
extended model and an assessment of the errors incurred in its application
for both laboratory experiment time scales and geologic time scales.
The time-temperature dependence of annealing is a double edged
sword : while it means that some thermal history information is preserved
in the fission track data it also makes the interpretation of fission track ages
more difficult. A sample that has been heated to the point of annealing at
some time during its history will yield an age somewhat less than the true
age, termed partial age, but it will also display a reduced mean track length
indicating that annealing has taken place. Although it is possible to
identify samples that are partially annealed, the interpretation of fission
track data from such samples is not straightforward. Ideally we would like
to take the observed fission track age and track length information and

41
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interpret them in terms of a thermal history that constitutes a testable
geologic hypothesis. If we can predict the behavior of the fission track
system, then we are able to test whether a given thermal history is
consistent with the observed fission track data. Such a test could be
invalidated if we have no knowledge of the errors on the predicted values.
Several different equations have been used to describe the thermal
annealing of fission tracks in apatite for geologic time scales
(Zimmermann, 1977; Bertagnolli et al., 1981). The most recently published
model is based on a first order kinetic process (Crowley, 1985). However,
Green et al. (1988) demonstrated that the fundamental governing equation
of this first order model, from Zimmermann (1977), does not form a suitable
basis for predictive modeling of fission track annealing. The empirical
parallel and fanning Arrhenius models of Laslett et al. (1987) can be used
to model fission track annealing for variable temperature thermal histories
(Duddy et al., 1988). These equations do not take into account the effect of
chemical composition of apatite on its annealing behavior, but when more
complete experimental data become available this factor can be
incorporated into the solution.

Models of Annealing in Apatite
Development of a kinetic model for fission track annealing in apatite
has been the goal of several groups of workers (Mark et al., 1973;
Zimmermann, 1977; Green et al., 1985; Laslett et al., 1987). All of the
models are to some extent empirical, although the familiar equation
describing a first order kinetic reaction has been used as a basis for
several of the models (Naeser and Paul, 1969; Mark et al., 1973;
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Zimmermann, 1977; Laslett et al., 1987). Until the paper of Green et al.
(1985) all models of annealing described the reduction in track density, p,
as a function of time and temperature. Green et al. (1985) propose that the
mean confined track length of fission tracks in apatite is a much better
measure of the degree of annealing, and presented a model describing
the reduction in mean confined track length (r =J-, where I is the present
'0

mean confined track length and I q is the original mean confined track
length) as a function of time and temperature.
Experimental determination of first order model rate constants by
Zimmermann (1977) was carried out using spontaneous tracks densities
and is therefore subject to errors because of lack of a demonstrably
unannealed control sample. Green et al. (1988) review the evidence for a
first order model, including analysis of several other experimental data
sets, and conclude that a first order formulation is not a suitable basis for
the description of confined track length reduction in apatite.
What is Annexing?
The difference between annealing and reduction in etchable length
has been discussed by Crowley et al. (1988), who correctly observes that
the above models do not describe sensu stricto the annealing of apatite
but are all descriptions of the apparent annealing due to reduction in
etchable length of the fission tracks. This process is a combination of
several physically distinct mechanisms:
1) The true annealing of latent fission tracks by atomic scale
processes such as diffusion, which may obey first order kinetics.
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2) The efficiency of revelation (etching) of these tracks with respect
to crystaliographic orientation and composition.
3) The nature of the shortening process, whereby a track may get
pinched off in the middle rather than shortened from each end.
Inferences about all of these processes are based on the measured
etchable track length reductions seen in experimental work. These
observations are several steps removed from the annealing mechanism
p e rs e and it is not surprising that such a complex combination of
processes cannot be completely described by a first order kinetic model
(Green et al., 1988). What is rather surprising is how well the first order
model predicts the degree of annealing in some geologic situations even
though it explains the experimental data rather poorly, certainly not as well
as some more complex models (Laslett et al., 1987), this point will be
discussed later when three different annealing models are compared.
First Order Kinetic Description of Annealing
The familiar expression of first order kinetics describes the rate of a
reaction as a function of the amount of reactant and a rate constant. In this
case the amount of the reactant is the track density, p, and the change in
track density with time is described thus:

^ =

(2.1)

where pQ is the initial track density. Integrating to solve for the
reduction in track density yields:
— = exp( -A -t • ex p (-E //f T))
Po

(2.2)
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where p is the track density at time t in seconds, A i s the
'frequency factor", E is the rate constant, k is Boltzmann’s constant and T
is the temperature in kelvin. Equation 2.2 can be transformed to give:
In -In

In it ) = l

n

(

/

t

)

(2. 3)

In this form the equation can be used as a basis for fitting
experimental data by a regression technique, where
^In

-In

In ( f ) is the dependent variable and y

is the

independent variable. Performing this type of analysis on the experimental
data of Green et al. (1986), but substituting r = 7 - for — , gives an
'0
Po
expression with a correlation coefficient of 0.80. This model, shown in
Table 2.1, explains a significant amount of the variance in ln(-ln(r)),
although it is markedly inferior to the parallel and fanning Arrhenius
models discussed later in this section. Expressing this regression
equation in the same form as equation 2.2 gives A = 3.6 x 10® s e c '\ and
E = 0.925 eV. Both of these values are substantially different to those
derived, using a different regression technique, by (Zimmermann, 1977),
who reports values of E = 2.00 eV, and A = 5.2 x 10^^ sec’\

based on

a combined data set from several sources. However, a reanalysis of the
raw data of Zimmermann (1977) (reproduced in Appendix 1), using the
regression technique described above, yields values of A = 3.6 x 10® sec*
\ and E = 0.925 eV, identical to the values derived from the Green et al.
(1986) data set.
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Table 2.1

First order mode! regression on the data of
Green et al. (1986):

Parameter

Value

Intercept

8.198

1/T(K)

-10741.779

Standard
Error

608.082

This regression yields the following model equation:
0.925
(0 = 8 . 1 9 8 - ^ ^

Where k is Boltzmann's Constant, f is in seconds, and T in kelvin
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This coincidence is surprising considering the vastly different methodology
of the Zimmermann (1977) and Green et al. (1986) experiments and must
be viewed as fortuitous. Equation 2.3 can be represented in the form of an
Arrhenius plot (Figure 2.1) that shows parallel and closely spaced
annealing contours.
Para/te/ Arrhenius Model
This is essentially the model first proposed by Green et al. (1985).
Subsequent experiments added to the data set (Green et al., 1986), and a
modified version of the equation was published in Laslett et al. (1987).
The equation has the following form:
ln(1 - r) = 3.87+0.219 [ln(f) - 19270T

]

(2.4)

A graphical representation of this relationship is given in Figure 2.2.
As with the first order model, the contours of r are parallel, but in this case
the spacing is considerably different from that of the first order model.
Fanning Arrhenius Model
Although the parallel model does explain an adequate amount of
the variation in the experimental data, the best fit is achieved by adding
another term in Tln(f), which means that the annealing contours are no
longer parallel but fan-shaped. The fanning Arrhenius model (Laslett et
al., 1987; equation 27), incorporating a term in Tln(f) provides the best fit
to the experimental data of Green et al. (1986), and will be used as the
basis of the variable temperature model developed henceforth:
[ {(1 - r 2-^) / 2.7

- 1 ]/0.35 = -4.87+0.0001687 [In (f ) + 28.12]

(2.5)
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Figure 2.1

Arrhenius plot showing contours of r, the degree of
annealing, from a first order model derived from the data of
Green et al. (1986).
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Figure 2.2

Arrhenius plot showing contours of r, the degree of
annealing, from the parallel model of Laslett et al. (1987).
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Arrhenius plot showing contours of r , the degree of
annealing, predicted by the fanning model of Laslett et al.
(1987)
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An Arrhenius plot of equation 2.5 Is shown In Figure 2.3 and the
fanning nature of the annealing contours can be seen clearly, a reflection
of the varying activation energy Implicit In this model. From here on, this
model will simply be referred to as the Laslett model.
Which equation shouid be used?
The rational choice Is the model which best fits the experimental
data, but ease of solution could be promoted as an argument In favor of
the first order formulation. Unfortunately the application of the fanning
Arrhenius relationship to variable temperature thermal histories Is not so
straightforward as the first order model, but In a later section I develop a
method that Is generally applicable to solving any Arrhenius relationship
(parallel or fanning) for variable temperature thermal histories.
Assessing the Models
The Institute for Energy Technology (IFE) In Oslo, Norway performed
annealing experiments to determine the effect of composition and
crystaliographic orientation on annealing properties. Experimental
temperature-tlme points were chosen so that this data set would
compliment that of Green et al. (1986). The basic experimental method
was as outlined In Green et al. (1986). In addition, two different
compositions of apatite were used (see Table 2.2). l\/lean confined track
length was measured on sections parallel to pyramid and prism faces. A
summary of the experimental data Is given in Appendix 2. Unfortunately,
the series of experiments was Insufficient to adequately characterize
differences In annealing due to chemical variation or crystaliographic
orientation, and Incorporate these factors In a single model.
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Table 2.2

Summary of analyses of Gloserheia and Durango apatites
used in IFE annealing experiments. Data are in weight per
cent. From Ovale et al. (1988, written communication):

O x id e
CaO
SrO
NagO
MgO
FeO
MnO
YgOg

G lo s e rh e ia
54.75
0.04
0.09

D u ran g o
55.65
0.07
0.23

0.00
tr
0.07
0.79
0.14
0.19
0.21
0.00
tr
41.62
0.59
0.10
0.18

0.00
0.09
0.10
0.00
0.89
1.07
0.00
0.00
0.00
42.08
0.22
0.27
n.d.

2.58
0.16
n.d.

2.89
0.44
n.d.

100.25

102.68

LagOg
GegOg
NdgOg
SmgOg
P2O5
SiOg
SO 3
COg*
F
01
OH
**
s

Determined by combustion
Corrected for oxygen equivalent of F, 01
tr

Trace detected

n.d.

Not determined
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It is possible, however, to construct models identical in form to equation
2.5. Four such models were constructed using 1) the IFE Durango data
and the Green et al. (1986) data combined; 2) the IFE Durango data alone;
3) the IFE Gloserheia prism face data; and 4) the IFE Gloserheia pyramid
face data. The transformation given in Laslett et al. (1987) was applied to
all the data;
p (r) = [{( 1- r 2T )/ 2 .7 } 0.35 -i]/o.35; and then I regressed g{r) on Tand
T\n(t). to produce a model of the form g (r) =A+BT+CTIn(t ). The
regression coefficients of these models, their standard errors, and the
model equations are given in Table 2.3.
To compare the models in a simple manner, each were used to
predict a value of r for the time-temperature points used in the annealing
experiments of Green et al. (1986). The predicted values of r were then
plotted against the observed values of r from Green et al. (1986) and the
value of r predicted by the other models. These graphic comparisons are
shown in Figures 2.4 to 2.7. Figure 2.4 shows the predictions made using
the Laslett model (equation 2.5 above) plotted against the data from which
this equation is derived (from Green et al., 1986; reproduced in Appendix

2); the correspondence is generally good, but begins to deteriorate below
r = 0.7. Figure 2.5 shows a comparison of the Laslett model and an
equivalent fanning Arrhenius model derived from the IFE data for
annealing parallel to prismatic faces in Durango apatite (Table 2.3b).
These two models should be very similar, and indeed they show good
agreement down to an r of about 0.7, when the IFE model begins to
predict less annealing than the Laslett model.
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Table 2.3

Regression models based on the IFE data from Qvale (1988,
written comm.) and the data of Green et al. (1986). All the
models are of the form: g (r) =A+BT +C TIn(f )

2.3a. Combined data for Durango prism faces from Qvale et al. (1988)
and Green et al.(1988).

Parameter

Value

Intercept (A)

-4.792

T (B )

.00465

8.04E-5

T ln(t) (0)

1.601E-4

4.8E-6

Standard Error

2.3b. Durango prism face data from Qvale et al. (1988, written comm.).

Parameter

Value

Intercept (A)

-4.633

T (B)

.00463

2.40E-4

T ln(f) (0)

1.336E-4

1.24E-5

Standard Error

2.3c. Gloserheia prism face data from Qvale et al. (1988, written
comm.).

Parameter

Value

Standard Error

Intercept (A)

-3.499

T (B)

.0023162

4.81 E-4

T ln(f) (0)

1.457E-4

2.46E-5

2.3d. Gloserheia pyramid face data from Qvale et al. (1988, written
comm.).

Parameter

Value

Intercept (A)

-2.879

T (B)

.00157

9.63E-4

T ln(f) (0)

1.143E-4

4.93E-5

Standard Error
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Figure 2.4

A comparison of values of r predicted by the fanning model
of Laslett et al. (1987) with observed values of r from the
experimental data of Green et al. (1986) from which the
model is derived. The dotted line has a gradient of 1,
representing perfect agreement.
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Figure 2.5

Comparison plot of r predicted by the IFE Durango Prism
fanning model and the Laslett model. The dotted line has a
gradient of 1, representing perfect agreement.
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Comparison plot of r predicted by the IFE Durango Prism
fanning model and the IFE Gloserheia prism model. The
dotted line has a gradient of 1, representing perfect
agreement.
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Figure 2.7

Comparison plot of r predicted by the IFE Gloserheia Prism
fanning model and the IFE Gloserheia pyramid model. The
dotted line has a gradient of 1, representing perfect
agreement.
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This may reflect a systematic observational bias against shorter tracks in
the IFE data. A comparison of the the model derived from the IFE
Gloserheia prism face data (Table 2.3c) with that from the IFE Durango
prism face data (Table 2.3b) is shown in Figure 2.6; there is obviously less
correspondence between these two models than the last two, even though
the systematic observational bias should no longer apply since both of
these models are based on data from the same laboratory. The
Gloserheia model predicts more annealing at high values of r and less
annealing than the Durango model at low values of r. This may reflect
differences in the etching characteristics of the apatites as well as a
difference in annealing properties. Qvale et al. (1988, written
communication) suggest that this difference may reflect different annealing
characteristics caused by the higher induced track densities in the
Gloserheia apatite. The final graph, Figure 2.7 compares annealing
models for prismatic (Table 2.3c) and pyramidal faces (Table 2.3d) of the
same apatite, in this case Gloserheia. Agreement between these two
models is good, suggesting that the differences between the Gloserheia
and Durango models in Figure 2.6 reflects a real difference in apatite
properties and not simply experimental error. The points define a trend
with a gradient < 1, suggesting that tracks parallel to pyramid faces are
apparently more resistant to annealing at lower values of r than tracks
parallel to prism faces.
Several important inferences can be drawn from these comparisons
of experimental data and models for different apatite compositions and
crystaliographic orientations. The effect of chemical composition is
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uncertain; the difference between the Durango and the Gloserheia apatites
is readily apparent in Figure 2.6, but this may be due to differences in track
density. The IFE data set does not include any experimental results for
chlorapatite, but Crowley et al. (1988) suggest that chlorine content has a
more profound effect on annealing characteristics relative to fluorapatite
than does hydroxyl content. The most important conclusion to draw from
comparison of these data sets is that when experimental procedures are
standardized, confined track length measurements have a high degree of
reproducibility, an important property if they are to be used for thermal
history analysis.
Application to Geological Situations
The reproducibility of the experimental data is satisfactory - but how
good is the fanning model of equation 2.5 at describing the annealing of
fission tracks in apatite in geological circumstances. In some cases the
agreement between observation and prediction is impressive (see Figure
2.8). There are, however, some instances where fission tracks are present
at elevated temperatures, well in excess of their predicted stability range
(Naeser et al., 1988; Ovale et al., 1988). In both of these cases fission
tracks were recorded in apatite at temperatures of >165°C. We can gain
some insight into these data by rearranging equation 2.5 to solve for time,
thus:
t = exp[((((((1-r ^‘^) /2.7)°‘^ -1 ) / 0.35)+4.87) / (0.0001687)) -28.12]

(2.6)
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Figure 2.8

Variation in mean confined track length with corrected
present day downhole temperature for apatites in the Otway
Basin, from Gleadow et al. (1983). Dotted line is the
predicted mean track length assuming a linearly increasing
thermal history from 10°C at 120 Ma ago to present
temperature. The predicted track lengths were calculated
using the Vax computer program TRACK described in the
text.
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This allows us to calculate how long a population of fission tracks should
be stable at any given temperature. Assuming that the track density goes
to zero when r=0.45 (Laslett et al., 1984), and setting T = 433 K gives :
t = exp((((((1 -0.45

/2.7)°’^®-1 )/0.35)+4.87)/(0.000168* 433.0)) -28.12)

= 2.22E11 seconds (~7020 years)
There are several possible explanations for these observations and
results: 1) the description of annealing in apatite (i.e. equation 2.5) is
inapplicable in some way, as suggested by Naeser et al. (1988); 2) the
heating episode that raised the temperature to the present level was
extremely recent (within the last few thousand years); 3) the apatites have
a high uranium content which is generating tracks at a rate which exceeds
the rate of annealing (the only tracks present are very young and thus
unannealed); 4) the downhole temperature measurements are incorrect.
The local geothermal gradient is well constrained (Naeser et al.,
1988), and so the last option can be dismissed. Failure of the kinetic model
is difficult to demonstrate: the major second order effect on annealing is
composition, and most of that variation can be explained by the
fluorine/chlorine ratio of the apatites (Crowley et al., 1988). Equation 2.5
describes the annealing of apatites of Durango composition (i.e.
fluorapatite) and most natural compositional variation in apatites is in
fluorine/chlorine ratio with chlorapatites apparently more resistant to
annealing than fluorapatites (Green et al., 1988; Crowley et al., 1988).
Hydroxyl or carbonate content does not seem to alter the annealing
properties significantly from those of chlorapatite (Crowley et al., 1988).
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The apatites examined by Naeser et al. (1988) from the Los Angeles Basin
have a very low chlorine content, lower than Durango apatite, suggesting
that they should not be unusually resistant to annealing. No evidence is
presented in Naeser et al. (1988) to suggest that these apatites have an
unusually high uranium content, leaving us with the first two options.
Since there is always the realistic possibility that the heating event was
very recent I think it prudent to retain equation 2.5 as a valid description of
annealing since it is based on very well constrained time-temperature data
even though it is extrapolated to geologic time scales.

Basic Equations and Method
Solution of the First order model
This has been described in detail (Zimmermann, 1977; Crowley,
1985), and will not be repeated here. The solution is straightforward and
can be accomplished quasi-analytically (Crowley, 1985) or by utilizing any
one of a number of numerical methods available for the solution of
differential equations.
Solution of the Fanning or Parallel Arrhenius Models
Equations published in (Laslett et al., 1987) for the parallel and
fanning Arrhenius models predict the reduction in mean confined track
length, r, ( where

, L being the final mean track length and L ^ the

initial unannealed mean track length) of an unannealed population (i.e.
r = 1.0) of induced fission tracks in apatite as a function of temperature, T,
in kelvin, and time, t, in seconds for isothermal histories.
Although equation 2.5 constitutes the best available description of
the experimental annealing of fission tracks in Durango apatite, it cannot
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be used directly to describe annealing due to variable temperature thermal
histories over geologic time scales. To do this for a stepwise model, both
the variation in temperature from step to step and the effect of track
production throughout the history must be taken into account. To perform a
stepwise solution, the thermal history is divided into a series of isothermal
steps of equal duration, Af. To account for track production through time an
identical, pristine {i.e. r = 1.0 ) population of fission tracks is created during
each time step. After its production, each population is annealed to some
degree in subsequent time steps. For an originally pristine population of
tracks annealed in time step I for time At at temperature T. , then the
degree of annealing, r . , can be found from equation 2.5. However, once
this population of tracks has experienced one annealing step its mean
track length will be somewhat reduced and r< 1 .0. This means that direct
application of equation 2.5 is now invalid, since it predicts the annealing of
an initially unannealed population of fission tracks. Calculation of the
subsequent annealing of this population of tracks in step /+1 for time Afat
temperature T.^^, is a two-part process. First, we find the point on the
Arrhenius plot such that :

r (T. , Af ) = r
where

)

(2.7)

is the only unknown, and can be thought of as an 'equivalent

time', in the sense that annealing the initial population of tracks for a time
at temperature

results in the same reduction in mean track length as

annealing them for time Af at 7/. This approach is identical to the
'equivalent time' method first proposed by Goswami (1984) which has
been subsequently applied to modeling variable temperature annealing of
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a single population of fission tracks in apatite under laboratory conditions
by Duddy et al. (1988). To find the equivalent time rearrange equation 2.5
to solve for f thus:
e

tg = exp((((((1-r.^‘^) /2.7)°'“ -1) / 0.35)+4.87)/(0.000168r.^^)) -28.12)

(2.8)

This is shown graphically in Figure 2.9. The starting point for the
next annealing step, / + 1, is found by sliding up or down the same
annealing contour to the point where the temperature is T.^^. At this point
the time is

. The second stage in the solution is to find the total annealing

of the initial population due to the two time steps by solving equation 2.5
for

with t= (Af+f^ ) and T =T.^^. This procedure reduces the

problem into a series of isothermal solutions, and the total degree of
annealing experienced by a population of tracks produced in time step /,
and annealed in subsequent time steps / + 1, /+ 2 ,..., n, is found by applying
equations 2.5 and 2.8 at each time step.
There is some increase in the standard deviation, s. , of a
population of induced tracks as annealing progresses, although this is not
obvious until r < 0.65. To account for this increase in s. the simplest
model was chosen that provides an adequate fit to the data of Green et al.
(1986):
s. = 7 . 9 - 1 6 .0 r . + 8 .9 r . 2
/
/

(2.9)
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Figure 2.9.

A fanning Arrhenius plot, showing contours of r, the degree of
annealing. The total annealing due to a two step thermal
history, consisting of At at temperature

and Af at

temperature 7^, is equivalent to annealing for time t^+A tat
temperature 7^.
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Since we now have an estimate of both the mean track length
reduction and standard deviation of the n individual populations, the
shape of the / th distribution is obtained using the Gaussian density
function as recommended by Crowley (1985) (equation 15):
2 YAL)=-

1

1 f L “2
I

L .]
/

(2.10)

where Ÿ . {L ) is the relative frequency or height of the distribution at
length L pm, L . is the predicted mean track length given by L. = r . L^ ,
and s. is the standard deviation of the distribution.
The relationship between mean track length reduction (r) and track
density reduction (p / p q) given by Laslett et al. (1984) can be used to
express the total annealing of each of the n individual time step
populations as a track density reduction. This was approximated by the
expression:

= 1.799 r . - 0.765

(2.11)

The line defined by equation 2.11 and the original data points from
Laslett et al. (1984) are shown in Figure 2.10. Also shown are age versus
track length data for samples from the Otway Basin, southern Australia,
and the trends of the two data sets are identical, as remarked by Gleadow
et al. (1983), suggesting that this is a valid description of the relationship
between track length and track density in geologic applications.
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Figure 2.10 The relationship between normalized mean track length
reduction and normalized track density reduction. Two data
sets plotted are from Gleadow et al. (1983). The
experimental data set shows the results of annealing
experiments on induced tracks in Durango apatite. The
Otway Basin data set shows the normalized reduction in
mean track length and track density for spontaneous fossil
fission tracks from borehole samples.
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The predicted track length distribution resulting from a specified
thermal history is obtained by superimposing the n individual solutions
(one population for each time step), each one weighted by the reduction in
track density of the population, as proposed by Crowley (1985):
y(L)=]ry,.(L)

(2 .12)

/=i

It can be seen clearly from Figure 2.10 that weighting the individual
time step populations by their track density reduction from equation 2.11
means that there is no effective contribution to the final track length
distribution from individual populations with r < 0.45.

implementation of the Solution
Program Versions
Implementation of this method of solution in a computer program is
relatively straightforward. Two different programs were written, one in
Turbo Pascal for the Macintosh personal computer, the other in FORTRAN
77 for a Vax 8200 minicomputer. A listing of the Vax program is given in
Appendix 3.
MacTrack
The Macintosh version allows the input of a thermal history defined
by up to 20 time-temperature pairs. This thermal history can then be used
as the input for either a first order model, a parallel Arrhenius model or a
fanning Arrhenius model. The coefficients for the first order model are
those derived by Zimmermann (1977) and subsequently used by Crowley
(1985); coefficients for the parallel and fanning models are those given in
Laslett et al. (1987). MacTrack produces graphs of the discretized thermal
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history, the evolution of the apparent age with time and a model track
length distribution. A summary screen provides the input filename, model
mean track length and model apparent age. The program discretizes the
thermal history into 25 equal length time steps. This obviously limits its
application as a research tool, but the time taken to calculate a solution
increases with the square of the number of time steps, and the benefits in
terms of increased accuracy are small. The model age calculated by
Mactrack is within 2% of the value calculated by the same method but
using 100 time steps. For the current configuration of 25 time steps the
program takes about 60 seconds to run on a Macintosh Plus. Examples of
the output of the Mactrack program for various types of thermal history are
given in Figure 2 . 11.
\/ax Version
The Vax program solves only the fanning Arrhenius model
(equation 2.5), but has several options facilitated by the greater speed of
the Vax compared with the Macintosh:
1. The number of time steps can be set by the user.

2 . Simulations can be run, as described in the section on "sources
of error", to ascertain the uncertainties associated with a given
prediction of mean track length or model apparent age.
3. The track production term can be ignored - thus simulating a
laboratory annealing experiment during which a infinitely small
number of spontaneous fissions would occur.
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Figure 2.11

Exarnple of output from the MacTrack program. The method of solution is
described in the text, input for the program is the thermal history, spedfied
as a text file of time-temperature points. The program plots the thermal
history (upper right), calculates the apparent age evolution of the sample
(middle center); the resulting track length distribution (bottom); and
provides a summary showing the name of the input file, the model apparent
age and model mean track length (upper left).
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Figure 2.12 The effect of increasing the number of timesteps on the
calculated model age. The thermal history is isothermal at
60°C for 100 Ma. The error bars represent 0.1 % of the
calculated model age.
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Discretizing the Thermal History
Error introduced by the numerical method can be reduced by
Increasing the number of time steps for a given model time. Little
advantage is gained by increasing the number of time steps over about 50,
since the result is within 1% of the result obtained using 300 time steps
(see Figure 2.12) and computation time is proportional to the square of the
number of time steps. Another effect of discretizing a continuous thermal
history into a finite number of steps must also be considered: if the value of
the time step for the model is 1 Ma, then modeling a thermal event of less
than 1 Ma is impossible, since in the process of discretization the thermal
event may disappear. The length of the time step must be small enough to
represent the highest frequency thermal events in the input thermal history.
Assumptions and Controls
Implementation of the model necessitated some assumptions and
the use of some empirical relationships. Equation 2.5 becomes
numerically unstable within a specific range of ln(f) - T space shown in
Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13 The solution to equation 2.5 becomes unstable in the T-ln(f)
space above the line, which corresponds to the r =0
annealing contour.
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The boundary of this Instability region corresponds to the locus of all points
for which r becomes negative and y = 1.0, where y is an intermediate step
in the calculation of r from equation 2.5 such that :
y=

H.87+Oj000168T(ln(f )+28.12)*035+1.0/^'°-^^*2.7

(2.13)

where T is in kelvin and t is in seconds. If y > 1.0 then the result of
the next step in the calculation is undefined, and an error results. A test is
incorporated into the solution of the fanning model to make sure that if the
value of y strays into this region of instability it will be reset to 1.0 and the
calculation allowed to continue.
Interpretation of the solution
The programs described above produce a model track length
distribution based on an equation derived from the experimental data of
Green et al. (1986). Equation 2.5 is the best fit to the experimental data.
Any observational bias in the technique is inherently accounted for in this
model, since the model itself is based on biased observational data. The
corollary is that the correction for length bias proposed by Laslett et al.
(1984) is not required if observed track length distributions are to be
compared with model track length distributions. The aim of the weighting
scheme proposed in Laslett et al. (1984) is to obtain an unbiased estimate
of the true shape of the distribution such that the scheme does alter the
shape of the distribution significantly if many short tracks are present (see
Figure 2.14).
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Figure 2.14 Applying the correction for bias recommended in Laslett et al.
(1982) alters both the shape of the track length distribution
and the mean track length.
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Clearly, the data In Green et al. (1986) are not corrected for length bias,
and the equations derived to model this data in Laslett et al. (1987) do not
account for bias in measurement, so it should not be necessary to
calculate an "unbiased" track length distribution from observational data to
compare with the distributions predicted by any of these models.
The model assumes a sufficient rate of track production to
adequately record all thermal events throughout the model history. This
means that the model track length distributions and ages mimic those that
would be seen if the actual apatites have a high enough uranium content
to produce a perfect record of all thermal events.

Sources of Error
Two sources contribute to the final error of the solution: error due to
having a finite number of time steps, which has already been discussed;
and uncertainty associated with prediction and extrapolation out of the
range of the experimental data. Confidence limits on predictions and errors
incurred by extrapolating the fundamental equation out of the range of the
experimental data are difficult to assess, especially since this equation is
not applied in a straightfonward manner, it is embedded in the numerical
method. The amount of extrapolation is not simply related to the length of
the time step. A t, since it is Af+f^which is the time value used in the
equation. The magnitude of
modeled: for cooling histories

depends on the type of thermal history being
increases as cooling proceeds, since a

longer time is required to produce the same amount of annealing at a
lower temperature; heating histories lead to smaller values of

because
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less time is needed to produce the same amount of annealing at a higher
temperature.
Knowledge of the uncertainties associated with predicted values is
necessary if meaningful interpretations are to be made using this or any
other model. To obtain an estimate of the uncertainty associated with the
predicted degree of annealing, a Monte Carlo approach was adopted.
This is a technique which is extremely useful for evaluating the behavior of
any model, and it has the advantage that the system can be arbitrarily
complex and this method will still provide an estimate of how varying the
model coefficients affects the output - in this case the total annealing.
Uncertainties are difficult to determine analytically for this particular model,
but by looking at the variation of the output in response to varying the
model coefficients within limits governed by their standard errors we can
glean some information about the uncertainty of the predicted values. In
addition, we can assess the robustness of the model: if the model behaves
in an erratic fashion when the coefficients are perturbed slightly, then we
might surmise that it may not be as robust as we would wish. No evidence
of this sort of erratic behavior was seen in this case.
Values of the coefficients and their associated standard errors are
given in Table 2.3. Recalculation was necessary because no estimates of
the standard errors of the model coefficients are given in Laslett et al.
(1987). If cases where r=0.0 are excluded from the regression analysis
then the values of the recalculated coefficients are in good agreement with
those given in Laslett et al. (1987).
To perform the Monte Carlo simulation, values for each regression
coefficient, B and 0 were chosen, at random from normal distributions
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having a mean of the regression estimate of the coefficient and a standard
deviation of the standard error associated with this estimate; these random
values are designated

and C^. Similarly, normal distributions with the

mean and standard deviation of each of the regression variables {g{r),T
and r in (f)) were sampled; these values are designated g{r)^ T and
Tln(f)^). A corresponding randomized value of the regression constant
can be calculated thus:
A^ = p ( r ) ^ - B ^ r - C 7ln(f)^

(2.14)

This yields an equation in which the coefficients are randomized
within the limits imposed by the regression analysis:
g (r)= A + B ^ r+ C ^ rin (f)

(2.15)

This randomized model is then used to predict the degree of
annealing. The process is repeated a large number of times, using the
same thermal history as input each time, and the resulting distribution of
the predicted degree of annealing is plotted in the form of a histogram. To
demonstrate the technique three different thermal histories were
examined: 1) isothermal heating at 50°C for 100 Ma; 2) cooling from 100°C
to 0°C in 100 Ma; and 3) heating from 0°C to 100°C in 100 Ma. Results of
the simulations for these thermal histories are shown in Figure 2.15, with
the degree of annealing expressed as a model apparent age.
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Figure 2.15

The distribution of model apparent ages generated from the
Monte Carlo experiments. Distributions are shown for the
fanning model, and for three different thermal histories: 1)
isothermal heating at 50°C for 100 Ma; 2 ) cooling from 100°C
to 0°C in 100 Ma; and 3) heating from 0°C to 100°G in 100
Ma.
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The distributions are all approximately normal, with the exception of the
distribution of simulation 3, heating from 0°C to 100°C in 100 Ma, which
has a secondary mode at 0.0 Ma reflecting those simulation models that
were more temperature sensitive, and resulted in total annealing of all
fission tracks and therefore a zero age. For the geological scale thermal
histories considered, the standard deviations for the predicted model age
distributions vary from 4 M ato 13 Ma. Consider distribution 1 : ~95% of the
simulation model ages lie between 67 Ma and 85 Ma, for this distribution
these limits constitute the 2 a or ~95% confidence interval on the predicted
value. Similar arguments can be made for distributions 2 and 3. In some
instances, departure from normality in the distribution of simulated model
ages may mean that quoting the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles (in the case of
distribution 1 these are ~65 Ma and ~82 Ma) would be a more meaningful
way of communicating the uncertainty in the model predictions.
Regardless of the exact form of the annealing equation or the
relationship between mean track length and track density, these model
age distributions reveal the degree of uncertainty inherent in the combined
application of equation 2.5 and the principle of equivalent time (equation

2 .8 ) to predict the degree of annealing caused by variable temperature
thermal histories.
Duddy et al. (1988) present the results of variable temperature
annealing experiments and conclude that equation 2.5 in conjunction with
the principle of equivalent time does provide an adequate description of
reduction in mean confined track length in apatite (see Duddy et al., 1988;
Figure 3). A Monte Carlo simulation was performed to provide estimates of
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the error involved in predicting the value of r over short time scales. The
simulations are the same as those outlined above except that the effect of
track production is neglected - the experiment deals with the variable
temperature annealing of a single, initially pristine, population of induced
fission tracks. Two different variable temperature paths were modeled:
cooling from 330°C to 170°C in 8 hours, and heating from 170°C to 330°C
in 8 hours. The degree of annealing was also calculated at intermediate
times. The results are presented in Figure 2.16, the error bars are 2
standard deviations about the mean value of 200 simulations. Figure 2.16
shows that even in the description of annealing over short times ( 1 to 8
hours) there is a 2 a uncertainty of up to 0.08 in the value of r, the reduction
of mean confined track length. This translates into an uncertainty of 1.3 pm
in the predicted mean track length, which is larger than standard error
associated with a typical mean track length determination, and is about
double the typical measurement errors on r quoted by Duddy et al.
(1988). It is apparent from Figure 2.16, and is also intuitively obvious, that
as more annealing takes place the uncertainty of the predicted value
increases, this may limit the applicability of this type of modeling as an
interpretive tool. However, the experiments of Duddy et al. (1988)
demonstrate convincingly that the predictions of the fanning model for
short term annealing experiments agree with measured values within the

2 a measurement error, a fact that even the most pessimistic of confidence
intervals on the predicted values cannot refute. Thus, we may conclude
that confidence limits on predicted values should be used to temper the
interpretive process rather than to exclusively control it.
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Figure 2.16 Errors associated with predictions of degree of annealing for
short term heating and cooling thermal histories. Data points
are the mean of a sample of 200 Monte Carlo simulations, the
error bars are 2 sample standard deviations about this value.
The maximum error is -0.08, which is equivalent to an
uncertainty of 1.3 pm in predicted mean track length if the
initial unannealed mean track length is 16.2 pm.
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Comparisons between the models
Previous efforts at interpretation of fission track data by modeling the
apatite fission track parameters (age, track length distribution) resulting
from hypothetical geological thermal histories, for example Crowley
(1985), have been based on the first order model of Zimmermann (1977).
It is of interest to evaluate the differences between the three most
frequently used models when they are applied to geologic scale thermal
histories, since a difference in the behavior of a model on which the
interpretation is based could alter the interpretation itself. To effect a
comparison between the first order model of Zimmermann (1977) and the
parallel and fanning models of Laslett et al. (1987) I used isothermal
heating at different temperatures from 10°C to 105°G for a fixed time of 100
Ma as input for the three models and expressed the finite annealing as a
model apparent age. The results of these comparisons are shown in
Figure 2.17. The first-order model predicts that annealing takes place in a
fairly restricted range of temperatures, from ~60°C to ~ 110°C,
corresponding to the partial stability zone recognized by Wagner (1979).
In contrast, both the parallel and fanning models predict some annealing
at temperatures as low as 10°C. Another point to note is the similarity
between model ages predicted by the first order model and the fanning
model at temperatures >90°O, suggesting that the most important
difference between these two models is the low temperature annealing
effects predicted by the fanning model.
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Figure 2.17

Comparisons between the model apparent ages generated
by the first order, parallel and fanning models for isothermal
histories at temperatures between 10°C and 105°C for 100
Ma.
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This similarity explains the successful application of the first order model
for those thermal histories that have been substantially in this elevated
temperature range, and the first order models' inability to correctly predict
the annealing effects of lower temperature thermal histories.

Summary
Variable temperature annealing of Durango composition apatites
over geologic time scales can be modeled numerically using the equations
of Laslett et al. (1987) in conjunction with the concept of equivalent time.
Two sources of error are present when this type of model is applied to
geological thermal histories: 1) error resulting from the discretization of a
thermal history into a finite number of isothermal steps; and 2 ) errors due to
uncertainties in the fundamental model equation. Errors introduced by the
discrete approximation are insignificant and easily reduced compared
with errors due to uncertainties in the model coefficients. Uncertainties in
predicted values derived by a Monte Carlo technique range from 8 Ma to
26 Ma at the 2a level for typical heating, cooling and isothermal histories of
100 Ma duration. For annealing over short time periods (1 to 8 hours), at
elevated temperatures (170°C - 330°C), predictions of r made using this
model have 2 a uncertainties up to 0.08, about double the error on a typical
measurement of r . A comparison of some of the models used to describe
annealing of fission tracks in apatite reveals close agreement between the
first order model and the fanning Arrhenius modei for thermal histories
>90°C, which may explain the successful application of the first order
model as an interpretive aid in the past (Zimmermann, 1977; Naeser,
1979a; Jones and Dokka, 1986).
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Thermal Modeling of Tectonic Processes:
Method and Example

Merses profunda, pulchrior evenit.
Horace

Introduction
Theoretical models of physical processes are applicable in any
science. Models of heat transfer can constrain the range of mechanisms
and scenarios which are feasible for geologic processes. The realm of this
type of modeling is the general; attempting to model nuances of specific
situations is usually not possible. In most cases we have too little
information on the initial conditions, physical parameters, rates of
processes and boundary conditions to calculate an exact match to nature.
Testing the agreement of pressure-temperature estimates from
metamorphic petrology with tectonic scenarios for their development can
be accomplished by quantitative modeling of pressure-temperature-time
(P7f ) paths. This type of modeling can form a useful bridge between field
observations or laboratory determinations and a regional tectonic
synthesis. The most important benefits from PTt path modeling accrue
from the need to explicitly state assumptions about geometry, uplift rates
and thermal parameters, which might othenwise be overlooked. And it is
the nature of these assumptions that forms both the strengths and
weakness of the technique - the fact that we make them enables us to
perform the quantitative modeling but it should also make us cautious
about the interpretation of model results.
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Several types of observation constrain input parameters and
boundary conditions for PTt path modeling: important time-temperature
information comes from thermochronologic data, metamorphic petrology
reflects the pressure-temperature history, and present day heat flow and
thermal state provide a valuable final check on the validity of the thermal
model. The more constraints available, the more powerful is the test of the
hypothetical thermal model. In this chapter I briefly review a methodology
for this kind of modeling, and apply a simple 1-dimensional heat transfer
model to a problem involving a suite of ultra-high pressure metamorphic
rocks from the westem Alps (Jones and Henry, 1988).

Equations and Methods
A One dimensional heat transfer model
The equation describing conductive heat transfer in a moving
medium with internal heat generation is:

w a j; _ 1 _ 3 T _ A
dz^

K 9z

K dt

(3.1)

KJ

(Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959). Where T is the temperature, t is time, z is
depth, K is the thermal diffusivity, K the thermal conductivity, A is the
radiogenic heat production, and W is the vertical velocity of the medium.
J is the mechanical equivalent of heat, for SI units J = 1 .
This equation is solved numerically using an implicitly formulated
finite difference equation. The continuous variable T (z , f) is replaced by
its discrete equivalent T" = (/Az, n Af), where Az is the spatial step in the
z-direction and Af is the time step.
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The following approximations are used:
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At

Substituting these analogues into equation 3.1 and re-arranging yields the
following implicit finite difference equation which is second order correct in
space and first order correct in time:
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(3.5)

where the left hand side contains temperature values at the unknown time
step (n +1), the right hand side contains only known values of the
temperature at time step n . The unknown temperatures can be found by
solving a tridiagonal set of linear equations, very efficient algorithms are
available to perform this procedure (e.g. the Thomas algorithm, see
Carnahan et al. (1969)). A FORTRAN program, GTM, solves this equation
for a variety of geologic scenarios and is listed in Appendix 4.
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An example from the Western Alps - the Dora Maira Massif
An Outline of the Problem
An extremely unusual high-pressure mineral assemblage is found
in rocks of the Dora Maira Massif in the Western Alps. The existence of
coesite and pyrope in this rock suggests that it experienced burial to
depths of at least 90 km and, during its subsequent uplift, underwent
retrograde blueschist metamorphism. One of the major problems is to
develop a dynamic tectonic model that can explain the formation and
preservation of these peculiar rocks. In order for the pyrope-coesite
assemblage to be preserved and the formation of retrograde glaucophane
(Schreyer, 1985), the uplift path followed by the Dora Maira rocks must
have been very close to an equilibrium geotherm of ~7°C/km. If the uplift
path were any hotter than this, then retrograde reactions would be in the
granulite or amphibolite field and the observed retrograde glaucophane
would be absent (Figure 3.1). The problem is simple to state: what kind of
tectonic model must we invoke to explain the formation and preservation of
these peculiar rocks? In an attempt to answer this important question
several possible tectonic scenarios will be tested by comparing the
pressure-temperature path inferred from the metamorphic petrology of
these rocks with quantitative modeling of the PTt path as described above,
using constraints provided by thermochronology, peak metamorphic
conditions and present day thermal state.
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Figure 3.1

P-T diagram showing the stability ranges of the phases in the
MASH system, used to approximate the composition of the
Dora Maira metamorphic rocks. The shaded area represents
the constraints placed on the uplift path by the retrograde
mineral assemblage. The prograde path is constrained by
the presence of prograde talc and kyanite and the peak
metamorphic assemblage of coesite and pyrope. Reactions
from Schreyer (1988).
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Metamorphic Petrology
Chopin (1984), Goffé and Chopin (1986) and Schreyer (1985; 1987;
1988b) have described in detail the chemistry, mineralogy and
metamorphic petrology of the Dora Maira rocks. These rocks are high
pressure metapelites with an elevated Mg/Fe ratio and this somewhat
unusual bulk chemistry is responsible in part for the peculiar mineral
assemblages present. The high Mg content of these rocks has resulted in
the formation of several particularly Mg-rich phases: garnets from high
grade metamorphic terranes typically have between 40% and 70% of the
pyrope component; the garnet porphyroblasts from Dora Maira are 9098% pyrope, and show no signs of zoning. Mg-rich forms of tourmaline
(dravite) and staurolite are also present. The protolith for these rocks was
probably supracrustal. This has important implications for the tectonic
environment in which the Dora Maira metamorphic assemblages could
have been formed - a subduction zone is the only likely environment
where supracrustal rocks can be buried to 100 km and subsequently be
exhumed.
Prograde to Peak Metamorphic Conditions
A prograde to peak metamorphic assemblage of coesite, talc,
kyanite, ellenbergerite, Mg-staurolite and dravite is preserved as
inclusions within large (up to 250 mm diameter), radially fractured, pyrope
garnet porphyroblasts. The fractures are infilled with quartz containing
high relief relicts of coesite. Inclusions of talc and kyanite suggest a low
temperature-high pressure prograde P T path. Schreyer (1973; 1977)
called these talc-kyanite rocks whiteschists, and considers them to be
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formed in the higher pressure extension of the blueschist facies series (6 to
~45 kbar, 550 to 810 °C). The peak assemblage is represented by the
coexistence of coesite and pyrope, formed under extreme metamorphic
conditions of ~700°C and > 28 kbar. Ellenbergerite is a newly discovered
mineral, first described from the Dora Maira rocks by Chopin et al. (1985). It
is a hydrated Mg-AI-(Ti-Zr)-silicate with a face sharing octahedral
structure, experimental results suggest that it is only stable at water
pressures in excess of 35 kbar at temperatures below 800°C (Schreyer,
1985). Thus, there exists a body of evidence to suggest that the Dora
Maira rocks have been subjected to temperatures of 700-800®C and
pressures of at least 35 kbar which, assuming lithostatic loading and a
mean density of 2700 kg m'®, corresponds to a depth of 95 km.
Retrograde Metamorphic Conditions
Inclusions of coesite in the pyrope garnet exhibit inversion to quartz,
with radial fracturing of the garnets presumably associated with the volume
increase accompanying the coesite-quartz transformation. In the matrix of
the rock and in local retrogressive enclaves a high-pressure lowtemperature retrograde assemblage is preserved. Matrix assemblages of
kyanite + talc + quartz; talc + phengite and jadeite + kyanite + quartz are
present, suggesting that the rock followed a low -T uplift path. The
absence of the assemblages phlogopite + kyanite + quartz and enstatite +
kyanite puts definite bounds on the P T trajectory during uplift and
precludes almost any temperature increase at all during the retrograde
path (see Figure 3.1). Local retrogressive reactions include glaucophane
after pyrope and phlogopite + kyanite + quartz after phengite + pyrope,
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further confirmation of a low T high P uplift trajectory. The development of
the assemblages chlorite + kyanite + quartz after pyrope and albite after
jadeite indicate late stage retrograde greenschist facies metamorphism.
Determination of the retrograde path by examining the mineral
assemblages present does not provide any information that can be directly
used to constrain the thermal model. In other words, nothing about the
retrograde path is directly represented as one of the input model
parameters. What it does provide is a check on the output of the model the predicted PTt paths. If these predicted paths agree with those inferred
from the metamorphic petrology then the model is acceptable by this
criterion. A summary of the P T trajectory required to generate the
retrograde assemblage is given in Figure 3.1., a petrogenetic grid of the
most important reactions in an idealized MASH system (MgO-AlgOg-SiOgHgO) which is used to approximate the composition of these rocks
(Schreyer, 1988a).

Thermochronology and Timing Constraints
Timing information about peak metamorphic conditions provides the
starting point, and thus the most important constraint, for PTt path
modeling of uplift. It is also probably the most difficult to obtain. The
interpretation of radiometric ages from metamorphic rocks is hampered by
a lack of knowledge about the closure behavior of the systems being used
(Wagner et al., 1977). This can result in a large error quadrilateral in timetemperature space. Although extremely high precision numbers are
obtained for ^°Ar/®®Ar dates on biotite (e.g. errors of < 0.5%; Harrison and
McDougall, 1988), there is a considerable amount of uncertainty (> 10%)
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concerning the temperature corresponding to these dates (see Figure 1.1).
Three radiometric timing constraints are available for the metamorphic
peak of the Dora Maira rocks: 1) ^Ar/^®Ar dating of phengites yields ages
of 103 ± 3 Ma (Monié, 1984); 2) U-Pb on zircon yields a lower intercept
age of 121+12-29 Ma, probably reflecting complete opening of the zircon
system during a very high P-high T metamorphic event, and an older
inherited crustal component responsible for the upper intercept age of
667±231/198 Ma (Paquette et al., 1989); 3) Rb-Sr ages on a whole rockphengite pair gives an age of 96±4 Ma (Paquette et al., 1989). These
rocks are now at the surface, providing yet another timing constraint - the
maximum time available for uplift must be approximately 95-120 Ma.
Some refinement of this crude estimate is possible since ^°Ar/^®Ar dating of
late stage retrogressive white micas gives ages consistently in the range
38-40 Ma. A substantial part of the cooling was therefore completed within
~70 Ma (Chopin, 1987), implying a decrease in the cooling rate with time
possibly due to a reduction in the uplift rate. Characteristic present day
denudation rates in the Alps are estimated at 0.4 to 1.1 mm year'^ (Clark
and Jager, 1969). Explosive emplacement, similar to the formation
mechanism of kimberlites, is an alternative hypothesis for the preservation
of ultra high pressure metamorphic assemblages at the surface, but the
Dora Maira rocks show no evidence to support this.

Pre-Thickening Geometry
The generally pelitic nature and the anomalously high Mg-Fe ratio is
good evidence that the protolith for the pyrope-coesite rock was an
evaporite-clay lithology. REE abundances in the rock exhibit a similar
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profile to the European Shale Composite suggesting that the protolith
could be a very impure micaceous quartzite (Paquette et al., 1989). This
evidence indicates a supracrustal origin for the rock. The prograde to peak
metamorphic assemblage reflects a blueschist-whiteschist facies trend.
This suggests that prior to the thickening event that produced the ultra high
pressure metamorphism these rocks must have been at relatively low P T
conditions, not in the middle or lower portion of normal continental crust
where the temperatures would be too high for blueschist facies. The lack
of evidence for a counter-clockwise prograde PTt path starting in granulite
facies and the presence of a prograde talc + kyanite assemblage also
support this assertion. These obsen/ations immediately constrain the
mode of thickening: if thickening is by homogeneous strain, deep burial of
upper levels unlikely and the isothermal burial path representing
instantaneous thickening must start in upper granulite facies (see Figure
3.2). Superposition of one or more thrust sheets is a requirement for a
prograde path through the glaucophane and talc-kyanite fields (see
Figure 3.2).

Choice of Model Parameters
Several general assumptions must be made to formulate the initial
conditions and the boundary conditions for this model. The upper
boundary condition is T =0°C at z =0. The lower boundary condition is
taken to be a constant heat flux, Q, at a depth of 150 km.
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Figure 3.2

Different prograde trajectories which result from thickening by
thrusting or homogeneous shortening.
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Following England and Thompson (1984), a steady state conductive
profile through the lithosphere is assumed to be the initial condition prior to
thickening, with a mantle heat flow of Q , and radiogenic heat production of
A in the uppermost D km of lithosphere, with no radiogenic heat
production at depths greater than D km. For this heat source distribution
and an upper surface temperature of zero, then the equilibrium
temperature 7^ at depth z is given by:
_
Azf^
z \ Qz
7^ = " ^ ^ +^

forO <z<D

(3.6)

(3.7)
where K is the thermal conductivity of the rock. This steady state
profile is then perturbed during orogenesis either by the superposition of
one or more thrust sheets or by homogeneous thickening. After thickening,
erosion and concomitant uplift act to restore the lithosphere to its pre
thickening state. Figure 3.3 shows a typical pre-thickening geotherm, and
the post-thickening geotherm resulting from each of these mechanisms.
The equations describing the temperature distribution and distribution of
radiogenic heat sources after thickening are from England and Thompson
(1984). The mode of thickening controls the distribution of radiogenic heat
sources: emplacement of one or more thrust sheets results in the
formation of one or more intracrustal layers with significant radiogenic heat
production; homogeneous thickening by a factor f (> 1) results in a single
layer of radiogenic heat production extending from the surface down to
depth D *f (England and Thompson, 1984).
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An equilibrium pre-thickening geotherm, and post-thickening
geotherms resulting from thrusting and homogeneous
shortening of the crust by a factor of 2 .
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These two cases are end members of a series of mechanisms - thickening
achieved by a large number of thin thrust sheets is effectively
homogeneous. Several different tectonic scenarios for the evolution of the
Dora Maira rocks were modeled using different geometries of thickening,
distribution of heat sources and uplift rates.
Case 1: Average thermal parameters
To make the model as uncontentious as possible, initial choices for
the thermal parameters were average values, as follows (from England
and Thompson (1984)):
A

= 2.0 pW m'^

Q

= 30.0 mW m'2

K = 2.25 Wm-1
K

= 9 X 10'^ m^ s'^

D

= 15000 m

Constraints on the timing and peak metamorphism suggest that the initial
condition should be at ~100 km and 700-800°C. Two different modes of
thickening were modeled: a) instantaneous burial of near-surface rocks by
a single lithosphere-scale thrust (i.e a subduction zone), leading to the
characteristic saw-tooth initial thermal profile; b) burial by homogeneous
thickening of the entire lithosphere by a factor of 2 , with the Dora Maira
rocks at 50 km and ~750°C immediately prior to thickening and following
an instantaneous isothermal burial path to 100 km at ~ 750°G as shown in
Figure 3.2. An average uplift rate of 1 mm year'^ representing a total uplift
of 100 km in 100 Ma is assumed in this case.
The temperature profile immediately after thickening, and the PTt
paths for rocks situated at depths of 90 km, 100 km and 110 km together
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with the PTt path range required to produce the observed metamorphic
assemblages are shown in Figure 3.4. It is readily apparent that in case
l a all the P T t paths for rocks initially below the thrust sheet show rapid
heating to temperatures in excess of 800°C, and that heating continues as
uplift progresses, resulting in a high geothermal gradient as the rocks near
the surface. Obviously, if these rocks are at 5G0°C at a depth of 10 km as
the PTt paths suggest, then their retrograde metamorphism should reflect
low P/T facies, and not the retrograde high P/T glaucophane present in the
Dora Maira rocks. Rocks buried to a depth of 90 km, just above the base of
the thrust sheet, show an initial phase of cooling, followed by a more or
less isothermal depressurization. Even though these rocks have a lower
temperature history, they also pass through granulite and amphibolite
facies and are thus too hot to produce the observed retrograde
glaucophane assemblage. The main cause of this heating is continued
radiogenic heat production after burial from the zone that extends 15 km
below the top of the footwall.
The zone of radiogenic heat production is confined to the upper 30
km of the thickened lithospheric section in case 1b and the resulting uplift
P T trajectory is much lower temperature and closer to the constraint
envelope provided by the metamorphic petrology (see Figure 3.4),
although still unacceptable. Case 1b is also precluded because it requires
a prograde granulite facies facies metamorphism for which there is no
evidence.
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Case la : Calculated P T t paths for rocks initially situated at
depths of 90,100 and 110 km immediately after thickening by
the instantaneous emplacement of a 100 km thick thrust
sheet. The uplift rate is 1mm/yr. The shaded area represents
the same region of constraint shown in Figure 3.1.
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Case 1 b: Calculated P T t paths for rocks Initially situated at
depths of 9 0 ,1 0 0 and 110 km Immediately after thickening by
the Instantaneous homogeneous shortening of the entire
lithosphere by a factor of 2, The uplift rate Is 1mm/yr. The
shaded area represents the same region of constraint shown
In Figure 3.1.
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Case 2 : Low radiogenic heat production
On the basis of results from case 1a and 1b, thrusting is the
probable mode of thickening, but some way is needed to further reduce the
temperature of the uplift paths. If the footwall of the thrust system has a low
radiogenic heat production then much lower temperature uplift paths are
obtained. Using a radiogenic heat production of one tenth of the value for
continental crust reasonably simulates the subduction of oceanic crust with
a small crustal component. All other parameters are the same as case l a
A

= 0.2

|xW m"®

Q

= 30.0 mW m‘2

K

= 2.25 W m -1 K-1

K

= 9 x 10'^ m^ s'^

D

=15000 m

PTt paths for this model are shown in Figure 3.5. There is a much closer
correspondence to the constraint region and the P T path for rocks initially
situated 10 km above the thrust fits the constraints moderately well, with
little temperature increase during uplift. Further support for low radiogenic
heat production in the thrust pile comes from the calculated heat flows from
cases la , 1b and 2 which are shown in Figure 3.6. Present day heat flow
in the Alps is < 100 mWm’^ in most areas (Clark and Jager, 1969;
Oxburgh and England, 1980; Bradbury and Nolen-Hoeksema, 1985).
Model case l a predicts a present day heat flow of >
140 mWm'^ compared with model case 2 which predicts the present heat
flow to be ~80 mWm'^.
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Figure 3.5

Case 2 : Calculated P T t paths for rocks initially situated at
depths of 9 0 ,1 0 0 and 110 km immediately after thickening by
the instantaneous emplacement of a 100 km thick thrust
sheet. Low radiogenic heat production simulates the
subduction of oceanic or intermediate crust. The uplift rate is
1mm/yr. The shaded area represents the same region of
constraint shown in Figure 3.1.
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Variation in calculated surface heat flow through time for all
four model cases. Parameter values for the different models
are given in the text. Present day heat flow in the Alps is <
0.1 Wm'2 in most areas (see, for example Clarke and Jager,
1969; Oxburgh and England, 1980; Bradbury and NolenHoeksema, 1985)
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Case 3: Variable Uplift Rate
Metamorphic ages and petrology indicate that -100km of uplift has
been achieved in -100 Ma. A simple assumption of constant uplift of 1 mm
year

has been used in cases 1 and 2. In case 3 the model uplift rate is

varied as shown in Figure 3.7. Approximately 75% of the uplift is
accomplished by 40 Ma as indicated by the '“’Ar/®®Ar ages from late stage
white micas (Chopin, 1987), and the final model uplift rate is 0.5 mm year \
within the range of estimates made by Clark and Jager (1969). All other
parameters are the same as model case 2. The resulting model PTt paths
are shown in Figure 3.8 and the fit to the region of constraint is much
improved, for rocks situated initially 10km above the thrust plane the
model retrograde PTt path is in extremely good agreement with the limits
imposed by the geologic data. Final heatflow predicted for case 3 is -5 0
mWm'^ which is consistent with present day estimates of 44-55 mWm'^ for
the adjacent Lepontine Alpine region (Bradbury and Nolen-Hoeksema,
1985).

Discussion
The preservation of extremely high pressure mineral assemblages
during exhumation requires very unusual conditions; a very low
equilibrium geothermal gradient and very low radiogenic heat production
in the zone around the high-pressure assemblages.
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Case 3: The variation of uplift rate for case 3. Uplift is initially
rapid (2mm/yr) then slows to a final value of 0.5 mm/yr, which
is the present estimated rate (Clark and Jâger, 1969).
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Case 3: Calculated PTt paths for a model Incorporating low
radiogenic heat production and a decreasing uplift rate with
time. The fit of the retrograde PTt paths to the region of
constraint is very much improved compared with cases la ,

1b, and 2 .
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If heat is produced nearby it will have time to diffuse into the surrounding
rocks, thus maintaining a high temperature during uplift and facilitating
retrograde reactions in the granulite facies series.
Numerical models of conductive heat transfer indicate that the most
favorable situation for the Dora Maira rocks immediately after burial is
above the base of the thrust pile, some distance above the nearest zone of
radiogenic heat production. This position may correspond to the
uppermost, oldest, slices in a subducted accretionary wedge prism. Since
these rocks are above the original pre-burial surface, erosion and uplift to
restore isostatic equilibrium will eventually destroy them, possibly
accounting for the extreme rarity of these assemblages. The presence of
prograde blueschist facies metamorphism precludes the possibility of
homogeneous shortening as the effective burial mechanism, since this
would require prograde high-T low-P facies metamorphism. Low
temperature retrograde paths are obtained if the radiogenic heat
production in the surrounding rock mass is reduced by a factor of 10, from
normal upper continental lithosphere values 2.0 pWm'^ down to 0.2 pWm'
a value more consistent with heat production in oceanic lithosphere with
a small crustal component.
The tectonic setting of prograde metamorphism in the Dora Maira
rocks is certainly a subduction zone, burial by homogeneous thickening is
not likely to have taken place. Maintaining a low temperature retrograde
path during uplift is a problem recognized by previous workers (Chopin,
1984; Schreyer, 1985; Chopin, 1987; Schreyer et al., 1987; Schreyer,
1988b). Continued subduction of a cold slab of oceanic lithosphere,
providing a local heat sink, is a solution proposed by Chopin (1987) and
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Ernst (1989). Numerical modeling suggests that continued "refrigeration"
of the Dora Maira rocks by a subducting slab is not required to maintain the
low-7 ultra high-P conditions necessary to produce the observed
assemblages. The assumption of a lower rate of radiogenic heat
production is enough to maintain sufficiently low temperatures during uplift.
Distribution of the total uplift through time as shown in Figure 3.7 results in
a good fit of the model PTt paths and surface heat flow with constraints
imposed by the geologic data. The regional tectonic model proposed by
Chopin (1987) invoking a back-stepping of the Alpine subduction zone
beginning about 100 Ma is consistent with the model results and with the
proposed uplift history (see Figure 3.9)

Conclusions
The model results imply several conditions necessary for the
preservation of the Dora Maira assemblage : 1) the equilibrium geothermal
gradient must have been very low; 2 ) radiogenic heat production must
have been either very low, or concentrated in zones away from the Dora
Maira rocks so that its influence was minimal; 3) continued refrigeration by
a subducting slab of oceanic lithosphere is not required; 4) the optimum
structural position for the preservation of the Dora Maira assemblage is just
above the base of a thrust sheet, possibly in the upper part of an
accretionary prism complex;
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Regional tectonic model for the evolution of the western Alps
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5) this optimum structural position also implies a low preservation
potential, since rocks in this situation would be eroded as the crust is
restored to its original pre-thickening state by uplift and erosion; 6 ) the low
geothermal gradient and radiogenic heat production suggests a
subduction zone environment in which burial to depths greater then 100
km is possible in times as short as 1 or 2 Ma.
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Thermal History of an exhumed
detachment complex:
The Mojave Extenslonal Belt

Introduction
High grade metamorphic rocks exposed in the Harper Lake Mitchell Range-Waterman Hills area are thought to represent the lower
hanging wall or footwall of a detachment fault complex which
accommodated movement in the northwestern part of the Mojave
Extensional Belt of Southern California (Dokka, 1989). Establishing a
chronology of metamorphism and uplift for these rocks imposes important
constraints on the local mechanisms of uplift (or surfacing) and the rates at
which they may have operated, and also on the specific timing relations
and cooling history of these particular rocks.
Methods for determining cooling histories have been described in
Chapter 1, and these techniques will be applied in conjunction with
isotopic ages from the Harper Lake-Mitchell Range area. Fission track
ages on sphene, zircon and apatite constrain the time-temperature history
from ~250°C to ~100°C, whereas ^°Ar/^®Ar ages on biotite, phlogopite and
hornblende provide information from ~300°C to 500°C. Furthermore, the
form of apatite fission track length distributions reflects the thermal history
below 100°C. A combination of metamorphic petrology, thermal modeling
of extensional processes, and numerical modeling of the kinetics of
annealing processes in apatite provide a method of establishing the
thermal history of the detachment complex. This study will utilize these
techniques to constrain the timing and mechanisms of surfacing of these
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high grade rocks and their relationship to the documented early Miocene
extension in the area (Dokka and Woodburne, 1986; Dokka, 1989).
Geological Setting
The Mojave Extensional Belt (Dokka, 1989) can be traced from the
intersection of the San Andreas and Garlock faults to the eastern Mojave
Desert near the Granite Mountains fault. Similar relations west of the San
Andreas fault suggest that similar extensional regimes may have originally
continued to coastal central California (Dokka, 1989). Surface mapping,
geometric arguments and limited subsurface data suggest that the
dominant tectonic process responsible for development of the upper levels
of the Mojave Extensional Belt was low-angle, normal sense simple shear.
Strain within the Mojave Extensional Belt has been partitioned between
four domains, the Edwards, Waterman, Daggett, and Bullion terranes, each
of which consist of one or more half-grabens (Figure 4.1). Each halfgraben is composed of tilted, normal fault-bounded blocks lying above a
rooted, low-angle, brittle-ductile normal sense shear zone. Tilting and
extension of the upper plate resulted from the superposition of several
generations of originally steeply dipping (-80®) planar to slightly
cunriplanar normal faults. At least one generation of high-angle faults
postdates the formation of detachments of the Edwards, Waterman, and
Daggett terranes. Differential extension between the domains was
accommodated by strike-slip faults or transfer zones (Dokka, 1986a;
Dokka, 1986b; Dokka, 1987; Dokka, 1989).
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Extension began In the Mojave about 22 m.y. ago, with the major
phase bracketed between ~22 and ~20 Ma (Dokka, 1986b; Dokka, 1989).
Paleomagnetic studies show that there was subsequent rotation of the
region about vertical axes indicating that the extension direction within the
Mojave Extensional Belt was originally oriented ~N-S. Rotation of as much
as 50° (clockwise) occurred between ~20 and 18 Ma, in the early Miocene
(Golombek and Brown, 1988; Ross et al., 1989). After -1 3 Ma a complex
sequence of rotations about vertical axes and strike-slip faulting disrupted
and deformed the belt into its present configuration and position (Dokka,
1983; Ross et a!., 1989).

Present Topography and Extension History
Since the Mojave region is presently at an average elevation of
-1000 m, has an average crustal thickness of 25-35 km, and yet is thought
to have undergone upper crustal extension by a factor of -1 .5 to 2 it must
have been an elevated area of thickened crust prior to extension. Mayer
(1986) addresses the general question of anomalous elevation of the
Basin and Range province (given that it has been extended by a factor of
1.5) and concludes that prior to extension the Basin and Range was a
topographic high which shed material onto the current Colorado Plateau.
Application of the uniform stretching model of McKenzie (1978) supports
this view for the Mojave: if P=1.4 (Mathis, 1986), an initial crustal thickness
of 45 km, an air-filled basin and other parameters as in McKenzie (1978)
then the final amount of subsidence would be - 2 km. Alternatively,
extension may have taken place by simple shear (Wernicke, 1981 ). In this
case the subdetachment lithosphere need not be extended at all in the
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vicinity of upper plate extension, and the local change in elevation due to
extension is impossible to predict.
Causes o f Extension
Alternative hypotheses for the present high elevation of areas that
have undergone extension have been proposed by Okaya and Thompson
(1986) and Platt and Visser (1989). Based on gravity and elevation data
Okaya and Thompson (1986) conclude that mechanical thinning of the
crust during continental extension may be moderated by subcrustal
accretion of material of crustal density or anomalously low mantle density.
Okaya and Thompson (1986) surmise that this new crustal material
consists of magmatically accreted basalt and andésite derived from the
mantle and that its presence can account for the relatively high elevation of
extended regions after isostatic compensation is achieved (see Figure
4.2). Platt and Visser (1989) suggest that a gravitationally unstable root of
thickened lithospheric mantle may form during continental collision.
Removal of this thickened lithospheric mantle could take place by
delamination (Bird, 1978) or convective thinning (Houseman et al., 1981)
after a collisional event, effectively unloading the lithosphere above and
resulting in uplift. The gravitational potential energy of the region is thus
increased - gravitational stresses become dominant and extension occurs.
Convective thinning of the lithosphere would also cause an increased
heat flow which acts to weaken the lithosphere and facilitate failure, but
does not explain how the high elevation of the Basin and Range Province
has been maintained.
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(a) A computer generated model of extension in the upper crust and the
Bouger gravity anomaly before compensation. If the lower part of the crust
were extended by the same amount (Ax) and the extension replaced by
intrusions with lower crustal density, then the Bouger anomaly would be as
shown.
(b) The same model after compensation. Most, but not all of the
topographic altitude has been recovered. The local positive Bouger
anomaly represents isostatic compensation for the decreased altitude of
the land. Redrawn from Okaya and Thompson (1986).
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Several workers have proposed this general model of post
thickening extension involving the development of a thickened welt of
continental crust during subduction and collision, and its subsequent
collapse (Tapponnier and Molnar, 1977; Molnarand Chen, 1983; Platt,
1986; Sonder et al., 1987; Platt and Visser, 1989). The size of the tectonic
edifice that can be built is dependent on the strength of the rocks, which
may be effectively reduced because of heating by plutonism or the
relaxation of a previously depressed geothermal gradient (see Figure 3.3).
If the edifice is large enough it could fail under its own weight. A dynamic
equilibrium may exist : the welt being built up by continued subduction,
and continuously equilibrating by spreading out and thinning (Royden and
Burchfiel, 1987) As soon as subduction ceased, the welt is no longer
dynamically supported and fails pervasively (Coney, 1987). Sonder et al.
(1987) also point out that the strength of thickened lithosphere is too great
for extension to occur unless the geothermal gradient is sufficiently high which they arbitrarily characterize as a Moho temperature >700°C. The
process of homogeneously thickening the lithosphere results in a
decrease in the geothermal gradient (see Figure 3.3) and so there is a time
lag after the thickening event during which the thermal gradient increases
by relaxation until the critical value is exceeded, and lithospheric failure
occurs. Wernicke et al. (1987) showed that this model could be
successfully applied to the Cenozoic extension of western North America.
They recognized two important relationships: 1) earlier crustal thickening
has provided a locus for Cenozoic extension, and 2 ) the length of time
elapsed between the end of the thickening event and the onset of
extension in a given region is dependent on the amount of Late
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Cretaceous plutonism. These observations strongly support the notion that
the large scale mechanisms for lithospheric extension are dependent on
the thermal state of the lithosphere.
The thickening event:
The timing and mechanism by which this original thickening took
place is shrouded in the metamorphic veil of subsequent events - little
evidence of the prograde metamorphic path is retained. Pre-extension
thickening in the Mojave region is important since it may be the proximal
cause of extension by passive spreading as discussed on the previous
section. The Mesozoic history of the Mojave and its environs is complex
and much of the evidence has been disturbed by late Mesozoic plutonism,
however there are several possible candidates for the major thickening
event;
1) Evidence for pre-Mesozoic deformation is present in the El Paso
Mountains just to the north of the Garlock fault. Deformed lower
Paleozoic rocks, probably part of the Antler allocthon, are
unconformably overlain by upper Paleozoic rocks (Poole and
Sandberg, 1977; Burchfiel and Davis, 1981).
2) Based on U-Pb zircon dates from pre- and post-tectonic plutons
in the Cronese Mountains Walker et al. (1989) demonstrate that
Middle to Late Jurassic deformation took place 155-166 Ma in the
central Mojave and assert that this deformation is due to thrusting.
3) May and Walker (1989) identify a granulite facies metamorphism
(~7-8 kbar and 750-800°C) in the southeastern San Gabriel
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Mountains dated by U-Pb on zircons from cross-cutting dikes at
"108 Ma; metamorphism was obviously preceded by a thickening
event which buried these rocks to mid-to-lower crustal levels.
4) Late Cretaceous-Paleocene accretion events are recognized in
the Transverse Ranges to the south of the Mojave (Ehlig, 1981 ;
May and Walker, 1989). Graham and England (1976) attribute
metamorphism of the Pelona Schist, which is a possible
correlative of the Franciscan Complex (Yeats, 1968; Burchfiel and
Davis, 1981), during Late Cretaceous-Paleocene time to burial at
depths of -2 4 km and a temperature of 525°C. This
metamorphism is intimately related to emplacement of the San
Gabriel Mountains basement complex above the Vincent thrust,
possibly during subduction of oceanic accretionary prism material
(Ehlig, 1981).
Isotopic dates and metamorphic petrology from this study provide
limits on which of these events could be responsible for the pre-Miocene
thickening.

Extensional Processes
Pure Shear
The thermal and mechanical consequences of uniform pure shear
extension have been discussed and modeled by McKenzie (1978); Sclater
and Christie (1980) introduced a two layer extension model further
developed by Hellinger (1983). Pure shear is not as efficient as simple
shear at bringing middle and lower crustal levels to the surface (see Figure
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1.11). For example, If the crust Is stretched by a factor of 2 (P=2.0) then
conservation of mass requires that it be thinned to 1/p of its original
thickness. All points thus move to a new depth half way to the surface from
their original position. This geometric argument places limitations on the
pre-extension position of rocks brought close to the surface by pure shear
extension. For example, rocks which are presently cropping out but show
evidence for almost Instantaneous cooling from above ~300°C to below
~100°C at the time of extension must have been at a depth of 10-15 km
prior to extension. This suggests that after extension by p= 1.42 (Mathis,
1986) they would be at a depth of 7 to 11 km, too deep to have been
cooled below 100°C. In order to bring these rocks reasonably close to the
surface either much more uniform extension Is needed or another
mechanism Is required, such as extension by simple shear accompanied
by late stage normal faulting.
Simple Shear
The notion of lithosphere scale, low angle simple shear as a
mechanism for continental extension was first proposed by Wernicke
(1981), and Wernicke and Burchfiel (1982). Although In any one case
most of extension would be accommodated by a large, low angle normal
fault termed the detachment (Davis et al., 1980; Dokka, 1981 ), several
other associated fault regimes are predicted by the simple shear model
(Figure 4.3).
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One immediately apparent consequence of extension by simple shear is
the large-scale asymmetry of the extended region. Unlike a uniformly
extended terrane, there is considerable local heterogeneity in the degree
of lithospheric thinning, and the lithospheric level at which thinning was
accomplished. This asymmetry and heterogeneity will be reflected in the
thermal regimes around the detachment complex, and will thus affect
thermochronometers to varying degrees in this scenario. Simple shear
provides the mechanism necessary for the rapid exhumation and cooling
of high grade metamorphic rocks from depths of 10-15 km observed in
metamorphic core complexes (Dokka and Lingrey, 1979; Dallmeyer et al.,
1986; Dokka et al., 1986; Davis, 1988).

Thermal Regimes
The thermal history of points in a detachment complex was modeled
using a finite difference approximation to the two dimensional conductive
heat transfer equation:

(4 . 1)
dx^

dz^

K

K dt

KJ

(Carslaw and Jaëger, 1959). Where T is the temperature, t is time, x is
lateral distance, z is depth, k is the thermal diffusivity, K the thermal
conductivity, A is the radiogenic heat production, and W is the vertical
velocity of the medium. J is the mechanical equivalent of heat, for SI units
J=^. The finite difference approximations to this equation were solved
using an alternating-direction implicit formulation implemented in the
FORTRAN program 2DX which is listed in Appendix 4, together with a
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derivation of the finite difference equations. The lateral scale of the model
is appropriate for the region studied (see figure 4.1) where the acrossstrike width of the extended region is about 40-50 km.
A simple shear geometry for deformation was assumed and values
of the thermal and geometric parameters are as follows (symbols as in
Chapter 3):
A

= 2 .0

|iW m*®

0

= 40.0

mW m'2

K

= 3 .0

W m 1 K-1

K= 1X
10‘®

m fs^

D

= 15000

m

Ax

= 1000

m

n( x)

= 51

Az

= 1000

m

n ( z) =51
Af

= 10 0 0 0

Dip

= 30°

years

Heave = 10 0 0 0 m
The limiting case of instantaneous extension results in the
emplacement of cold upper plate rocks against hot footwall rocks. The
temperature distribution immediately after extension is shown in Figure
4.4 a. The temperature distribution at subsequent times shown in Figures
4.4 b-c. Substantial reequilibration occurs within the first 1 Ma (Figure 4.4
b). Subsequent temperature distributions are all very similar (see, for
example, Figure 4.4 c). Looking at the change in temperature field
reveals more structure (Figures 4.5 a-c).
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Model temperature distributions following instantaneous extension by simple
shear. Method of solution and model parameters are described in the text.
(a) Initial conditions, immediately after faulting showing perturbed isotherms.
(b) Temperature distribution after 1 Ma
(c) Temperature distribution after 5 Ma
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Distribution of temperature change following instantaneous extension by simple
shear. Method of solution and model parameters are deschbed in the text.
Maximum cooling of ~90"C occurs where the deepest levels of the footwall are
brought to the surface.
(a) Temperature change during the first 1Ma
(b) Temperature change from 1-2 Ma
(c) Temperature change from 4-5 Ma
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Obviously, most change occurs soon after initiation of cooling, but at later
stages a boundary between regions that are heating and regions that are
cooling migrates from left to right across the model. Since all isotopic ages
are cooling ages sensu stricto, then the migration of this heating front
represents a potential wave of resetting for thermochronometers in the
region. The inferences that we can draw from this model are 1)
thermochronometers cannot be relied on to distinguish between hanging
wall and footwall structural settings; 2 ) the geometry of thermal regimes
developed after extension does not necessarily mimic the geometry of the
structure proving the initial thermal perturbation; 3) 5 Ma after extension,
the thermal states of near-surface footwall rocks and hanging wall rocks
are indistinguishable.
These rather pessimistic conclusions may be tempered by the fact
that the maximum temperature changes occur immediately after faulting,
and so it is at this time that the potential for setting (by cooling) or resetting
(by heating then cooling) of thermochronometers is the greatest. The
region of maximum temperature change is small compared with the lateral
scale of the extended region, and so the distribution of disturbed ages is
likely to be arealiy restricted.

Metamorphic Petrology
Motion along detachment faults of the Edwards and Waterman
terranes resulted in exhumation of a group of greenschist to granulite
facies metamorphic rocks that are exposed in the hills near Barstow,
Hinkley, and Lockhart (Dokka and Baksi, 1986; Dokka et al., 1988; Dokka,
1989). These rocks, designated as the Waterman Gneiss by Dibblee
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(1967), consist of a series of gneisses, quartz diorites, and intercalated
quartzites, amphibolites, marbles and caic-siiicate rocks. Protoliths of the
Waterman Gneiss were probably Upper Paleozoic marine clastic and
carbonate rocks and Jurassic and/or Cretaceous granitoid intrusives
(Dokka, 1989). Burial and subsequent metamorphism to temperatures and
pressures of granulite facies metamorphism occurred between Jurassic
and early Miocene (Dokka and Baksi, 1988) and was probably subductionrelated (Burchfiel and Davis, 1981 ). A well-developed mylonitic fabric is
superimposed on the Waterman metamorphic complex below the Mitchell
detachment of the Waterman terrane. These ductile fabrics are overprinted
by brittle faults, joints, and extension fractures filled with silicic dikes
(Dokka, 1989).
Recent studies (Henry et al., 1989) indicate that the Waterman
Gneiss is polymetamorphic and was affected by two early high grade
regional metamorphic events: the first attaining granulite facies conditions
(M i) and the second upper amphibolite facies conditions (M 2). Local
brittle/ductile deformation and massive fluid influxes near the detachment
zone subsequently superimposed lower greenschist facies conditions (M 3)
on the Waterman terrane rocks.
Geothermometry in conjunction with mineral assemblage (kyanite)
and textural data (Henry et al., 1989) suggests that Mi reached 700-750°C
and 8-10 kbar and that the M2 overprint developed at 600-650°C and 3-4
kbar and was accompanied by an influx of aqueous fluid. Conditions
during M3 are estimated to have been 250-350°C and 2-3 kbar (Henry et
al., 1989). The P T path for the Waterman Gneiss is shown superimposed
on a petrogenetic grid in Figure 4.6.
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Two lines of evidence suggest an almost isothermal trajectory from Mi to
M 2 :1 ) gamet-biotite geothermometry and later diopside rims on forsterite
suggests that reaction curve 1 in Figure 4.6 was crossed twice by a
concave upwards P T path (Henry et al., 1989); 2) well-formed prisms of
sillimanite as overgrowths on kyanite imply that the kyanite-sillimanite
reaction line has been overstepped considerably. P T conditions of M2
were probably about 600®C and 3 kbar based on chlorite + diopside
assemblages and the intersection of the calcite + dolomite + diopside +
forsterite reaction boundary (diopside armoring forsterite). The final
metamorphism (M 3) produced an assemblage of serpentine + calcite +
dolomite + aibite plagioclase. (250°-350°C, 2-3 kbar), although the
pressure estimates for M 3 are poorly constrained.

Thermochronology
Methods
Samples were collected for analysis by '^°Ar/®®Ar and fission track
methods. Sample locations are shown on Figure 4.7. Separates of apatite,
biotite, hornblende, phlogopite, muscovite, zircon, and sphene, in the size
range of 62-250 pm, were recovered from crushed and pulverized rock
using a concentrating table, heavy liquids, and a magnetic separator.
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Fission track dating of apatite, zircon, and sphene utilized the
external detector method (Naeser and Forbes, 1976), with a geometry
factor of 0.5 (Gleadow and Lovering, 1977). Thermal neutron fluence was
determined using National Bureau of Standards Fission Track Glasses
962 (Cu calibration) and 963 (Cu calibration) and coupled muscovite
detectors (Carpenter and Rei.mer, 1974). Well characterized apatite and
zircon from the Fish Canyon tuff were included as internal standards to
independently measure the thermal neutron fluence of each irradiation.
Statistical uncertainty for all age determinations is expressed as 1
standard deviation and was calculated according to the scheme outlined in
chapter 1. Apatite samples were also prepared for track length
measurements according to the methods outlined by Green (1981) and
Laslett et al. (1982). Lengths were measured using an optical microscope
(x1500) linked via a camera leucida to a digitizing pad and microcomputer.
Track length analysis provides an independent test to determine if any
annealing has occurred since the apatite first began to retain fission tracks.
This check for thermal disturbance serves the same purpose as an
incremental heating experiment does for an ^Ar/^^Ar analysis. Track
length measurements combined with apatite fission-track age
determinations provide independent evidence for the cooling history of the
rocks (e.g., Gleadow et al., 1983) and enable thermal history analysis in
the range 120°C - 70°C using the techniques outlined in Jones and Dokka
(1990, in press). ^°Ar/^^Ar analyses and data reduction were performed by
Dr. Ajoy Baksi of LSU. Fission track analytical data are given in Appendix
5, together with a summary of all fission track ages. Apatite fission track
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length distributions are shown on Figure 4.8, these are not corrected for
length bias (Laslett et al., 1982).

Discussion and Interpretation
General
A frequently utilized approach for reconstructing the cooling history
of a rock is to use the age and closure temperature (and their
accompanying uncertainties) of several different mineral
thermochronometers, each one constraining a different portion of the
cooling path as discussed in Chapter 1 (e.g., Wagner et al., 1977; Dokka
and Lingrey, 1979; Harrison and Clarke, 1979; Nelson, 1982; Zeitler et al.,
1982a; Zeitler et al., 1982b; Parrish, 1983; Dokka and Baksi, 1986). It is
assumed that the rock cooled linearly between points. To use age data for
cooling history reconstruction, one must be able to demonstrate that the
given mineral system has remained closed since it began to accumulate
daughter products and know the temperature sensitivity of the mineral
system (see Figure 1.1). Because it is widely accepted that argon systems
become closed over a relatively narrow temperature range the concept of
a "closure temperature" is considered valid; the closure temperatures for
argon in different minerals is shown in Figure 1.1 along with a realistic
assessment of the uncertainty associated with these temperatures. Except
for geologically instantaneous cooling, the closure temperature concept is
not strictly valid for the apatite fission track system because of the time and
temperature dependent annealing processes, as discussed in detail in
Chapter 2.
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Ages derived from both fission-track and

show a strong

correlation with their tectonic setting (Jones et al., 1990). Two distinct
types of cooling history are revealed by the age and track length data.
Figure 4.9 shows thermal histories which exhibit a very rapid cooling event
at about 20 Ma, and have a concave downward pattern. The track length
distributions in samples from these rapidly cooled localities (Figure 4.8
a,b,c,d) have modes at 14-15pm. Figure 4.10 shows two examples of a
contrasting type of cooling history which lack any indication of a 20 Ma
cooling event, but show a distinctly concave upwards profile; track length
distributions from these localities (Figure 4.8 e,f) have modes at ~12-13pm
suggesting a slower transition through the temperature range 120°C-70°C.
The localities of samples from which these cooling curves are derived are
shown in Figure 4.7.
Thermal history and Metamorphism of Footwaii Rocks
Cooling curves derived from samples from three localities (Weather
Station, BE Buttes and Waterheater Canyon) show a rapid cooling at ~20
Ma The radiometric ages and the metamorphic petrology suggest a more
complex tectonic history for the region than has hitherto been suspected.
A cooling event 90-120 Ma set the high temperature radiometric systems
(^Ar/^®Ar in phlogopite) in the sample localities northwest (HL-89-21, the
Weather Station Locality) of and southeast (HL-88-23C, SE Buttes
Locality) of The Buttes (see Figures 4.7,4.9). This cooling event must
therefore postdate the peak metamorphic conditions (~750°C, ~9 kbar)
recognized by Henry et al. (1989) at the same localities and designated
M i.
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These P T estimates for the peak of this granulite grade metamorphism
are similar to those recognized by May and Walker (1989) and Barth and
May (1987) for a mid-Cretaceous (~108 Ma) metamorphism in the San
Gabriel Mountains to the south. P T paths inferred from metamorphic
petrology suggest that the retreat from peak metamorphic conditions was
accompanied by a substantial pressure decrease (see Figure 4.6) before
establishing a second phase of metamorphism M2, at ~600°C and 3 kbar
(Henry et al., 1989). The temperature estimates for M2 are also higher
than the closure temperature for '^Ar/^^Ar in phlogopite, thus the M 2
metamorphism must also have occurred prior to ~90-112 Ma. The timing
of the M f- M2 transition is not further constrained by present data.
Retrograde greenschist facies of M3 metamorphism are associated
with mylonitization, fission track ages from sphene and zircon and ^°Ar/®®Ar
ages from biotite indicate that rapid cooling from M 3 took place -2 0 Ma.
The complete closure of biotite from lower plate localities but partial
resetting of an ^°Ar/®®Ar age from muscovite in sample WH-88-H11 from
the Waterheater Canyon locality implies that peak M3 temperature was
300-350°C (see Figure 4.6). At the Weather Station and SE Buttes
localities the ""^Ar/^^Ar biotite system was set immediately before or during
the Miocene cooling event but the ^°Ar/®®Ar phlogopite was not (see Figure
4.9 a,b), constraining the thermal peak of the M 2-M 3 retrograde event at
these locations to be less than 400°C. The P it paths probably represent
two periods of uplift: one prior to 112 Ma (based on the 400°C closure
temperature of the ^Ar/^®Ar in phlogopite) resulting in the near-isothermal
decompression from M-j to M2 conditions; and a second syn- or post -M 3
uplift caused by extension along the detachment at 20 Ma and reflected in
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the concordant fission track ages on apatite, zircon and sphene, and
^Ar/^®Ar ages on biotite (see Figure 4.9),
The final extensional phase accompanied by low P T
metamorphism yields apatite fission track ages of 16.2 - 22 Ma. The
spread in ages being due to differences in thermal histories experienced
by various parts of the detachment complex. Possible thermal histories for
footwaii rocks from 20 Ma to the present are shown in Figure 4.1 1, together
with the predicted model apatite ages and model track length distributions
generated by using these as input for the TRACK computer program
described in Chapter 2. Comparison of these model results with the actual
ages and track length distributions reveals that the closest matches of the
data with the predicted model ages and track length distributions are for
curves 5 and 6 . This reinforces the notion that the rapid cooling evidenced
by concordant "^°Ar/®®Ar ages on biotite and fission track ages on sphene
and zircon continued to below about 70°C.
A composite cooling curve for all lower plate localities is shown in
Figure 4.12. There is an anomalous point from The Buttes locality which
suggests that this region was much hotter than its surroundings at ~26 Ma.
After ~20 Ma the cooling cun/e for The Buttes converges with the
composite lower plate curve, indicating that this locality shared a common
thermal history with the rest of the lower plate during and after exhumation
by detachment faulting at 20 Ma. This anomalous point may represent the
intrusion of the quartz monzonite pluton(s) which constitute The Buttes
themselves, at some time shortly before 26 Ma.
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possibly reflecting cooling of the intrusive complex which
forms the Buttes.
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Thermal History o f Hanging Wall and Unextended Plate Rocks
All dates on upper plate metamorphic rocks in the area of study
yield late Mesozoic to early Cenozoic cooling ages, typically in the range
75 - 65 Ma. Cooling curves from Eads Siding and Iron Mountain localities
are indistinguishable from each other and suggest a cooling event from
500°C (^Ar/^®Ar hornblende) to < ~250®C (FT sphene) at about 65 Ma. A
composite cooling curve for all upper plate samples is shown in Figure
4.13. Iron Mountain samples show Mf granulite facies metamorphism but
little evidence for M2 or M3 retrograde overprints. To the northeast, the
postulated breakoff zone of relatively undisturbed upper plate is exposed
as granitoid intrusives in the Mud Hills. A sample from this locality gives an
^Ar/^^Ar biotite plateau age of -7 6 Ma and an apatite fission track age of
-6 4 Ma, suggesting that it cooled prior to the rapid cooling event seen in
lower plate rocks.

Conclusions
Thermochronology using fission track and ^°Ar/®^Ar techniques has
proved to be a valuable tool in discriminating between the thermal
histories of different parts of a detachment complex. Thermochronologic
and petrologic data presented above have important implications for local
and regional tectonics of the Mojave Desert and its environs. First, these
data provide new constraints on the timing and thermal and pressure
conditions of polyphase metamorphism rocks of the Waterman
metamorphic complex.
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Rapid cooling of these rocks at ~20Ma is a direct consequence of
extension since these rocks sit in the footwaii of a regional detachment
fault system inferred to have been active in early Miocene time (Dokka,
1986b; Dokka et al., 1988; Dokka, 1989). The data also support the idea
originally put forth by Dokka and Woodburne (1986) and Dokka (1989) that
significant deformation and metamorphism of the Waterman metamorphic
complex is the result of early Miocene extensional tectonism.
Pre-Miocene Events
The M-j-Mg transition is constrained to have occurred before 92-116
Ma. Projecting the cooling curves from the Weather Station and SE Buttes
localities backwards to the proposed M 2 temperature of 600-650°C gives
an age of at least 150 Ma for this M2 event. Jurassic deformation identified
by Walker et al. (1989) in the Cronese Mountains is bracketed by U-Pb
dates on zircons from pre- and post-tectonic plutons to be 155-166 Ma.
Two hypotheses are advanced to relate this observed Jurassic
deformation with the Harper Lake-Mitchell Range complex: 1) it
corresponds to thrusting during the thickening event responsible for
burying the Waterman Gneiss of the Harper Lake-Mitchell Range area to
middle or lower crustal depths and causing the M^ granulite facies
metamorphism; 2) the deformation ascribed to Jurassic thrusting by Walker
et al. (1989) is actually an extensional unroofing event responsible for the
near-isothermal decompression from Mi to M2 conditions.
Rocks at Eads Siding and Iron Mountain exhibit thermal histories
reflecting a Late Cretaceous-Paleocene cooling event (see Figure 4.10).
Cooling curves for these localities are concave upwards and similar in
form to curves derived for cooling plutons (see for example Figure 1.5 from
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Harrison and Clarke (1979)). Mahaffie (1985), however, documents a
cooling curve Indistinguishable in form from those in Figure 4.10 for rocks
of the Eastern San Gabriel Mountains derived from K-Ar ages on biotite
and hornblende and fission track ages on sphene zircon and apatite. This
similarity in thermal histories suggests that the event responsible for the
cooling may not have been particularly localized, but affected a large part
of Southern California. Mahaffie (1985) ascribes this cooling to uplift and
erosion during or immediately after the emplacement of the Santa LuciaOrocopia allocthon. Miller and Morton (1980) dated more than 200
samples from the Transverse Ranges and Southern Mojave Desert using
the K-Ar method on biotite and hornblende. All their samples gave late
Mesozoic to early Cenozoic cooling ages, typically in the range 1 1 0 - 6 5
Ma. Two alternative interpretations can be made for the cooling histories
seen at Eads Siding and Iron Mountain: 1) they reflect cooling after
emplacement of a pluton ~65 Ma; 2) they are part of a regional pattern of
cooling ages reflecting uplift and erosion after movement on the Vincent
thrust emplaced the Santa Lucia-Orocopia allocthon. To produce the
required degree of cooling (~300°C) a considerable amount of surfacing is
needed. Figure 4.14 depicts model cooling curves for rocks initially buried
by a 30 km thick thrust sheet at depths of 20, 30 and 40 km and subjected
to 25 km of rapid (5.0 mm/year) uplift. The maximum amount of cooling
observed in these model curves is ~ 250°C, substantially less than is
implied by the data from upper plate localities.
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Other evidence for large scale uplift and erosion or tectonic denudation in
this region 65 Ma ago is not present, but it seems unlikely that cooling of a
pluton could affect so large an area. A transient thermal anomaly caused
by a sudden, short lived increase in heat flow, could produce an effect
similar to a cooling pluton, but more areally extensive. This, however,
seems a somewhat ad hoc solution. U-Pb dating of zircons from intrusives
at these upper plate localities would provide a robust test, capable of
distinguishing between crystallization and cooling of a pluton (yielding
zircon ages ~65 Ma) and regional uplift and surfacing (which would yield
older zircon ages).
Causes and Magnitude of Rapid Early Miocene Cooling
It is well established that incomplete rifting of the continental
lithosphere results in extended terranes characterized by abrupt vertical
transitions in terms of the mechanical style of strain and degree of
metamorphism (Wernicke and Burchfiel, 1982). Such juxtaposition of
shallow-on-deep crustal levels also results in rapid cooling of lower plate
rocks and warming of upper plate rocks. This effect has been documented
in many Cordilleran core complexes such as the Whipple Mountains
(Dokka and Lingrey, 1979; Davis et al., 1982; Davis, 1988) and Ruby
Mountains-East Humboldt Range (Dallmeyer et al., 1986; Dokka et al.,
1986). The way in which tectonic denudation is achieved in extensional
belts depends on the modes of extension (detachment faults, high-angle
normal faults, extension fracturing, igneous intrusion, ductile flow) and the
temporal and spatial distribution of strain (Dokka, 1986b).
Early Miocene (~20 Ma) rapid cooling of footwaii rocks of the
Mitchell Range-Harper Lake detachment coincided with substantial
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extension of the hanging wall as well as detachment faulting in other
domains of the Mojave Extensional Belt (Dokka, 1989). The highest
integrated cooling rate (50°C/Ma) and maximum amount of cooling
(~200°C) during the Miocene extensional event are shown by samples
from Waterheater Canyon (Figure 4.9 c) and The Buttes (Figure 4.9 d). If
the geothermal gradient was 20°C/km during extension, then the apparent
uplift rate implied by these samples is ^ . 5 mm/yr, substantially greater
than estimates for uplift rates in the Alps of 0.5-1 mm/yr (Clark and Jager,
1969) and comparable to estimates for the Himalaya of >2.5 mm/yr (Zeitler
et al., 1982b). Pressure estimates for M3 metamorphism range from 2-3
kbars (see Figure 4.6) corresponding to a pre- or syn-extension depth of
7.5-10 km. If the equilibrium geothermal gradient was 30°C/km, this
corresponds to a temperature range of 225-300°C. This is consistent with
the temperature range of rapid cooling implied by cooling curves from
lower plate localities (see Figure 4.9 a,b,c and d and Figure 4.12) which
suggest a minimum pre-cooling temperature of ~300°C for these rocks.
Geometry of Extension
Fission track and ^Ar/^®Ar data indicate that the temperature the
footwaii rocks prior to extension was greater than 300°C but less than
400°C, P T estimates from metamorphic petrology suggest 2-3 kbar and
300-350°C for pre- or syn extension conditions. Apatite fission track data
and numerical modeling of annealing in apatite suggest that rapid cooling
continued below ~70°C. This degree of exhumation (>300°C to below
70°C) is comparable to that observed in other detachment faulted terranes
and may represent the maximum amount of exhumation that can occur in a
single extensional episode. The relatively narrow width of the exposures
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of lower plate rocks in the Harper Lake-Mitchell Range area (see Figure
4.7) suggests that some extension must have been accommodated on a
high-angle fault in order to achieve the observed amount of exhumation.
Dokka and Pilger (1983) propose a non-uniform model for continental
extension in which a major sub-horizontal detachment forms at the base of
a relatively high-angle normal fault. This "flattening at depth" geometry
has been suggested by many workers (e.g Davis et al., 1980), and is
consistent with: 1) rapid exhumation caused by movement on the high
angle fault segment and 2) a maximum exhumation depth for a single
extensional event corresponding to the depth at which the detachment
flattens out.
Sedimentation and Tectonics
Rapid cooling was accompanied by neither major regional erosion
nor major sedimentation in surrounding areas, as would be expected if the
cooling was primarily the result of erosion. Instead, the geologic record
indicates that the landscape was disrupted into a series of uplifts that were
local normal fault-controlled basins and ranges that were underlain and
kinematically linked to the Mitchell and Harper Lake detachments, a crustal
scale brittle-ductile low-angle normal fault (Figure 4.3). These basins were
filled with alluvial fan and lacustrine deposits derived from local sources
(1980; Dibblee, 1967; Dibblee, 1968; 1983). Local high relief is indicated
by the localized occurrence of coarse, monolithologic breccias of early
Miocene age that were probably shed from evolving, fault-controlled range
fronts and adjacent unextended highlands (Dokka and Woodburne, 1986;
Dokka, 1989). Early basinal deposits include late Oligocene-early
Miocene alluvial fan deposits (Pickhandle Formation) that were derived
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substantially from upper plate, Pre-Tertiary crystalline rocks and from
eroded upper Oligocene-lower Miocene volcanic rocks (Dibblee, 1967;
Dokka, 1989). Unroofing of local ranges was not completed immediately,
judging by the lack of clasts derived from the footwaii shear zone until the
deposition of the Barstow Formation in the Mud Hills area after ~17 Ma
(M.O. Woodburne, Pers. comm. 1989). The gap of ~2 Ma from the time of
rapid cooling to the derivation of clasts from the shear zone suggests that
the surfacing of rocks of the Harper Lake-Mitchell Range complex was
achieved by the combination of exhumation along the Mitchell Range and
Harper Lake detachment faults (tectonic denudation) and subsequent
erosion in association with surface uplift created by late high-angle normal
faulting.
Tectonic Synthesis
The "rooted detachment" model of Wernicke (1981) has been a
successful paradigm for extensional features in the Mojave (Dokka, 1989).
Figure 4.15 is a diagrammatic representation of how this type of
detachment fault model relates to the Harper Lake-Mitchell Range area.
The deepest levels of exhumation exposed are in the Waterheater Canyon
and the Buttes localities. A well developed mylonlte fabric is present in
narrow zones in these areas. The Buttes is interpreted as a pre-extension
pluton which experienced some early Miocene deformation as evidenced
by the sporadically developed mylonlte fabric.
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Undisturbed pre-Miocene ages are given by samples from Iron Mountain
and Eads Siding, these localities represent either unextended lower plate
or upper plate fault blocks thermally unaffected by the early Miocene
extension and reflect an earlier ~65 Ma cooling event. Samples of the
granitic basement of the Mud Hills (MH-86-1 ) give an apatite fission track
age of ~63 Ma, indicating that this postulated unextended upper plate
region shows a similar Late Cretaceous-Paleocene cooling.
In a plate tectonic context, the Mojave was the site of shifting
Andean-type arc volcanism and plutonism throughout the Jurassic and
Cretaceous, most of the Mesozoic rocks exposed in the region are plutonic
(1981 ). Middle to Late Jurassic extension may have been responsible for
the isothermal decompression path seen in the M^ to Mg transition. In
Figure 4.16 a the Harper Lake-Mitchell Range complex is shown as part
of an extended back arc or intra-arc foundation.at this time.
Elsewhere in the Sierran arc complex there is evidence for an intense
compressive episode (the Nevadan orogeny) immediately following the
latter stages of arc rifting (Dokka, 1986b). In Late Cretaceous-Paleocene
time the emplacement of the Santa Lucia-Orocopia allochthon resulted in
the creation of a thickened region of continental crust which may have
extended into the Mojave. Burchfiel and Davis (1981 ) postulate that a
shallowly dipping subduction zone ~75 Ma (Saleeby, 1981 ) caused
cessation of Sierran arc activity and westward-directed underthrusting of
Franciscan-equivalent rocks beneath the arc complex.
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Figure 4.16 A cartoon depicting a possible tectonic scenario for the
development of the Mojave region from 155 Ma ago until the
extension resulting in the formation of the Mojave extensional
belt ~ 22 Ma ago.
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Inverted metamorphic gradients present in the Pelona and Orocopia
schists adjacent to the Vincent thrust may be a result of this under thrusting
(1981). Rapid cooling at ~65 Ma, similar to that seen at Iron Mountain and
Eads Siding, has been documented in the San Gabriel Mountains (Coney,
1972), and may represent a regional uplift event driven by removal of the
lithospheric mantle by delamination as shown in Figure 4.16 b. At ~ 28-30
Ma the Pacific-Farallon ridge arrived at the subduction zone (Burchfiel and
Davis, 1981). This gap in the subducted slab enhanced heat flow from the
asthenosphere, a possible cause of renewed plutonism and eventual early
Miocene extension.
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Appendix 1:

Raw annealing data from Zimmermann (1977):

Temperature/K

Time/secs

573.0
573.0
573.0
573.0
573.0
573.0
573.0
573.0
573.0
573.0
573.0
573.0
573.0
598.0
598.0
598.0
598.0
598.0
598.0
598.0
598.0
598.0
598.0
598.0
621.0
621.0
621.0
621.0
621.0
621.0
621.0
621.0
621.0
621.0
621.0
621.0

180.0
300.0
420.0
600.0
2700.0
4200.0
6000.0
10800.0
11100.0
15000.0
18120.0
80700.0
0.0
300.0
600.0
1200.0
1800.0
3600.0
5700.0
12120.0
18000.0
53700.0
60240.0
0.0
180.0
300.0
420.0
600.0
900.0
1800.0
2400.0
3600.0
4920.0
6000.0
15000.0
0.0

p/po
1.04
0.88
0.96
0.82
0.86
0.78
0.54
0.82
0.68
0.83
0.04
0.01
1.00
0.97
0.80
0.89
0.89
0.73
0.67
0.34
0.14
0.09
0.05
1.00
1.03
0.87
0.79
0.69
0.78
0.66
0.66
0.46
0.31
0.20
0.01
1.00
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Appendix 2 :
Raw data from annealing experiments. Data from the
Melbourne lab is published in Green (1986), data from IFE was
kindly provided by J-P Stiberg (1989, written comm).
A patite

Orientation

Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango

Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism

Laboratory

Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne

in (t/secs)

7.09007684
7.09007684
7.09007684
7.09007684
7.09007684
7.09007684
7.09007684
7.09007684
7.09007684
7.09007684
8.18868912
8.18868912
8.18868912
8.18868912
8.18868912
8.18868912
8.18868912
8.18868912
8.18868912
8.18868912
8.18868912
8.18868912
8.18868912
8.18868912
8.18868912
8.18868912
8.18868912
8.18868912
8.18868912
8.18868912
8.18868912
8.18868912
8.18868912
8.18868912
8.18868912
8.18868912
8.88183631
8.88183631
9.57498349
9.57498349
10.3859137
10.3859137
10.3859137
10.3859137
10.3859137
10.3859137
10.3859137
10.3859137
10.3859137

T/K
503.0
513.0
531.0
551.0
577.0
593.0
612.0
628.0
650.0
671.0
473.0
483.0
495.0
498.0
503.0
512.0
523.0
531.0
533.0
544.0
548.0
554.0
565.0
573.0
585.0
593.0
598.0
603.0
606.0
611.0
613.0
621.0
627.0
634.0
640.0
643.0
531.0
611.0
531.0
611.0
458.0
483.0
503.0
532.0
551.0
567.0
577.0
590.0
603.0

f
0.947
0.957
0.935
0.911
0.861
0.833
0.763
0.703
0.485
0.000
0.953
0.959
0.931
0.945
0.903
0.924
0.912
0.911
0.895
0.864
0.881
0.879
0.834
0.817
0.793
0.806
0.752
0.741
0.694
0.674
0.656
0.636
0.654
0.564
0.499
0.000
0.892
0.598
0.879
0.603
0.953
0.923
0.901
0.863
0.790
0.723
0.665
0.542
0.000

S .D .
0.91
0.58
0.73
0.70
0.72
0.70
0.79
0.92
1.67
0.00
0.86
0.88
0.97
0.86
0.91
0.90
0.98
0.54
0.80
0.79
1.02
0.75
0.95
0.95
0.80
0.97
0.98
1.03
1.03
0.89
1.17
1.27
1.17
2.03
2.13
0.00
0.61
1.60
0.68
1.52
0.76
0.74
0.75
0.84
0.92
0.94
0.98
2.10
0.00
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Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Durango
Gloseitieia

Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism

Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE

12.5298938
12.5298938
12.7530373
12.7530373
12.7530373
12.7530373
12.7530373
12.7530373
12.7530373
12.9761809
12.9761809
13.3126531
13.3126531
14.7679403
14.7679403
14.7679403
14.7679403
14.7679403
14.7679403
14.7679403
14.7679403
14.7679403
16.0672233
16.0672233
17.0705254
17.0705254
17.5813511
17.5813511
17.0705254
17.5813511
17.5813511
12.7530373
12.7530373
8.18868912
8.18868912
8.18868912
8.88183631
8.88183631
8.88183631
8.88183631
9.57498349
9.57498349
9.57498349
9.57498349
11.366743
11.366743
11.366743
11.366743
13.3126531
13.3126531
13.3126531
13.3126531
13.3126531
14.0747932
14.0747932
14.7679403
8.18868912

483.0
568.0
448.0
483.0
513.0
533.0
553.0
568.0
573.0
483.0
568.0
533.0
553.0
373.0
423.0
453.0
478.0
498.0
508.0
523.0
539.0
553.0
368.0
396.0
368.0
396.0
368.0
396.0
396.0
368.0
396.0
568.0
483.0
633.6
643.0
653.0
523.2
612.9
623.2
633.0
522.5
612.9
623.2
633.0
522.5
589.1
592.7
598.0
492.6
522.3
553.0
557.5
562.7
492.5
523.2
492.5
633.6

0.883
0.531
0.938
0.903
0.820
0.693
0.652
0.503
0.000
0.889
0.508
0.620
0.573
0.979
0.946
0.908
0.841
0.778
0.733
0.663
0.596
0.000
0.987
0.963
0.987
0.939
0.957
0.935
0.952
0.965
0.935
0.531
0.884
0.644
0.000
0.000
0.884
0.613
0.000
0.000
0.859
0.583
0.565
0.000
0.847
0.500
0.495
0.000
0.872
0.785
0.628
0.613
0.578
0.865
0.743
0.825
0.790

1.02
2.64
0.84
0.87
0.93
1.66
1.66
2.16
0.00
0.87
1.84
2.02
2.24
0.59
0.72
0.64
0.62
0.86
0.85
0.84
1.45
0.00
0.98
0.91
•
0.95
0.89
0.89
0.95
0.74
0.79
1.83
0.81
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Gloserheia
Gloserheia
Gloserheia
Gloserheia
Gloserheia
Gloserheia
Gloserheia
Gloserheia
Gloserheia
Gloserheia
Gloserheia
Gloserheia
Gloserheia
Gloserheia
Gloserheia

Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Prism
Pyramid
Pyramid
Pyranrad
f^ramid
f^rarrtd
FVrarrad
Pyramid
FVramid

IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE
IFE

8.88183631
9.57498349
11.366743
13.3126531
14.0747932
14.0747932
14.7679403
8.18868912
8.88183631
9.57498349
11.366743
13.3126531
14.0747932
14.0747932
14.7679403

522.0
612.9
589.1
553.0
492.5
523.2
492.5
633.6
522.0
612.9
589.1
553.0
492.5
523.2
492.5

0.885
0.760
0.705
0.627
0.843
0.729
0.794
0.722
0.890
0.768
0.771
0.772
0.836
0.712
0.654
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Appepdix 3:
a. Examples of the Use of Program Track
This is the first example file. It shows how the Track program can be used to generate an
afv^arent age and track length distribution. Everything in italics is comment and has been
added later.
Hrst list the input file:
$ typ testl.err
f f
2 logeais, both false if all we need is an age and TLD...

200

This fine is ignored if the first togica! is false...

50 2 # of timesteps,#of Time-temperaturepoints following...
100 . 50.
Point fit: fime (mytjp), temperature (’’C)

0. 50.

Point #2; fime (myl^), temperature (°C)

Now run the track program...
$ r cg3
Name of input data file : testl.err
Name of output file : testl.out
FORTRAN STOP

Now list the output file:
$ typ testl.out
50
76.67508366381652

ff Of time steps...
Apparent age...

Now the length distribution as length, frequency...
1.000000000000000
2 .0 0 00 0 0 00 0 00 0 0 00

3.000000000000000
4.000000000000000
5.000000000000000
6.000000000000000

7.000000000000000
8.000000000000000

9.000000000000000
10.00000000000000
11.00000000000000
12.00000000000000

13.00000000000000
14.00000000000000
15.00000000000000
16.00000000000000
17.00000000000000
18.00000000000000
19.00000000000000
20.00000000000000

O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00
1.3799982855232458E-35
4.3647095116078990E-29
3.1572811802165916E-23
5.2395618910577752E-18
1.9988068841448278E-13
1.7573480513520564E-09
3.5728951753986140E-06
1.6874363696608885E-03
0.1862974375774249
4.851356527008136
30.19385847776475
45.76888508013289
17.29711145359400
1.660230562667314
4.0329407995128747E-02
2.3971068786299534E-04
3.3144844659417563E-07
1.0166848461792079E-10
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This is the second exanple hie. it shows how the Track program can be used to model
experimental annealing results. The effect of f/ack production is ignored and the time units
are now hours (rather than mybp) The output consists of the mean track length at the end of
each timestep, and the equivalent b'me for each timestep. Everything in bold ItaTics is
comment and has been added later.
First we'li list the input fiie:
$ typ exptltest.dat
F T
Second iogicai is true, so we're modeling expti results

200

this is ignored...

10 2
1 . 330 .

# of hmesteps, # of Time-temperature points following...
time in hours tieforepresent, temp in “C

0. 310.

Now run the track program...
S r cg3
Name of input data file : exptltest.dat
Name of output file : test2
FORTRAN STOP

Now we'll list the output file:
S typ test2.dat

this is the mean track length at the end of each timestep, with the equivalent time for that
timestep...
0.8422111067445498
0.8168566546261293
0.8014412734651508
0.7905465408050549
0.7823018765550232
0.7758147382529844
0.7705817169533793
0.7662876683591082
0.7627206771768700
0.7597306379684684

403.2102520782378
857.2931477778402
1370.030140158478
1950.183426922385
2607.764123512001
3354.272628462284
4202.957967147945
5169.112406358115
6270.412139425171
6530.412139425171

the final value ofl/izero and the mean track length...
0.7597306379684684

12.30763633508919

This is the third example file. It shows how the Track program can be used to model
experimental annealing results and also estimate the errors involved in this modeling. A
Monte-Carlo technique is used to randomize thé model equation within the confidence
limits of its regression. A value of i/izero and the mean track length is written for each
simulation run; the number of emulations required is specified in the input file. This
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simulation option can be used with the expérimentai option (see example 2) or with the
normal age and trad< length calculation (see example 1). In this case we're putting error
bounds on some short term experimental annealing predictions. The effect of track
production is ignored and the time units are now hours (rather than mybp). Everything in
bold italics is comment and has been added later.

First we'll list the input tile:
$

typ cooll.dat

TT
200
10 2
1 . 330.

Both are true, Monte-Carlo and experimental...
# of simulations...
# of timesteps. of Time-temperature points following...
time in hours before present, temp in °C

0. 310.

Now run the track program...
$

r cg3

Name of input data file : cooll.dat
Name of output file : cool.out
FORTRAN STOP
$ typ cool.out

Ouput is a list of I/izero and mean track lengths for200 randomized model runs..
0.7415420647946639
0.7896694929066329
0.7548952447049271
0.7567554851718767
0.7214744097683513
0.7671475222717912
0.7395108363588810
0.7384050929634891
0.7504549320273563
0.7142810640882087
0.7508611321447676
0.7191987852036254
0.7545608698394052
0.7442927793439470
0.8078633521756476
0.6765626925060917
0.7403164320708921
0.7685118143382171
0.7546664252991066
0.7791126793218962
0.7733949442129724
0.6990755336408201
0.7444733143210596
0.7640406672088939
0.7471373765830090
0.7783338867056911
0.7597466778053695
0.78

12.01298144967356
12.79264578508745
12.22930296421982
12.25943885978440
11.68788543824729
12.42778986080302
11.98007554901387
11.96216250600852
12.15736989884317
11.57135323822898
12.16395034074524
11.55102032029873
12.22388609139836
12.05754302537194
13.08738630524549
10.96031561859869
11.99312619954845
12.44989139227912
12.22559608984553
12.62162540501472
12.52899809625015
11.32502364498129
12.06046769200117
12.37745880878408
12.10362550064475
12.60900896463220
12.30789618044699
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>. Listing of Program Track
PROGRAM Trac)c

AOTHOR:

STEVE JONES
LSO DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS
BATON ROCGE, LOUISIANA.

DATE

JULY 28TH 1988
SEPTEMBER 20TH 1988
November 4th 1988

:

VERSION

2.1

IMPLICIT LOGICAL (A-Z)
REAL*8 THT (2, 500),THERM(2,101),DELT
INTEGER

LIN,LOOT,NSTEP,NCON,J,I,N,NSIM

INTEGER*^

ISEED,IDIFF

LOGICAL ERRS,EXPTL
CHARACTER*80 FIN,FOOT
DATA LIN,LODT/10,11/

!Logical units for input and output

ISEED=2**30-1
IDIFF=INT(SECNDS(0.0) )
ISEED=ISEED-IDIFF

100
110

120

WRITE(6,100)
FORMAT(lOX,'Name of input data file : ■$)
READ(6,110)FIN
FORMAT(A)
WRITE (6,120)
FORMAT(lOX,'Name
READ (6, 110) FOOT

of output file : '$)

OPEN(ONIT=LIN,NAME=FIN,STATDS=’OLD’)
OPEN(DNIT=LOOT,NAME=FOOT,STATOS=•NEW•)
CALL READIT(LIN,NSTEP,NCON,THERM, ERRS,NSIM,EXPTL)
CALL GETTEMP(NSTEP,NCON,THERM,DELT, THT)

10

DO 10 N=1,NSIM
CALL S0LVE2 7(LOOT,NSTEP,NCON,DELT,THT,ERRS,ISEED,EXPTL)
CONTINOE
STOP
END

SOBROOTINE READIT(LIN,NSTEP,NCON,THERM,ERRS,NSIM,EXPTL)
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IMPLICIT LOGICAL
REAL*8
INTEGER
LOGICAL ERRS

(A-Z)
THERM(2,101),START
LIN,I,J,NSTEP,NCON,NSIM

READ(LIN,*)ERRS,EXPTL
otherwise...

!True for simulation,false

READ(LIN,*)NSIM
IF(.NOT.ERRS) NSIM=1

!Default for #of simulations is

READ(LIN,*)NSTEP,NCON

10

!NUMBER OF TIMESTEPS AND CONSTRAINTS

DO 10 1=1,NCON
READ (LIN,*) (THERM(J,I),J=l,2)
CONTINUE

!Time, temperature points

C

c**
c

Convert the time in MYBP to elapsed time starting at zero.
START=THERM(1,1)

20

DO 20 1=1,NCON
THERM(1,1)=START-THERM(1,1)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C1

c

REAL*8 FUNCTION GASDEV(IDUM)
VI=2.*RAN(Idum)-1.
V2=2.*RAN(Idum)-l.
write(6,*)' *** GASDev ***',V1,V2
R=V1**2+V2**2
IF(R.GE.1.)G0 TO 1
FAC=SQRT (-2. *LOG (R) /R)
GSET=V1*FAC
GASDEV=V2*FAC
write(6,*)' *** GASDEV ***',Gasdev,gset
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE GETTEMP(NSTEP,NCON,THERM,DELT,THT)
C

c**
c
c
c
c

Interpolates temperature at the half way point of each each model
timestep. Interpolation is linear between time-temperature
constraints supplied in array THERM(2,101). The resulting points are
stored in array THT(2,S00). Calculates timestep length, DELT.

IMPLICIT LOGICAL
REAL*8

INTEGER

(A-Z)

THERM(2,101) ,T H T (2,500),DELT,
HET,GRAD,YINT,TEMP
I,J,NSTEP,NCON
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c**

We want to use the temperature half way thru the timestep as an
isothermal approximation.

C

DELT= flBS(THERM(1,1)-THERM(1,NCON))/REAL(NSTEP)
HET=-DELT/2.0
DO 20 J=l,NSTEP
HET=HET+DELT
1=2

10

IF(HET.GT.THERM(1,I-1) .AND.HET.LE.THERMd,!) ) THEN
GRAD= (THERM (2,1-l) -THERM(2,1) )/ (THERM(1,1-l) -THERM (1,1) )
YINT=THERM(2,1)-GRAD*THERM(1,1)
TEMP=GRAD*HET+YINT
TEMP=TEMP+273.0
!Convert to Kelvin
T HT(1,J)=DELT*REAL(J)
THT(2,J)=TEMP
else
1= 1+1
GOTO 10
endif

20

CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE S0LVE27(LOUT,NSTEP,NCON,DELT,THT,ERRS,ISEED,EXPTL)
IMPLICIT LOGICAL
REAL'S
S
S
S

(A-Z)

T H T (2,500),DELT,DELT_SECS,
L(500) ,RHO(500),
ETIME(SOO) ,A,B,C,C1,C2,C3,M1,M2,M3,
MODEL_AGE,TIME,TEMP,MODEL_MEAN,GASDEV

INTEGER

I, J,NSTEP,FIRSTNONZERO,II

INTEGER*4

ISEED

LOGICAL

ERRS

MODEL_AGE=0.0
TIME=0.0
iTime in seconds
DELT_SECS=DELT*1.0E6*365.25*24*3600 ITime step in seconds
IF(EXPTL)DELT_SECS=DELT*3600
Ilf exptl run t in hours...
FIRSTN0NZER0=1
IF(ERRS) THEN
Cl=(GASDEV(iseed) *8.5217E-5)+4.7lOE-3
C2=(GASDEV(iseed)*5.3714E-6)+1.6796E-4
Ml=(GASDEV(ISEED)*0.041)-1.423
M2=(GASDEV(ISEED)*132.327)+5585.453
M3=(GASDEV(ISEED)*8.332)+529.22
C3=-l* (M1-C2*M2- (Cl) *M3)

IRandom value coeff of T
IRandom value coeff of T*ln(t)
IMean O f g(r)
IMEAN OF T*LN(t)
IMEAN OF T IN K
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WRITE(6,*)M1,M2,M3,C1,C2,C3

ELSE
01=0.0047242
02=0.000168
03=4.87

!Regression coefficient values

ENDIF
O**

Initialize array elements...

5

DO 5 J=l,NSTEP
ETIME(J)=0.0
RHO(J) =0.0
L(J) =0.0
OONTINDE

O**

START OF MAIN OALOOLATION LOOP..

!Equivalent time
!Track density reduction
!Track length reduction

DO 10, 1=1,NSTEP
time=tht(1,1)
TEMP=THT(2,I)
0**
0

!Loop for each timestep

Inner loop anneals all tracks produced in previous time steps
up to the present one...
II=I
IF (EXPTL) THEN
FIRSTNONZERO=1
11=1
ENDIF
DO 20 J=FIRSTNONZERO,II
etime(j)=etime(j)+delt_secs
A=-C3+C2*TEMP*(DLOG(ETIME(J))+C1/C2)
B= A*0.35+1.0
C= B**(1.0/0.35)*2.7
IF(C.GT.l.O) 0=1.0
L(J) = (l-C)**(1.0/2.7)

IF(L(J) .LE.O.O)THEN
L(J) =0.0
I F (.NOT.EXPTL)FIRSTN0NZER0=J
ENDIF
IF(I.NE.NSTEP) THEN
time for next step

!Calculate equivalent

IF(L(J) .NE. (0.0) .AND.THT(2,I+1) .NE.TEMP) THEN
A =(l-L(J)**2.7)/2.7
B =(A**0.35-1.0)/0.35
0 = - (01/02) + ((B+C3) / (C2*THT (2,1+1)))
ETIME (J)=EXP(0)
ENDIF
ENDIF
0**
0

Calculate track density reduction from relationship given in Laslett
et al...
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RHO(J) =L(J) *1.799-0.765
IF(RHO(J) .LT.0.0)RHO(J)=0.0
IF(RHO(J) .GT.1.0)RHO(J)=1.0
IF (EXPTL.AND..NOT.ERRS) WRITE (LOOT, *) J, L (J),ETIME (J)
20

CONTINUE

!End J=firstnonzero,I loop

10

CONTINOE

!End I=l,Nstep loop

C
30

DO 30 1=1,NSTEP
MODEL_AGE=MODEL_AGE+RHO(I)*DELT
WRITE(LOUT,*)THT(1,I),THT(2,I),MODEL_AGE
CONTINUE
I F (.NOT.ERRS.AND..NOT.EXPTL)THEN
WRITE(LOUT,*)NSTEP
WRITE(LOUT,*)MODEL_AGE
ENDIF

IF(.NOT.EXPTL)CALL SUMD(LOUT,NSTEP,L,RHO,ERRS,MODEL_MEAN)
model rack lengt)i distribution

!Find

IF(ERRS.AND..NOT.EXPTL)WRITE(LOOT,*)MODEL_AGE,MODEL_MEAN
IF (EXPTL) WRITE(L0UT,*)L(1) ,L(1)*16.2
RETURN
END
CSUBROUTINE SUMD(LOUT,NSTEP,L,RHO, ERRS, MODEL_MEAN)
IMPLICIT LOGICAL
REAL*8

L (500), RHO (500) ,THAT (20), LENGTH (20) ,RF (20) ,S (500) ,
INVR00T2PI,MODEL_MEAN,SUM,RANGE,WIDTH, LZERO, ZERO

5
INTEGER
DATA
6 20,
C**

(A-Z)

LOUT,I, J,NCELLS
NCELLS,

INVR00T2PI,
0.3989423,
20.0,

Initialize counters

RANGE,

LZERO, ZERO/
16.2,

0.0/

and arrays...

SUM=ZERO
MODEL_MEAN=ZERO
WIDTH=RANGE/REAL(NCELLS)

10

DO 10 1=1,NCELLS
LENGTH(I)=WIDTH*REAL(I)
YHAT(I)=ZERO
RF(I)=ZERO
CONTINUE

C**
C

Add tlie track population produced in each timestep to the final
distribution...
DO 20 1=1,NSTEP
S(I)=8.038-16.238*L(I)+9.093*L(I)*L(I)
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7

format(Ix,215,4f12.4)
DO 30 J=l,NCELLS

&

IF(L(I).GT.O.CCl.AND.S(I).GT.0.001
.AND.RHO(I).GT.0.001) THEN

S
S

THAT(J)=YHAT(J) + (INVR00T2PI/S(I) )
*EXP (-0.5* ((LENGTH(J)-(L(I) *LZERO) )/S (I) ) **2)
*RHO(I)

C
30

ENDIF
write(6,7)I,J,l(i),rho(i),S(i),yhat(j)
CONTINOE

20

CONTINUE

40

DO 40 1=1,NCELLS
SOM=SOM+YHAT(I)
MODEL_MEAN=MODEL_MEAN+(YHAT(I)*LENGTH(I))
CONTINUE
IF (SOM.GT.ZERO) THEN
MODEL_MEAN=MODEL_MEAN/SDM
ELSE
MODEL_MEAN=ZERO
ENDIF

C

50

WRITE(LOOT,*) MODEL_MEAN
IF (.NOT.ERRS) THEN
DO 50 1=1,NCELLS
IF(SOM.GT.ZERO) RF(I)=YHAT(I)*100.O/SOM
WRITE(LOOT,*)LENGTH(I),RF(I)
CONTINOE
ENDIF
RETORN
END
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Appendix 4:
a. Examples of the Use of Program GTM
All text that appears in ItaBcs is comments or instrucBon, not part of the data file or output.
First type the input fiie. which contains the thermal parameters, geometry and things for tiie
numerical method:
$ typ engtest.in

The first line contins 5 numbers: maximum number of timesteps (integer), number of
depth steps (integer), totai depth of model (real, in metres), timestep for calculation (real, in
years), timestep for output of results (real, in years):
4000,150,150000.0,01.Oe5,5.0E6

The second line contains 9 nurri>ers: 1) the temperature at the upper boundary (reai, °C); 2)
mantle heat how component, (real, Wm'^); 3) thermal diffusMty (real, m^s'^); 4)thermal
conductivity (real, Wm'^K^) ; 5) Radiogenic heat production (real, Wm'^);6) Thickness of
radiogenic heat source (reai, metres); 7) ^Thickness of each thrust sheet (real, meters); 8)
nurrüjer of thrust sheets (integer); 9)0rrntted section if normal faulting (reai, meters).
0.0,30.OE-3,9.OE-7,2.25,2.02-6,15000.,35000.0,1,1000.

The third Une contains three logical variables: 1) True= thinning by normal faulting;
false=thickening by thrusting; 2) true=homogeneous thickening of the crust; 3)
tnie=homogeneous thickening of the entire lithosphere
.false.

.FALSE.

.FALSE.

Line four has 2 values: 1)Thickness of crust (real, meters); 2) Thickening factor for
homogeneous deformation (reai, > 1.0)
35000.0

1.0

Line 5:1) number of upliri rate constraints (integer)
2

Une 6,7, (real,real,reaO: for each of these lines, from time 1 to time 2 the uplift rate is as
specified:
e.g. : time 1(years); Bme2 (years); rate (metres pert year), for the first 20Ma there is no uplift
0.0,20.E6,-0.00
20 .E6,2000. 0E6, -0 .001; for the rest of the time uplift is Imm/year

Une 8:1) Number of points to track for PTt paths
3

Une 9 and on: initial depths (real, meters) of points to track
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-40000.
-50000.
-60000.

Type the hie again to see it all together
$ typ engtest.in

4000,150,150000.0,01.OeS,5.0E6
0.0,30.0E-3,9.0E-7,2.25,2.0E-6,15000.,35000.0,1,1000.
.false.

35000.0

.FALSE.

.FALSE.

1.0

2

0.0,20.E6,-0.00
20.E6,2000.056,-0.001
3
-40000.
-50000.
-60000.

Now run the program...
$ run gtiti

Name of input data file : engtest.in

I this is the file described

above
Name of output data file : engtest.out IPut the output in this

file...
*** Surfaced ***

Now type the ouput file...
$ typ engtest.out

First a summary of some of the input parameters: maximum numtrer of timesteps: number of
depp steps; size of depth step (meters); output time interval (years); then a list of the
points tracked for F n paths
4000
-40.000

150
-50.000

150000.0000000000
-60.000

5000000.000000000

Ouput for each of the time steps: the columns are : 1) elapsed model time (Ma); 2) Surface
heatftow ; 3) and on :Depth (km); Temperature (°C) for each point tracked
0.000 0.059 40.000 122.222 50.000 300.000 60.000 433.333
5.000 0.034 40.000 390.118 50.000 425.620 60.000 478.078
10.000 0.027 40.000 439.771 50.000 495.608 60.000 538.171
15.000 0.026 40.000 471.479 50.000 538.452 60.000 581.770
20.000 0.026 40.000 497.649 50.000 570.898 60.000 615.755
25.000 0.043 35.000 521.119 45.000 596.551 55.000 643.238
30.000 0.054 30.000 536.555 40.000 618.497 50.000 667.230
35.000 0.065 25.000 536.961 35.000 632.119 45.000 686.410
40.000 0.076 20.000 515.109 30.000 632.661 40.000 698.041
45.000 0.087 15.000 462.241 25.000 614.407 35.000 698.512
50.000 0.098 10.000 367.156 20.000 570.070 30.000 683.141
55.000 0.108 5.000 215.573 15.000 490.284 25.000 645.855
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b. Listing of Program GTM
! GENERAL THERMAL MODEL

PROGRAM GTM

cc
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

AUTHOR:

STEVE JONES, DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
BATON ROUGE, LA, 70803

DATE:

ll-MAY-1988

PURPOSE:

SOLVES THE 1-D HEAT CONDUCTION EQUATION WITH RADIOGENIC
HEAT PRODUCTION AND ADVECTION, USING AN IMPLICIT FINITE
DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATION. THE PTt PATH OF UP TO 5 DIFFERENT
POINTS CAN BE TRACKED.

UPDATES:

20-JULY-1989

PURPOSE:

1)

2)

IMPLEMENTS ALL MODELS PROPOSED BY ENGLAND AND
RICHARDSON (1984)
INCLUDING HOMOGENEOUS THICKENING
OF CRUST OR LITHOSPHERE.
ALLOWS EITHER INITIAL THICKENING (PURE OR SIMPLE
SHEAR) OR INITIAL THINNING (SIMPLE SHEAR)

c
cREAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
LOGICAL
COMMON
C**

U(0:350) ,UOLD (0:350) ,Z0 (5) ,Z (5) ,TZ (5) .DEPTHS (0:350)
DELX,DELT,DS,T,LB(10),Ü B (10),WARRAY(10),Y2(350)
A(350) ,B (350) ,C (350) ,X(350),F (350),TINT,REM,OS,HF,CT,TF
Zl,ZPRIME,Q,D,S,AJ,RTD,RTC,TZERO,DMAX,Z2,A1,TA, TT,ZF
SURFACED,NORMAL,CRUST,LITH
A,B,C,X,F

Get names of input and output files...
LIN=11
L0UT=7
CALL INFILE(LIN)
CALL OUTFILE(LOUT)

C**

Read thermal parameters...
READ(LIN,*)NSTEP,NINT,DMAX,DELT,TINT
WRITE(LOUT,*)NSTEP,NINT, DMAX, TINT
DS=DELT*3600*24*365.25
DELX=DMAX/REAL(NINT)
NORMAL=.FALSE.
!Thrust faulting
CRUST=.FALSE. !not homogeneous thic)cening of crust
LITH=.FALSE.
(not homogeneous thiclcening of lithosphere
READ (LIN, *) TZERO,Q, RTD,RTC, Al, D, S, NS, OS
READ(LIN,*)NORMAL, CRUST, LITH
IF (CRUST .OR.LITH) NS=0

! Homogeneous thiclcening so no thrust sheets

READ(LIN,*)CT,TF

ICrustal thickness, thickening factor

c** Set up initial temperature distribution...
901

TT=REAL(NS)*S

!Total thickness of thrustpile...
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DO 1,J=0,NINT

DEPTHS(J)=DELX*REAL(J)
Z1=DEPTHS(J)
TA=REAL(INT(Z1/S))

!Number of thrusts above zl__

I F (.NOT.CRUST.AND..NOT.LITH)THEN
c**

Thrust sheet thickness...
IF(Zl.GT.TT) THEN
ZPRIME=Z1-TT
IF(NORMAL)ZPRIME=Z1+0S
ELSE
ZPRIME=Z1-S*TA
IF(NORMAL)ZPRIME=Z1
ENDIF

!In allochthon..

ENDIF
I F (CRUST.OR.LITH)ZF=Z1/TF
IF(CRUST.OR.LITH)ZPRIME=ZF
I F (CRUST.AND.ZF.GT.CT)ZPRIME=(Zl-(TF-1)*CT)
Thickness of radiogenic heat production zone...
AJ=A1
IF (ZPRIME.LE.D)0(J)=AJ*ZPRIME*(D-ZPRIME/2.0)/RTC+Q*ZPRIME/RTC
IF (ZPRIME.GT.D)U(J)=AJ*D*D/(2*RTC)+Q*ZPRIME/RTC
1

CONTINUE

C**

Read uplift parameters__
SURFACED=.FALSE.
READ (LIN, *)NW

!UPLIFT CONSTRAINTS

2

DO 2,J=1,NW
R EAD(LIN,*)LB (J),U B (J),MARRAY(J) !IF LB>= TIME > UB THEN W=WARRAÏ(J)

C**

Find out which PTt paths to follow...

4

READ(LIN,*)HZ
DO 4,J=1,NZ
READ (LIN, *)ZO(J)

C**

Set up some initial values...

(NUMBER OF DEPTHS TO FOLLOW FOR PT PATH
(READ INTIAL 2 VALUES

TOTW=0.0
T =0.0
W=WARRAY(1)/(3600.0*24.0*365.25)
HF=RTC*(U(l)-U(0))/DELX
C**

(Initial value of heat flow

Write out initial conditions...
CALL SPLINE(DEPTHS,U,NINT+1,1.0E30,1.0E30,Y2)
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77

DO 77,12=1,NZ
CALL SPLINT(DEPTHS,0,Y2,NINT+1,-20(12),TZ(IZ))
WRITE(LOOT,100)(20(12)/1.0E3,IZ=1,N2)
WRITE(LOOT,100)T/1.0E6,HF,(-20(12)/I.0E3,T2(12),12=1,NZ)

C**

Start main Calculation loop...
DO 30,J=0,NSTEP
T=T+DELT

C**

figure out uplift rate at time t...
DO 3, JJ=1,NW
IF(T.GT.LB(JJ).AND.T.LE.CB(JJ))W=WARRAY(JJ)/(3600*24*365.25)
CONTINUE

3
C***

!Increment time counter...

And total amount of uplift so far...
TOTW=TOTW+W*DS
DO 6,I2=1,NZ
2(I2)=-(ZO(I2)-TOTW)
CONTINUE

6

TD=ABS(TOTW+TT)
IF (TD.LE.0.1)SURFACED».TRUE.
DO 40,I=1,NINT-1
22=DEPTHS(I)-T0TW
IF (.NOT.CRUST.AND..NOT.LITH)THEN
IF(Z2.GT.TT) THEN
ZPRIME=22-TT
IF(NORMAL)2PRIME=22+OS
ELSE
ZPRIME=22-S*TA
IF(NORMAL)ZPRIME=Z2
ENDIF

!In alloc)ithon...

ENDIF
IF (CRUST.OR.LITH) ZF=Z2./TF
IF(CRUST.OR.LITH)ZPRIME=ZF
IF(CRUST.AND.ZF.GT.CT)ZPRIME»(22-(TF-1)*CT)
c**

Heat production distribution at time t...
IF (.NOT.CRUST.AND..NOT.LITH)THEN
IF(Z2.LT.TT)THEN
I F (ZPRIME.GE.0.0.AND.ZPRIME.LE.MIN(3,D ))AJ=A1
IF(ZPRIME.GT.D.AND.ZPRIME.LE.S.AND.S.GT.D)AJ=0.0
ENDIF
IF(22.GT.TT.AND.22.LE.(TT+D)) AJ=A1
IF(22.GT.(TT+D))AJ=0.0
ENDIF
IF(CRUST.OR.LITH)THEN
AJ=0.0
SURFACED».FALSE.
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IF(ABS(TOTW).GE.ABS(S))SORFACED=.TROE.
IF(ZF.LE.D)AJ=A1
C
C

!Ose value of S to
!determine amount of
!uplift for homogeneous
!thickening

ENDIF
C**

Set up coefficients of tridiagonal matrix...
RLAMZ=-W*DELX/(2.0*RTD)
B(I)=(-2-DELX*DELX/(RTD*DS))
C(I)=1+RLAMZ
A(I)=1-RLAMZ
aOLD(I)=D(I)
F (I)= - (DELX*DELX)/ (RTD*DS)*0010(1)-AJ*DELX*DELX/RTC
CONTINOE

40
C***

Boundary conditions...
OOLD(0)=D(0)
UOLD{NINT)=U (NINT)
F (1)=F(1)-A(1) *0010(0)
F (NINT-1)=F(NINT-1)-C(NINT-1)*Q*0E1X/RIC
B(NINT-l) =B (NINT-1) +C (NINT-1)

!Fixed upper b.c.

!Constant flow l.b.c.

A(1)=0.0
C(NINT-1)=0.0
C***

Solve tridiagonal matrix for nint-1 internal nodes...
CAIL TRIOIA(NINT-1)
00 45,1=1,NINT-1
D(I)=X(I)
CONTINOE

45

0 (NINT)=Q*DElX/RTC+0(NINT-1)
C***

PTt paths...
REM=(T/TINT)-INT(T/TINT)
IF(ABS(KEM-0.0).IT.0.001)THEN

!Calculate PTt paths as requested

CAll SPIINE(DEPTHS,0,NINT+1,1.0E30,1.0E30, Y2)
HF=RTC* (0(1) -0(0) ) /DEIX
00 7,IZ=1,NZ
IF(Z(IZ) -GT.0.0) THEN
CAll SPIINT(DEPTHS,0,Y2,NINT+1,Z(IZ),TZ(IZ))
EISE
Z(IZ)=0.0
TZ(IZ)=0.0
ENDIF
7

CONTINOE

12

WRITE(lOOT,100)T/1.0E6,HF,(Z(IZ)/1.0E3,TZ(IZ),IZ=1,NZ)
ENDIF

100

F0RMAT(1X,12F12.3)
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IF(SURFACED)Stop '*** Surfaced ***■
30

!JUMP OUT OF LOOP

CONTINUE
STOP
END

SUBROUTINE TRIDIA(N)
COMMON A,B,C,X,F
REAL*8 A(350) ,B(350) ,C(350) ,X(350) ,F(350)
REAL*8 ALPHA(350),BETA(350) ,Y(350)

201

203

ALPHA<1)=B(1)
BET A (1)= C (1)/ALPHA(1)
Y(1)=F(1)/ALPHA(1)
DO 201 1=2,N
ALPHA(I)=B(I)-A(I) *BETA(I-1)
BETA (I) =0(1)/ALPHA (I)
Y(I) = (F(I)-A(I) *Y(I-1) )/ALPHA(I)
X(N)=Y(N)
NU=N-1
DO 203 1=1,NU
J=N-I
X (J) =Y (J) -BETA (J) *X (J+1)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE SPLINE(X,Y,N,YPl,YPN,Y2)
C
C
C

C
C

11

From 'Numerical Recipes' by Press, Flannery, Teukolsky and
Vetterling. Cambridge University Press. 1986

PARAMETER (NMAX=501)
REAL*8 X(N),Y(N) ,Y2(N),U(NMAX)
WRITE(6,*) ' *** ENTER SPLINE ***'
WRITE(6,*) (Y(I),I=1,N)
IF (YP1.GT..99E30) THEN
Y2(l)=0.
U(1)=0.
ELSE
Y2(1)=-0.S
U(1) = (3./(X(2)-X(1)))*( (Y(2)-Y(l) )/(X(2)-X(l) )-YPl)
ENDIF
DO 11 1=2,N-1
SIG= (X (I) -X(I-l) )/ (X (I+l) -X (I-l) )
P=SIG*Y2(I-l)+2.
Y2(I) = (SIG-1.) /P
U(I) = (6.*((Y(I+1)-Y(I))/(X(I+1)-X(I) )-(Y(I)-Y(I-l) )
* /(X(I)-X(I-l) ) )/(X(I+l)-X(I-l))-SIG*U(I-l) )/P
CONTINUE
IF (YPN.GT..99E30) THEN
QN=0.
UN=0.
ELSE
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QN=O.S
DN= (3./ (X (N) -X (N-1) ) )* (YPN- (Y(N)-Y (N-1 ) )/ (X(N) -X(N-1 ) ) )
ENDIF
Y2 (N) = (DN-QN*D (N-1) )/ (QN*Y2 (N-1) +1. )
DO 12 K=N-1,1,-1
Y2 (K) =Y2 (K) *Y2 (K+1) +0 (K)
12
CONTINOE
RETURN
END
C------------------------------------------------------------------SUBROUTINE SPLINT(XA,YA,Y2A,N,X,Y)
C
C
From 'Numerical Recipes' by Press, Flannery, Teukolsky and
C
Vetterling. Cambridge University Press. 1986
C
REAL*8 XA (N),YA (N) ,Y2A (N)
KL0=1
KHI=N
1
IF (KHI-KLO.GT.l) THEN
K=(KHI+KLO)/2
IF(XA(K).GT.X)THEN
KHI=K
ELSE
KLO=K
ENDIF
GOTO 1
ENDIF
H=XA(KHI)-XA(KLO)
IF (H.EQ.O.) PAUSE 'Bad XA input.'
A=(XA(KHI)-X) /H
B=(X-XA(KLO) )/H
Y=A*YA(KLO)+B*YA(KHI)+
* ((A**3-A)*Y2A(KLO)+ (B**3-B)*Y2A(KHI))*(H**2)/6.
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE INfile(LIN)
CHARACTER*40 FIN,FOOT

100
110

WRITE(6,100)
FORMATdOX,'Name of input data file : '$)
READ (6,110) FIN
FORMAT(A)

OPEN(UNIT=LIN,NAME=FIN,STATUS='O L D ')
RETURN
END
CSUBROUTINE OOTfile(LOUT)
CHARACTER*40 FIN,FOOT

100
110

WRITE(6,100)
FORMAT(1OX,'Name of output data file : '$)
READ(6,110)FIN
FORMAT(A)
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OPEN(0NIT=Lout,NAME=FIN,STATOS='new•)
RETORN
END
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Derivation of finite difference equations for 2-D conductive
heat transfer through a moving medium

C.

The two dimenson^ conductive heat transfer equation is:

É1

É I

A

d x ^ '^ a z "

K 3z

K at =

T

KJ

(1)

t Ax
J

(Carslaw and Jaëger, 1959). Where is the temperature, is time, is lateral distance, z is
depth, K is the thermal difhjsivity, Kthe thermal conductivity, is the radiogenic heat
production, and IV is the vertical velodty of the medium.
is the mechanical equivalent of
heat, forSlurtits J = 1 .
To derive the equations for the ADI method we first formulate an implicit finite difference
approximation in the direction:

x

+1

gy " r J l

+1

.y-fï + 1

(AX^)
- 2-.

; +1) - 2 Ty . ;) + T"/ , y.1)

Ip

-----v/7 + 1

n
dt ~

iT

T-n + 1

az

“

vD

"

"

(4)

At

_/j
(5)
2AZ
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Substituting and re-arranging...

Tpti!/) - 2 Tli*j] + TpÜij)
(Ax^ )
•^.y+1) + 2

r ^ , y , - Tp.y-I)

t "u

(/./)

(Az^ )

k

2Az

k

-

2A z

4 -.
KJ

(6)

To simplify the RHS, multiply by xAf. . .

xAf

.y+1) + 2 r";.y) (A Z ^)

M'A,
2AZ
\rA f
5-

Then let X = —

(Az^)

*

2AZ

■

KJ

, which yields...

' \ ^ .y + 1)

2A Z

■

+ 2 \ 7 f .y) -

■

2A Z

Tp.y- 1)

KJ

Re-arranging to give...

[ ^ -

[ ^ - ^z] 4 ./- 1 ) -

(9)

Similarly for the LHS, after multiplying by xAf. . .

KAf

^

+

1

KAf

« .,/J+ 1

KAf

.^ + 1

V» + 1
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Then let

(Ax^)

, which yields...

(11)
Which simplifies to give...

7^ */) +

(12)

Giving the final form, thus;

[ ^ -

- [ i- ^ J T^i.j)+ [ ^ -

(13)

z

Now formulate an implicit approximation in the direction:

^

4 + w ) - 2 4 \ y ) + 4 -i.y )

3^^”

(14)

(Ax^)

ÿT

„5)
( i r 2)

a z '"

dt~
3T

"

(1 6 )

Af

_n + 1

_fj

ar

(17)

9z

2Az

Substituting and re-arranging...
+1

„ _ n + 1

n :w )-2 n :;W

-J7 + 1

ii" ;.

iv t ; : ; . , ,

^ ^ 2 )

• ^ + 1 .;■) + 2 7 ^ -.y) - T ^ . i ,y)

k

2Az

r;:;,
k

2Az

KAf

T pj)
(1 8 )

(A x 2 )

KAf

KJ
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k
M
...

r-7(; + i.;) + 277/.y) - T p . i j ) !

L

J ^

(Ax2 )
Then let

kA/^
"W

(19)

X=

- ^ -1 , which yields...

(Ax2 )

'

K
J

KAtA

(20)

Similarly for the LHS, after multiplying by xAf. . .

^

I " ^ J+1) - 2

t l i J , + rj- 5-1)1

WA17^

1)

2Az

(Az^)
ivA f7;;:;.i,
2

Then let

X

yAf

Az

=—

5-

^

]7(?.y+i) - [ 1 2 x ] 7^./) +

(Az^)

, which yields...

] Tj-.y-i)

(22 )

Giving the final form, thus:

]7(/.y+i) - [ 1 2 X ] f l i , j ) +

7^ + i,y) + ^ 1 + 2 \ j T^.y) - \

7^.1,,)-

] ^.y-1)

KAf/t

KJ

(23)

The ADI method involves using equations 13 and 23 alternately to
solve the system at a pseudo-timestep equivalent to 0.5 Af. First the
explicit formulation is used in the x direction to obtain the values at the
pseudo-timestep interval, then these values are used as the input for an
implicit solution in the y direction at the end of the full timestep.
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d. Listing of Program 2DX
Program 2dx
IMPLICIT LOGICAL (A-Z)
REAL*8 1(0:100,0:100),

+

1 1 ( 0 : 1 0 0 , 0 : 1 0 0 ),

+
+
+

W(3,10),
TRACK(2,10),
DEPTH(0:200)

!KNOWN VALDES
.'VALDES AT N+1
!DPLIFT CONSTARINTS
(POINTS TO TRACK FOR PTT PATHS
!T0 KEEP TRACK OF DPLIFT

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

REAL*8 DELX,
DELZ,
XMAX,
ZMAX,
DELT,
TMAX,
LAMX,
LAMZ,
ALPHA,
DTDO,
HEAVE,
TZERO,
TINT,
KAPPA,
K,Q,
Al,
ZHP,
RTC

ILATERAL STEP SIZE METERS
(VERTICAL STEP SIZE METERS
IX DISTANCE METERS
IZ DISTANCE METERS
(TIME STEP IN YEARS
(MAX TIME IN YEARS
IINTERMEDIATE VALUE
IINTERMEDIATE VALUE
(DIP OF DETACHMENT
(DEPTH TO DETACHMENT AT X=0 METERS
(HEAVE ON DETACHMENT METERS
ITEMPERATURE AT SURFACE DEGREES C
(TIME INTERVAL FOR ODTPDT YEARS
ITHERMAL DIFFDSIVITY METERS2/SEC

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

INTEGER
J,
N,
NSTEP,
NX,
NZ,
NW,
NPOINT,
LIN,
LOOT

I,
!X INDEX
!Z INDEX
'.TIME INDEX
INDMBER OF TIMESTEPS
(NDMBER OF X nodeS
INDMBER OF Z nodeS
INDMBER OF DPLIFT CONSTRAINTS
INDMBER OF POINTS TO TRACK FOT PTT PATHS
ILOGICAL DNIT FOR INPDT
ILOGICAL DNIT FOR ODTPDT

COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON

IHEATPRODDCTION WATT/METER3
(THICKNESS OF HEAT PRODUCING ZONE METER
ITHERMAL CONDUCTIVITY WATT/METER/DEGREE C

/SPACEP/
/TIMEP/
/HEATP/
/ODTPP/
/LOG/
THRUST

NX,NZ,XMAX,ZMAX,ALPHA, HEAVE, DTDO,DELX,DELZ,DEPTH
DELT,NSTEP,TINT
KAPPA,K,Al,RTC,TZERO,Q,ZHP
NW,W,NPOINTS,TRACK

LIN=li
LOOT=7
CALL INFILE(LIN)
CALL ODTFILE(LOOT)
CALL READDATA(LIN)
CALL SET_DP(T)
CALL SOLVE(T,LOOT)
STOP
END
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SDBROÜTINE READDATA(LIN)
IMPLICIT LOGICAL (A-Z)
LOGICAL THRDST
REAL*8
+
+
+

DELX,DELZ,XMAX,ZMAX,DELT,TMAX,LAMX,LAMZ, KAPPA,K,Al,RTC,
ALPHA,HEAVE,Y2,DTDO,THROW,DEPTH_TO_DETACHMENT,
Z,ZPRIME,TZERO,Q,TINT,W(3,10) ,TRACK(2,10) ,ZHP,
DEPTH(0:200)

INTEGER I, J,N, NSTEP,NX,NZ, LIN, LOOT, INDEX,NW,NPOINTS
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON

/SPACEP/
/TIMEP/
/HEATP/
/OOTPP/
/LOG/

NX,NZ,XMAX,ZMAX,ALPHA, HEAVE,DTDO, DELX,DELZ,DEPTH
DELT,NSTEP,TINT
KAPPA,K,Al,RTC,TZERO,Q,ZHP
NW,W,NPOINTS,TRACK
THRDST

R EAD(LIN,*)THRDST
WRITE(6,*)THRDST
R EAD(LIN,*)NX,NZ,XMAX,ZMAX
R EAD(LIN,*)DELT,NSTEP,TINT
READ(LIN,*)KAPPA,K,Al,RTC,TZERO,Q

!GRID PARAMETERS
!TIME PARAMETERS
!THERMAL PARAMETERS

R EAD(LIN,*)ALPHA,HEAVE,DTDO,ZHP
C**

'.GEOMETRY PARAMETERS

DPLIFT CONSTRAINTS...
R EAD(LIN,*)NW

10

DO 10 1=1,NW
!#DPLIFT RATE CONSTRAINTS
R EAD(LIN,*)(W (INDEX,I),INDEX=1,3)

C**

POINTS TO TRACK FOR PTT PATHS. . .
READ(LIN,*)NPOINTS

'iPOINTS TO TRACK

DO 20 1=1,NPOINTS
READ(LIN,*)(TRACK(INDEX,I),INDEX=1,2)

20

RETDRN
END

SDBRODTINE SET_DP(T)
IMPLICIT LOGICAL (A-Z)
REAL

+
+
+
+
+
+

PLOT(0:100,0:100)

REAL*8 T (0:100,0:100),
Tl(0:100,0:100),
W(3,10),
TRACK(2,10),
DEPTH (0:200),
GRAD(0:200),
Y2 (201)
REAL*8

DELX,

!KNOWN VALDES
!VALDES AT N+1
!DPLIFT CONSTARINTS
!POINTS TO TRACK FOR PTT PATHS
'TO KEEP TRACK OF DPLIFT
'EQDILIBRIDM GRADIENT

!LATERAL STEP SIZE METERS
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+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

DELZ,
!VERTICAL STEP SIZE METERS
XMAX,
!X DISTANCE METERS
ZMAX,
!Z DISTANCE METERS
DELT,
!TIME STEP IN YEARS
TMAX,
!MAX TIME IN YEARS
LAMX,
(INTERMEDIATE VALUE
LAMZ,
(INTERMEDIATE VALUE
ALPHA,
(DIP OF DETACHMENT
DTDO,
(DEPTH TO DETACHMENT AT X=0 METERS
THROW,
DEPTH TO DETACHMENT,

z.
ZPRIME,
HEAVE,
TZERO,
TINT,
KAPPA,
K,

+
+

Q,

+

Al,
ZHP,
RTC

+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

+

(HEAVE ON DETACHMENT METERS
(TEMPERATURE AT SURFACE DEGREES C
(TIME INTERVAL FOR OUTPUT YEARS
(THERMAL DIFFDSIVITY METERS2/SEC

(HEATPRODDCTION WATT/METER3
!THICKNESS OF HEAT PRODUCING ZONE METERS
(THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY WATT/METER/DEGREE C

INTEGER I,
(X INDEX
(Z INDEX
J,
N,
(TIME INDEX
NSTEP,
(NUMBER OF TIMESTEPS
NX,
(NUMBER OF X STEPS
NZ,
(NUMBER OF Z STEPS
KW,
(NUMBER OF UPLIFT CONSTRAINTS
NPOINT, (NUMBER OF POINTS TO TRACK FOT PTT PATHS
LIN,
(LOGICAL UNIT FOR INPUT
LOUT, KK ,L
(LOGICAL UNIT FOR OUTPUT
LOGICAL
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON

THRUST
/SPACEP/
/TIMEP/
/HEATP/
/OUTPP/
/LOG/

NX,NZ,XMAX,ZMAX,ALPHA,HEAVE,DTDO, DELX, DELZ
DELT,NSTEP,TINT
KAPPA,K,Al,RTC,TZERO,Q,ZHP
NW,W,NPOINTS,TRACK
THRUST

WRITE(6,*)THRUST
DELX=XMAX/REALCNX-1) '
DELZ=ZMAX/REAL(NZ-1)
DO 5 J=0,NZ+50
DEPTH(J)=DELZ*REAL(J)
IF (DEPTH (J) .LE.ZHP) GRAD (J) =A1*DEPTH (J) *
+
(ZHP-DEPTH(J)/2.0)/RTC+
+
Q*DEPTH(J)/RTC
IF (DEPTH (J) .GT.ZHP) GRAD (J) =A1*ZHP*ZHP/ (2*RTC) +(2*DEPTH (J) /RTC
DO 5 1=0,NX-1
T(I, J) =GRAD(J)
CONTINUE
CALL SPLINE (DEPTH,GRAD,NZ,1.E30,1.E30, Y2)
THROW=HEAVE»TAN(ALPHA)
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DO 10 1=0,NX-1
DEPTH_TO_DETACHMENT=DTDO+REAL(I)*DELX*TAN(ALPHA)

C

DO 10 J=0,NZ-1
Z=REAL(J)*DELZ
In the hanging wall of a normal fault...
IF((Z.LE.DEPTH_TO_DETACHMENT).AND.{.NOT.THROST))THEN

C
C
C
C

IF(REAL(I)*DELX.LT.HEAVE)THEN
T(I,J)=TZERO
AJ=0.0
In the air-filled basin...
I F (2.LE.THROW)THEN
T(I, J) =TZERO
AJ=0.0
ELSE
ZPRIME=Z-THROW
CALL SPLINT (DEPTH,GRAD,Y2,NZ,ZPRIME,T(I, J) )
ENDIF

C

In the hanging wall of

a thrust...

ELSE I F ((Z.LE .DEPTH_TO_DETACHMENT).AND.(THROST))THEN
ZPRIME=Z+THROW
CALL SPLINT (DEPTH,GRAD,Y2,NZ,ZPRIME,T(I,J))
ENDIF
C

In the hanging wall...
I F (Z .LE.DEPTH_TO_DETACHMENT.AND.Z .GT.THROW)THEN
IF(Z.G T .THROW+ZHP)AJ=0.0
ENDIF

C

In the footwall...
I F (Z .G T .DEPTH_TO_DETACHMENT.AND.2.GT.ZHP)THEN
AJ=0.0
ENDIF
IF(J.EQ.O)T(I. J) =T2ER0

10

CONTINOE
WRITE (13,*) N2,NX
WRITE (13,*)

C
666

1

DO 1 L=0,N2-1
WRITE(13,*) (T(KK,L),KK=0,NX-1)
WRITE (6, 666) (T(KK,L) ,KK=0,NX-1)
FORMAT(X,ll(2X,F6.2) )
DO 1 KK=0,NX-1
PL0T(KK,N2-1-L) =SNGL (T (KK, L) )
CONTINOE
CALL conrec(PLOT,101,nx-l,nz-1,0., 0., 0, 0, 0,0)
CALL FRAME
RETORN
END
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SUBROUTINE SOLVE(T,LOUT)
IMPLICIT LOGICAL (A-Z)
REAL
REAL*8
+
+
+
+
REAL*8

PLOT(0:100,0:100)
T(0:100,0:100),
Tl(0:100,0:100),
W(3,10),
TRACK(2,10),
DEPTH(0:200)

■PLOTARRAY FOR NCAR
!KNOWN VALUES
!VALUES AT N+1
!UPLIFT CONSTARINTS
(POINTS TO TRACK FOR PTT PATHS
!T0 KEEP TRACK OF UPLIFT

DELX,
(LATERAL STEP SIZE METERS
DELZ,
(VERTICAL STEP SIZE METERS
XMAX,
(X DISTANCE METERS
ZMAX,
(Z DISTANCE METERS
ZPRIME,
DELT,
(TIME STEP IN YEARS
DELT2,
PSEUD0-TIMESTEP=DELT/2 IN SECONDS
TMAX,
(MAX TIME IN YEARS
TIME,
REM,
TOUT,
LAMX,
(INTERMEDIATE VALUE
LAMZ,
(INTERMEDIATE VALUE
ALPHA,
(DIP OF DETACHMENT
DTDO,
(DEPTH TO DETACHMENT AT X=0 METERS
THROW,
DEPTH_TO DETACHMENT,
HEAVE,' (HEAVE ON DETACHMENT METERS
WN,
!UPLIFT IN N TIMESTEP
TOTAL_W, (TOTAL UPLIFT SO FAR
TZERO,
(TEMPERATURE AT SURFACE DEGREES C
TINT,
(TIME INTERVAL FOR OUTPUT YEARS
KAPPA,
(THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY METERS2/SEC
K,Q,
A1,AJ,
(HEATPRODDCTION WATT/METER3
ZHP,
(THICKNESS OF HEAT PRODUCING ZONE METERS
RTC
(THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY WATT/METER/DEGREE C

INTEGER I,
(X INDEX
J,
(Z INDEX
N,
(TIME INDEX
NSTEP, (NUMBER OF TIMESTEPS
NX,
(NUMBER OF X STEPS
NZ,
(NUMBER OF Z STEPS
NW,
(NUMBER OF DPLIFT CONSTRAINTS
NPOINT, (NUMBER OF POINTS TO TRACK FOT PTT PATHS
COUNT,KK,L,
(GENEARL COUNTER
LIN,
(LOGICAL UNIT FOR INPDT
LOOT
(LOGICAL UNIT FOR OUTPUT

+
+
+
+

REAL*8 A(350),
B(350),
C(350),
F(350),
X(3S0)

(TRIDIA ARRAYS...

COMMON /SPACEP/ NX,NZ,XMAX,ZMAX,ALPHA,HEAVE,DTDO,DELX,DELZ,DEPTH
COMMON /TIMEP/ DELT,NSTEP,TINT
COMMON /HEATP/ KAPPA,K,A1, RTC, TZERO, Q,ZHP
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COMMON /OOTPP/
COMMON /LOG/

NW,W,NPOINTS,TRACK
THROST

COMMON /TRID/ A,B,C,X,F
YEAR_S=365.25*24.0*3600
DELT2=DELT*YEAR_S/2
THROW=HEAVE*TAN (ALPHA)
DO 1 N=l,NSTEP
TIME=REAL(N)*DELT
REM=(TIME/TINT)-INT(TIME/TINT)
T00T=TIME/1.0E6

C
667

c
666

11

IF(ABS(REM-O.O).LT.0.001)THEN
WRITE(13,667)TOOT
WRITE(6,667)TOOT
FORMAT(/,X,'TIME = ■,F10.S)
DO 11 L=0,NZ-1
WRITE(13,*) (T(KK,L) ,KK=0,NX-1)
WRITE(6,666)(T(KK,L),KK=0,NX-1)
FORMAT (X,11(2X,F6.2))
DO 11 KK=0,NX-1
PLOT(KK,NZ-1-L)=SNGL(T(KK,L))
CONTINOE
write (6, *)tout
CALL ConreC (PLOT, 101,nx-1, nz-1, 0., 0., 0, 0, 0, 0)
CALL FRAME
ENDIF

2

DO 2 C00NT=1,NW
IF(TIME.Ge.W(l,COONT) .AND.TIME.Lt.W(2,COONT))
+
WN=W(3,COONT)/YEAR_S
TOTAL_W=TOTAL_W+WN*DELT*YEAR_S
LAMX=KAPPA*DELT2/(DELX*DELX)
LAMZ=KAPPA*DELT2/(DELZ*DELZ)

C**

Do X direction step__
DO 30 J=l,NZ-2
DO 10 1=1,NX-2

C**

FIND DETACHMENT AND ZONE OF HEAT PRODOCTION...
AJ=A1
ZPRIME=DEPTH(J)-TOTAL_W
THROW=HEAVE*TAN(ALPHA)
DEPTH_TO_DETACHMENT=DTDO+REAL(I)*DELX*TAN(ALPHA)

C

In the hanging wall of a normal fault...
I F ((ZPRIME.LE.DEPTH_TO_DETACHMENT).AND.(.NOT.THROST))THEN
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c
C
C

IF(REAL(I)*DELX.LT.HEAVE)THEN
T{I,J)=TZERO
AJ=0.0

C

In the air-filled basin...
I F (ZPRIME.LE .THROW)THEN
T(I, J)=TZERO
AJ=0.0
ELSE
ZPRIME=ZPRIME-THROW
ENDIF

C

In the hanging wall of a thrust...
ELSE I F ((ZPRIME.LE.DEPTH_TO_DETACHMENT).AND.(THRDST))THEN
ZPRIME=ZPRIME+THROW
ENDIF

C

In the hanging wall...

+

C

IF(ZPRIME.LE.DEPTH_TO_DETACHMENT.A ND.ZPRIME.GT.
THROW)THEN
I F (ZPRIME.GT .THROW+ZHP)AJ=0.0
ENDIF
In the footwall...
IF(ZPRIME.GT.DEPTH_TO_DETACHMENT.AND.ZPRIME.GT.ZHP)THEN
AJ=0.0
ENDIF

A(I)=-LAMX
B(I)=1+2*LAMX
C(I)=-LAMX
F (I)= (LAMZ+WN*DELT2/(2*DELZ))* T (I,J-1)+ (1-2*LAMZ)*T(I,J)+
S
(LAMZ-WN*DELT2/(2*DELZ))*T(I,J+1)+ (KAPPA*DELT2/(K*RTC))*AJ

10
C**

CONTINOE
Set no-flow lateral boundaries...
B(NX-2)=B(NX-2)+C(NX-2)
B(1)=B(1)+A(1)

C**

These need to be reset for TRIDIA...
A(1)=0.0
C(NX-2)=0.0
CALL TRIDIA(NX-2)

C**

Set the temps at the half time step..

20

DO 20 C0UNT=l,NX-2
T1(COUNT,J)=X(COUNT)
T1(0,J) =T1(1,J)
T1(NX-1,J)=T1(NX-2,J)

30

CONTINUE
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c**

Do Z-direction step...
TIME=REAL(N)*DELT+delt/2

3
+

DO 3 C0DNT=1,NW
IF (TIME.GT.Wd,COUNT) .AND.TIME.LE. W(2,COUNT) )
WN=W(3,COUNT)/YEAR_S

DO 40 I=i,NX-2
DEPTH_TO_DETACHMENT=DTDO+REAL(I)*DELX*TAN(ALPHA)
DO 50 J=l,NZ-2
C**

FIND DETACHMENT AND ZONE OF HEAT PRODUCTION. . .
AJ=A1
ZPRIME=DEPTH(J)-TOTAL_W
THROW=HEAVE*TAN(ALPHA)
DEPTH_TO_DETACHMENT=DTDO+REAL(I)*DELX*TAN(ALPHA)

C

In the hanging wall of a normal fault...
IF((ZPRIME.LE.DEPTH_TO_DETACHMENT).AND.(.NOT.THRUST))THEN

C
C
C

I F (REAL(I)*DELX.LT.HEAVE)THEN
T(I,J)=TZERO
AJ=0.0

C

In the air-filled basin...
I F (ZPRIME.LE .THROW)THEN
T(I, J) =TZERO

AJ—
0.0
ELSE
ZPRIME=ZPRIME-THROW
ENDIF
C

In the

hanging wall of a thrust...

ELSE IF((ZPRIME.LE.DEPTH_TO_DETACHMENT).AND.(THRUST) )THEN
ZPRIME=ZPRIME+THROW
ENDIF
C

In the hanging wall...

+

C

I F (ZPRIME.LE.DEPTH_TO_DETACHMENT.AND.ZPRIME.G T .
THROW)THEN
I F (ZPRIME.GT.THROW+ZHP)AJ=0.0
ENDIF
In the footwall...
I F (ZPRIME.G T .DEPTH_TO_DETACHMENT.AND.ZPRIME.GT.ZHP)THEN
AJ=0.0
ENDIF
A(J)= - (LAMZ+Wn*DELT2/(2*DELZ))
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B(J)=1+2*LAMZ
C (J)= - (LflMZ-Wn*DELT2/(2*DELZ))
F (J)=LAMX*T1(I-l,J) + (1-2*LAMX)*T1(I, J) +LAMX*T1(I+l,J) +
S
(KAPPA+DELT2/(K))*AJ
50
C**

CONTINOE
Set boundaries...
F(1)=F(1)-A(1) *T1(I,C)
F (NZ-2)=F(NZ-2)-C(NZ-2)*Q»DELZ/K
B (NZ-2)=B(NZ-2)+C(NZ-2)
A(1)=0.0
C(NZ-2)=0.0
CALL TRIDIA(NZ-2)

60

DO 60 C0DNT=l,NZ-2
IF(I.EQ.1)T(0,CODNT)=X (COUNT )
IF(I.EQ.NX-2)T(NX-1,COONT)=X(COONT)
T(I,COUNT)=X(COONT)
T (I,NZ-1)=Q*DELZ/K+T(I,NZ-2)
T(I,0)=TZERO

40

CONTINUE
T(0, NZ-1) =Q*DELZ/K+T(0, NZ-2)
T(NX-1,NZ-1)=Q*DELZ/K+T(NX-1,NZ-2)

1

CONTINUE

(END OF MAIN TIMESTEP LOOP

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE SPLINE(X,Y,N,YPl,YPN, Y2)
C
C
C
C

11

From 'Numerical Recipes' by Press, Flannery, Teukolsky and
Vetterling. Cambridge University Press. 1986

PARAMETER (NMAX=501)
REAL*8 X (N),Y (N) ,Y2 (N) ,0 (NMAX)
IF (YPl.GT..99E30) THEN
Y2(l)=0.
O(l)=0.
ELSE
Y2(1)=-0.S
U(1) = (3./(X(2)-X(1)))*((Y(2)-Y(1) )/(X(2)-X(l))-YPl)
ENDIF
DO 11 1=2,N-1
SIG=(X(I)-X(I-1))/(X(I+1)-X(I-D)
P=SIG*Y2(I-l)+2.
Y2(I) = (SIG-1.)/P
U(I) = (6.*( (Y(I+1)-Y(I) )/(X(I+l)-X(I) )-(Y(I)-Y(I-l) )
*
/ (X(I)-X(I-l)))/(X(I+1)-X(I-l))-SIG*U(I-1))/P
CONTINUE
IF (YPN.GT..99E30) THEN
QN=0.
UN=0.
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ELSE
QN=0.5
DN= (3./ (X (N) -X (N-1) ))* (YPN- (Y(N) -Y (N-1) )/ (X (N) -X (N-1) ))
ENDIF
Y2 <N) = {DN-QN*0(N-1))/(QN*Y2(N-1)+1.)
DO 12 K=N-1,1,-1
Y2 (K) =Y2 (K) *Y2 (K+1) +0 (K)
12
CONTINOE
RETURN
END
C------------------------------------------------------------------SDBRODTINE SPLINT(XA,YA,Y2A,N, X,Y)
C
C
From 'Numerical Recipes' by Press, Flannery, Teukols)cy and
C
Vetterling. Cambridge University Press. 1986
C
REAL*8
XA(N),YA(N),Y2A(N)
KL0=1'
KflI=N
1
IF (KHI-KLO.GT.l) THEN
K=(KHI+KLO)/2
IF(XA(K) .GT.X)THEN
KHI=K
ELSE
KLO=K
ENDIF
GOTO 1
ENDIF
H=XA(KHI)-XA(KLO)
IF (H.EQ.O.) PAUSE 'Bad XA input.'
A=(XA(KHI)-X)/H
B=(X-XA(KLO))/H
Y=A*YA(KLO)+B*YA(KHI)+
*
((A**3-A)*Y2A(KL0)+(B**3-B)*Y2A(KHI))*(H**2)/6.
RETURN
END
C-------------------------------------------------------------------

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SUBROUTINE TRIDIA(N)
COMMON /TRID/ A,B,C,X,F
REAL*8 A(350) ,B (350) ,C (350),X (350),F (350)
REAL*8 ALPHA(350) ,BETA(350) ,Y(350)

201

203

ALPHA(1)=B(1)
BETA(1)= C (1)/ALPHA(1)
Y(1)=F(1)/ALPHA(1)
DO 201 1=2,N
ALPHA(I)=B(I)-A(I) *BETA(I-1)
BETA (I) =C (I)/ALPHA (I)
Y(I) = (F(I)-A(I)*Y(I-1) ) /ALPHA(I)
X(N) =Y(N)
NU=N-1
DO 203 1=1,NU
J=N-I
X(J)=Y(J)-BETA(J)*X(J+1)
RETURN
END
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SOBROOTINE INfile(LIN)
CHARACTER*40 FIN,FODT

100
110

WRITE (6, 100)
FORMAT(1OX,'Name of input data file : ■$)
READ(6,110)FIN
FORMAT(A)

OPEN(0NIT=LIN,NAME=FIN,STATDS='OLD')
RETORN
END
CSOBRODTINE OOTfile(LOOT)
CHARACTER*40 FIN,FOOT

100
110

WRITE(6,100)
FORMAT(1OX,'Name of output data file : '$)
READ(6,110)FIN
FORMAT(A)

OPEN(ONIT=Lout,NAME=FIN,STATOS='neW)
RETORN
END
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Appendix 5;
a. Sample Localities and llthologles:
The Buttes HBI:
Location: The Buttes igneous plugs. The Buttes Quad 38.80N, 4.62-4.64EE.
S am ple

Llthology

C o llecto r

Date

TB"88*1

Mylonltic granitoid

R. K. Dokka

3/88

TB-88-2

Weakly m ylonltlzed granitoid

R. K. Dokka

TB-88-3

Mylonltic granitoid

R. K. Dokka

TB-88-4

G ranitoid

R. K. Dokka

SE Buttes:
Location: Lockhart Quad, hill SE of the Buttes
Sam ple

Llthology

C ollecto r

Date

FP-3

G ranitoid.

R. K. Dokka

3/88

HL-88-23C

m arble

D. Henry & 0. Travis

3/88

Weatherstation
Location: The Buttes Quad, by Weather Station at 38.819N, 4.591 E
Sam ple

Llthology

C o llecto r

Date

HL-89-43

Blotlte schist. From top of hill, just below
unmanned Weather Station.

S. M. Jones

2/89

HL-89-21

Coarse Marble From just north of
unmarked road, ~ 1 0 0 m east of saddle.
(38.824N,4.591E)

D. Henry

2/89

WaterheaterCanvon
Location: Near Barstow Drive-in theater, Barstow Quad.
Sam ple

Llthology

C ollecto r

Date

WH-88-11

Musc/blo Quartz mylonlte

D. Henry

3/88

MR-2

Musc/blo Quartz mylonlte

R. K. Dokka

1 /8 6
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MR-3

Musc/blo Quartz mylonlte

R. K. Dokka

1/86

Eades Sidino
Location: South of Lynx Cat Mountain on South side of railroad tracks.
S am ple

Llthology

C ollecto r

Date

ES-89-1

Phenocrystlc granite (large fewldspar
phenocrysts). Locally intruded by mafic
dikes

S. M. Jones

2/89

Iron Mountain
Location: North end of Iron Mountain intrusive complex
S am ple

Llthology

C ollector

Date

IM-89-1

G ranitoid

S. M. Jones & D.
Henry

2/89

lM-89-5

Blotlte Granite

S. M. Jones & D.
Henry

2/89

Kramer Hills
Location: Old mine workings in Kramer hills
S am ple

Llthology

C ollector

Date

KH-89-1

Very weathered granite

S. M. Jones

2/89
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b. Fission track anaiyticai data and ages
Sample

Minerai

#Gralns

Grids

3.

#

#

MR-2

Apatite

8

600

3600.0

54

Induced
Track
Density
35333.3

530

6.89E+15

20.97

3.07

MR-3

Apatite

5

500

1600.0

20

20000.0

250

6.89E+15

16.47

3.86
2.38

8

■D

Spontaneous
Track Density

Tracks

Fluence

Age (Ma)

1 sign

Tracks

FP-1

Apatite

7

700

7942.9

139

65485.7

1146

6.89E+15

24.95

MH-86-1

Apatite

6

600

10600.0

159

34733.3

521

6.89E+15

62.60

6.01

TB-88'1

Apatite

5

500

4960.0

62

51600.0

645

8.21 E+15

23.58

3.22

IM-89-5

Apatite

5

500

1920.0

24

15120.0

189

8.34E-t-15

31.59

6.92

HL-89-28

Apatite

4

110

8000.0

22

80363.6

221

8.34E+15

24.78

5.59

TB-88-4

Sphene

5

350

10742.9

94

17371.4

152

1.12E+15

20.63

2.78

FP-3

Sphene

6

460

16434.8

189

26956.5

310

1.12E+15

20.34

1.98

ES-89-1

Sphene

6

350

16457.1

144

8800.0

77

1.12E-^15

62.18

9.00

3"

CD
CD

■D
O
Q.
C

a
O
3
"O
O
CD

Q.

■D

IM-89-1

Sphene

5

420

54666.7

574

31047.6

326

1.12E+15

58.56

4.46

HL-89-28

Sphene

6

362

16464.1

149

29613.3

268

1.12E+15

20.63

2.78

TB-88-3

Zircon

4

135

67259.3

227

105777.8

357

1.12E+15

21.21

1.92

WH-88-H11

Zircon

6

449

29755.0

334

45256.1

508

1.12E+15

21.93

1.69

FP-3

Zircon

4

400

21900.0

219

34100.0

341

1.12E+15

21.42

1.97

IM-89-5

Zircon

8

396

31414.1

311

24040.4

238

1.12E+15

43.51

3.99

HL-89-43

Zircon

7

560

9357.1

131

16071.4

225

1.12E-h15

19.42

2.22

ES-89-1

Zircon

7

332

21927.7

182

19156.6

159

1.12E-^15

38.13

4.31

CD

C/)
C/)

ro
o
CD
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